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The Collection in this catalogue has been
selected with greatest attention. The selected
products distinguish themselves by quality
and design and fulfill all requirements of the
European law and legal regulations. This
collection has been produced in accordance
with the ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 14001:2004
certifications. Nowadays for companies,
sustainability,

environmental

awareness

and social wellness are not just words but
objectives to achieve. A deliberately chosen
gift underlines these objectives and carries out
your message in the right way.
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It is not a coincidence this catalogue is entitled ‘Xperience 2013’.
Besides all the printed information, we have added more content
throughout the catalogue that you can access through your
smartphone or tablet.
How to unlock the extra information:
1.

Download the Layar app via the Appstore or Playstore on your
smartphone or tablet. The app is available for Android and iOS
(iPhone/iPad).

Open the Layar app and select the scan button then hold
your phone 20-30 cm. from the page. Enjoy films, how-to
guides and interesting interactive content that appear on
your screen.

We wish you lots of fun with viewing this catalogue!
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Award winning PRODUCTS

FLOWER POWER

The Hub(wo)mEn

are coming!

The new personal friend on your desk! Brings a
smile to every face and on top of that connects
the digital world! They are ready for take off at
page 64-65.

4

Solar power:
the unique energy source!

Small, simple and unique. The USB stick is
here to stay! The Flip combines design and
capacity with a unique closing mechanism
available in 6 trendy colors!

Recycled Pet bottles

Augmented Reality
This catalogue has a PLUS, not only
printed but also there are products with a
bit extra. An animation on your tablet or
smartphone! All products with this Icon
offer you extra information! How does it
work? Please check page 2.

Page 42

Looking for a well balanced travel collection? Swiss Peak
is a unique range of travel products from luggage scale
up to a distinguished set of travel bags. A Top collection!
Page 406 - 409.

USB

The XD Design products in this catalogue are not only
appreciated for their quality, several products are
rewarded with prestigious international design awards
like the Red Dot Design Award in Germany and The Good
Design Award, Chicago USA.

You can’t imagine that with the new techniques of today
you can produce a fibre out of Recycled Pet bottles. This
very nice fibre is an ideal material to create, e.g. bags.
You will find a very good example on page 242.
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‘Promotional products, nothing brings you closer’
is an initiative of EPPA, the European Association
of promotional products.

gift

Complementing advertising campaigns with promotional products will drastically boost their
impact. People like receiving gifts even more than we realise. Studies show that more than 70% of
target audiences appreciate receiving a promotional product and use it on a daily basis. Over 60%
of recipients favour advertisers who send useful gifts. Ask your promotional products distributor
how your company can get closer to your customers. For more information, visit our website
www.nothingbringsyoucloser.com

Sunshine
A bunch of flowers is always a good gesture, one that is highly
appreciated, and Sunshine especially! Sunshine prefers a
well lit spot in the center of any home or office. Requires no
watering, but is fond of recharging mobile phones!

P323.003

Sunshine solar charger
25 x 20 mm.

1
Li-ion

Sunshine is the bunch of flowers that fits every desk or
household. Due to its unique Resound® material combination
and the 5 integrated solar panels it’s a very sustainable gift.
The 2600mAh rechargeable lithium battery will make sure
you can store all that energy and pass it through to your
mobile device whether it’s a phone or a tablet. Including a
Micro USB cable. Registered design®
Size 22 x 6,5 x 4,3 cm.

Made of 45% bio-based material derived from plants not oil. Leading to carbon footprint reduction.
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Suntree

Sunflower

P280.132

P323.233

Solar Suntree
40 x 12 mm.
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Solar sunflower
1
Li-ion

25 x 20 mm.

1
Li-ion

Suntree uses 9 solar leaves to charge your mobile phone or
MP3 player using solar cell technology. A real eye catcher
for any desk, with a powerful 1350mAh rechargeable lithium
battery inside. The solar charger has an USB output and miniUSB input. Including a mini USB cable. Registered design®

Sunflower brings solar energy to your desk with a smile! The
2500mAh rechargeable lithium battery inside is powerful
enough to easily charge your mobile phone or MP3 player.
The solar charger has an USB output and mini-USB input.
Including mini USB cable. Registered design®

Size 10 x 10 x 22 cm.

Size 23 x 10 x 10 cm.
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Bat

Tab

P323.303

Bat emergency battery
30 x 7 mm.

Bat is your help in need when you need to make that last
call. This charger comes with a 500mAh rechargeable lithium
battery inside, black USB input, black Micro USB and iPhone 3
& 4 output plug integrated. Including black XD Design travel
pouch. Registered design®

P323.203

Tab solar charger stand
40 x 8 mm.

1
Li-ion

1

Size 7,8 x 5 x 1,5 cm.

Li-ion

Tab is a multifunctional solar charger with a powerful 2600
mAh rechargeable lithium battery. It doesn’t only charge your
phone or tablet but due to the unique shape it also holds
your device. This allows you to comfortably watch a movie
without being afraid your battery will die. Including a Micro
USB cable. Registered design®
Size 11,1 x 7 x 1,8 cm.

Sol

P323.103

Sol travel charger
80 x 40 mm.

1
Li-ion

Sol uses 2 big solar panels which are connected to the
800mAh rechargeable lithium battery inside to charge your
mobile phone or MP3 player wherever you go. The charger
has an USB output and mini-USB input. Including black XD
Design travel pouch and mini USB cable. Registered design®
Size 11 x 6,5 x 1,5 cm.
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Wallet

P280.152

Wallet solar charger
40 x 80 mm.

1
Li-ion

Window

Wallet will hold your mobile phone while it charges it
with the 1300mAh rechargeable lithium battery. Mini USB
input and USB output are located on the base for an easy
connection. Including mini USB cable. Registered design®
Size 11,5 x 6,6 x 1,4 cm.

P280.142 - silver
P280.145 - blue
P280.147 - green

Window solar charger
55 x 55 mm.

1
Li-ion

Window can be used to charge your mobile phone or MP3
player in the car, office or at home with the integrated
1400mAh rechargeable lithium battery. Because the charger
can stick to a window it always faces the sun. This makes the
solar charging process even more efficient. The charger has
an USB output and mini-USB input. Including a mini USB
cable. Registered design®
Size 11 x 11 x 1,8 cm.
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Port

P513.391

Mini solar charger
28 x 20 mm.

Make maximum use of solar power,
wheverer you are! Just stick Port to any
window surface and harvest that free
energy. Port is your very own smart
portable solar charger.

1
Li-ion

Compact solar charger with 500mAh rechargeable lithium
battery inside with an output of 5V/max. 600mA, USB input,
Mini USB and iPhone output plug integrated. Registered
design®
Size 6,5 x 4 x 1,5 cm.

P323.192

P323.142

Tablet solar charger
45 x 10 mm.
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Port solar charger

1
Li-ion

ø 70 mm.

1
Li-ion

Anodized aluminium case with solar panel and 2600mAh
rechargeable lithium battery inside with an output of
5V/500mA or 1000mA which is suitable for both tablets and
mobile phones. The voltage can be adjusted according to the
device. Including connection cable and black velvet pouch
with strip.

Port is the ideal mobile solar charger with embedded USB
port. Due to the integrated suction pad it can be attached to
any window, whether it’s at home, in the car or on the plane.
You are backed up by an internal 1000 mAh rechargeable
lithium battery which brings your stored sun-power wherever
you go. Registered design®

Size 11,5 x 6 x 1 cm.

Size 2,6 x ø 10 cm.
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P252.081

Solar mobile phone charger
P280.062
80 x 20 mm.

1
Li-ion

Solar set with 950mAh rechargeable lithium battery inside
with an output of 5V/max. 800mA and 12 adapters for
different mobile phones, 1 USB input cable and 1 output
connection cable. Including black zipper pouch with PU
patch.
Size 12,2 x 6,3 x 5,2 cm.

Solar charger with spiral cable
30 x 40 mm.

1
Li-ion

Solar set with 800mAh rechargeable lithium battery inside
with an output of 5V/max. 700mA, Mini USB input and USB
output and 3 charging LED’s. Including spiral USB cable and 6
mobile phone plugs.
Size 10,4 x 5,1 x 0,8 cm.

P280.052

P323.041

Solar Charger
60 x 40 mm.

Water resistant solar charger

1
Li-ion

Solar set with 1000mAh rechargeable lithium battery
inside with an output of 5V/max. 500mA and 6 adapters
for different mobile phones, 1 USB input cable and 1 output
connection cable. Packed in black magnetic gift box.
Size 9,5 x 6,5 x 1,5 cm.

70 x 25 mm.

1
Li-ion

Solar set with rubber wrapped solar panel case and 750mAh
rechargeable lithium battery inside with an output of 5V/
max. 500mA to charge your mobile phone or MP3 player.
6 adapters for different mobile phones, 1 USB input cable, 1
output connection cable and 1 LED light. Including pouch with
carabiner. Packed in black pouch.
Size 4 x 12,5 x 8,5 cm.
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BESTE

Back-up battery
60 x 40 mm.

1
Li-ion

Backup set with 2000mAh rechargeable lithium battery with
an output of 5V/max. 450mA to charge your mobile phone
or MP3 player, 6 adaptors for different mobile phones, 1 USB
input cable and 1 output connection cable.
Size 11,5 x 6,5 x 1,5 cm.

P280.183

Retro Phone docking station

VALUE
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,

RICE
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P280.201

Phone dock

45 x 15 mm.
This docking station will charge your iPhone while
simultaneously allowing you to make and receive phone calls
using the classic receiver that connects to the earplug port in
your phone. The Rotary Dial App can be downloaded free of
charge with real dialing function and the traditional clicking
sound! Works on OS 4.0 and up.

BEST

PRIC

P280.042

45 x 15 mm.
Let your mobile phone rest on this dock and use the retro
head phone (included) to pick up or drop all your calls.
Registered design®
Size 19 x 8 x 9,5 cm.

Size 24 x 14 x 16 cm.

P280.162

Charging Station
61 x 29,3 mm.
Docking station that offers you the possibility to charge with
an output of 5V/max. 3000mAh divided over 4 USB all your
personal devices like PDA, cellphone, Blackberry, iPod, MP3
player or Bluetooth headset simultaneously in one location.
Tiltable rubberized tray with USB data connection, USB
charger, Mini USB input and USB Data cable (100cm).
Size 25 x 14 x 7 cm.
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P324.021

Car power bank and torch
50 x 10 mm.

1
Li-ion

Aluminum case with integrated 1400mAh battery to charge
your mobile phone and torch with different light functions.
The inside battery can be charged in your car and then be
taken out to have that extra battery power wherever you
need it.
Size 12 x ø 2,5 cm.

P324.042 - grey
P324.047 - lime
P324.049 - blue

iPhone portable backup battery

P311.111

Ideal charger set
60 x 25 mm.

50 x 10 mm.

1
Li-ion

2

AA

Detachable 800mAh backup battery for all iPhone’s using
the 30 pins connector (iPhones 3 & 4). The battery itself can
be charged with the charging cable.

Charging set including 3V emergency charger with an output
of 5V/max. 500mA, USB home plug, micro car USB charger
and 6 in 1 USB charging cable for iPhone (3 & 4), Mini USB,
Micro USB, Nokia, Samsung and Sony Ericsson. Including
polyester pouch.

Size 2,2 x 5,5 x 1,7 cm.

Size 18,5 x 2 x 9,5 cm.

P280.031

P269.291

Car plug torch set
80 x 30 mm.

USB battery charger
1

Portable torch that has an USB plug with an output of 5V/
max. 500mA and 12 plugs for different mobile phones.
Size 12 x 8,5 x 5 cm.

35 x 25 mm.

2

AA

USB charger to charge AA or AAA batteries through your
USB port with over charging protection. Including 2 AA
rechargeable batteries with a capacity of 1500mAh. Packed in
XD Eco corrugated box.
Size 11 x 4 x 2,2 cm.
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P302.201 - black
P302.203 - white
P302.207 - green

Trio

2 in 1 cable Micro USB
20 x 10 mm.
Small cable set with USB plug and Micro USB plug integrated.

Ultimate connectivity captured in one practical tool. Trio has
the answer to each hardware challenge you might encounter
in your daily work or on your leisurely travels.

Size 4,8 x 3 x 0,8 cm.

Micro USB

P302.191 - black
P302.193 - white
P302.197 - green

2 in 1 cable iPhone
20 x 10 mm.
Small cable set with USB plug and Apple plug integrated.
Suitable for iPhone 3&4.
Size 4,8 x 3 x 0,8 cm.

iPhone

P317.231

6 in 1 USB charging cable
ø 15 mm.
Retractable cable with an USB plug on one side and on the
other side 6 different plugs for iPhone (3 & 4), Mini USB,
Micro USB, Nokia, Samsung and Sony Ericsson.
Size 1,5 x 5 x 12 cm.

P302.002

Trio connection cable
25 x 18 mm.
Trio brings the Apple (iPhone 3 & 4), Micro USB and Mini USB
plug to one small flexible travel accessory. From this day on
you only need one connection cable to access or charge all!
Registered design®
Size 18 x 2,6 x 1 cm.
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USB H - 5V/1.2A output
For smartphones / tablets etc.
USB L - 5V/800mA output
For mobile phones / gps / mp4 etc.

P302.061 - black
P302.063 - white
P302.064 - red

P302.065 - blue
P302.067 - green

P320.151

Jogging iPhone holder

Double USB car charger

40 x 20 mm.

25 x 13 mm.
Portable connector that has two USB plugs with one output
of 5V/800mA and one output of 5V/1.2A.
Size 4,2 x 2,5 x 6,7 cm.

P300.430 - red
P300.431 - black
P300.433 - white

P300.435 - blue
P300.437 - green

Micro Car USB charger
7 x 20 mm.
Portable connector that has an USB plug with an output of
5V/800mA to, charge mobile phone, iPhone and iPod.
Size 4,3 x ø 2,4 cm.
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Neoprene iPhone holder for around your arm, ideal for
jogging. The holder also has a small pocket for your earbuds
of keys.
Size 14,2 x 0,8 x 47,5 cm.

P300.594

Magnet stand
15 x 5 mm.
Bring your mobile phone to a comfortable watching or typing
angle with this stand. The magnet can also be used to hold
cables on their place.
Size 4,2 x 4,1 x 0,9 cm.
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Eddy
Shark

P320.160 - pink
P320.161 - black

Eddy phone stand

P320.167 - lime
P320.169 - blue

30 x 20 mm.
Eddy is your flexible phone friend in all circumstances.
Registered design®

P320.230

Shark desk stand

Size 15 x 5 x 1,3 cm.
45 x 15 mm.
Shark is a solid tablet/phone stand and organiser with 3 slots
to hold your devices and stationery which fits perfectly on
your office desk. Registered design®
Size 12 x 8,6 x 5 cm.

Silico
P280.001 - black
P280.005 - blue

Silico phone holder
20 x 6 mm.
Silico is the perfect phone buddy that keeps your mobile
phone in place when recharging. Registered design®
Size 29,5 x 8,5 cm.
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P300.573

Rotating smart stand

P325.100 - pink
P325.101 - black
P325.103 - white

20 x 8 mm.
Rotating smart stand. Turning stand in grey and white which
can be used as typing and displaying stand for iPhone/iPad
or other mobile devices.
Size 3,7 x ø 8,2 cm.

Foldable stand
60 x 25 mm.

P325.104 - red
P325.107 - lime
P325.109 - blue

20

Compact tablet and phone stand with 2 rubber ends for
extra grip.
Size 4 x 13,2 x 0,5 cm.

P325.051 - black
P325.052 - silver
P325.055 - blue

Universal phone stand
30 x 15 mm.

20

Aluminum phone stand with anti-slip feet.
Size 3 x 3,5 x 5,7 cm.
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Knight
Actually, this is more The King of the tablet portfolios. Its
ingenious patented system ensures that this folder fits nearly
all tablets!

Samsung Galaxy

Sony Xperia

iPad

Acer Iconia
P773.751

P773.741

Knight crafted iPad portfolio
4 x 40 mm.
Knight is an iPad zipper portfolio, made of imitation leather
with an unique dimpled texture. This portfolio can hold both
iPad and iPad 2 and makes it easy to carry him around in
style. Including 20 sheets writing pad of recycled paper.
Registered design®
Size 24,6 x 20,6 x 3 cm.

Knight universal tablet holder
35 x 4 mm.
Knight is a universal tablet holder, made of imitation leather
with an unique dimpled texture. The unique and patented
systems makes it possible to fit in most popular 10” tablets
and supports your tablet while using it. The elastic band
makes it easy to hold when you are on the go. Registered
design®
Size 26,2 x 20,1 x 3,5 cm.

Motorola Xoom

Recommended:
Touch 2 in 1 pen
P610.472
More details on page 38
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Moov

Recommended:
Touchscreen pen
P610.421
More details on page 40

P320.011

iPad holder and stand
45 x 100 mm.
PU iPad holder with velvet inside and integrated elastic band
to carry. The holder can be put in different stands to make
reading and typing convenient.
Size 24,5 x 19 x 1,5 cm.

P320.103

EVA iPad carrier
ø 110 mm.
EVA iPad carrier with touch pen included. The carrier can also
be used as stand for your iPad.
Size 27 x 21,5 x 3,5 cm.

P820.292

Moov tablet holder
55 x 20 mm.
Moov is a high quality microfibre holder for the frequent
traveller who wants to put his tablet, passport, credit cards or
documents in a trendy cover. Registered design®
Size 26,2 x 22 x 1,5 cm.
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Recommended:
Metis ballpoint pen with
touch pen
P327.002
More details on page 43

Recommended:
Metis ballpoint pen with
touch pen
P327.002
More details on page 43

BELSUTE

VEAST PRICE
B

,

E

U
BESTVAL

P773.811

Essential iPad holder
150 x 60 mm.
Be ready for any conference or meeting, with your iPad
protected on one side and a writing pad on the other side of
this holder - you can’t miss anything.
Size 27,5 x 23,5 x 2 cm.

P773.782 - grey
P773.785 - turquoise

Neoprene reversible iPad sleeve
P773.791
120 x 40 mm.
Protect your iPad in this reversible 3mm neoprene sleeve.

iPad holder
150 x 60 mm.

Size 23,5 x 18,5 x 1 cm.

B

Take your iPad wherever you need him in this zippered
holder. Next to your iPad there’s also space for your touch
pen and some paper work.
Size 27,8 x 22,2 x 2 cm.

VA
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Touch

MOQ : 3000
Touch Pen

Create your own unique touch pen
from 3.000 onwards

P610.472

Touch 2 in 1 pen

A

60 x 5 mm.
Touch is a 2 in 1 pen that combines the function of
touchscreen pen with a ballpoint pen. Now you can use it on
paper and for digital purposes. Registered design®
Size 14 x ø 1,1 cm.

How to proceed:

B

1. Choose your own PMS colour shaft
2. Add your own logo print or engraving
3. Choose a way of packing from the available suggestions
And you will have created your own unique touch pen in just 3 simple steps!
Allow for delivery time of around 10 weeks (after artwork approval)

C

For prices and other additional information, please contact us.
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P610.421

Touchscreen pen
35 x 4 mm.
Stainless steel ballpoint with black rubber tip to use on a
touchscreen.
Size 10,8 x ø 0,7 cm.

P301.002

3 in 1 touch stylus
40 x 7 mm.

Stylo

P327.101 - black
P327.102 - silver

4 in 1 pen

50 x 5 mm.

3

Remove all those nasty fingers from your tablet or mobile
phone with just a couple of sprays and a simple swipe. All
this is hidden in this compact touch stylus.

Stainless steel pen with stylus function, laser pointer and
torch all in one to make presenting easy.

Size 12 x ø 1,5 cm.

Size 12 x ø 0,8 cm.

2GB USB

P327.150 - silver
P327.152 - grey

Stylo 3 in 1 pen
25 x 5 mm.

Stylus

Stylo brings traditional writing and current technology
together in one pen. Small notes or a quick sketch can be
made with the ballpoint on paper or with the precision touch
pen on your phone or tablet. On top of that all your data can
be stored on the compact 2 GB flash USB. Registered design®
Size 15,7 x ø 1,4 cm.

Ballpoint

40
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P327.200 - pink
P327.201 - black
P327.202 - silver

Touch pen

P327.204 - red
P327.205 - blue
P327.207 - lime

T
S
E
B UE

60 x 5 mm.

VEASTLPRICE

Easily navigate on your mobile devices with this ABS touch
pen.
Size 12 x ø 1 cm.

B

,

UE
L
A
V
T
S
E
B

P327.001 - black
P327.002 - silver

Metis ballpoint pen with touch pen
50 x 7 mm.
Ballpoint pen in ABS case with touch function on top.
Size 14 x ø 1,2 cm.

P327.050 - pink
P327.051 - black
P327.052 - silver

P327.054 - red
P327.055 - blue
P327.057 - lime

Keychain ballpoint pen with touch pen
30 x 5 mm.

BE

Ballpoint pen in ABS case with touch function on top.
Size 5,7 x ø 1 cm.

PR
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P301.703

Bluetooth audio connector
P301.051

P300.371

Bluetooth keyboard
100 x 15 mm.

Bluetooth mini keyboard
2
AAA

80 keys QWERTY keyboard working on Bluetooth technology
so it’s easy to connect to all your other devices who don’t
have a remote keyboard. (Not suitable for all devices.)
Size 11,5 x 22,5 x 1,5 cm.

25 x 35 mm.

35 x 25 mm.

1
Li-ion

Black case with rubberized black keys, working distance
over 10 meters. Compatible with Bluetooth 2.0, built in
rechargeable Li-ion battery, powered by USB. Support Smart
Mobile System/PC. Including installation CD and USB cable.
System Supported: Support Smart Mobile System: 1. Nokia
Symbian S60 OS, 2. Google Android OS, 3. Windows Mobile
6.0 OS, 4. iPhone 4.0 OS. Support PC and HDPC, Desktop
Computer/Laptop System Requirements: Bluetoothenabled PC running Windows 98, Me, 2000, XP or Vista and
Bluetooth-enabled Macintosh running Mac OS 10.2.8 or later.
(Not suitable for all devices.)

Small connector to make your Apple dock universal. Due to
the integrated Bluetooth technology also other phones can
use this dock even the new iPhone 5 which has a different
plug.
Size 5,4 x 4,6 x 0,8 cm.

Size 11,5 x 6 x 0,6 cm.
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P320.001

Handsfree car set
60 x 30 mm.

1
P280.190 - pink
P280.191 - black
P280.193 - white

The Bluetooth 2,4GHz headset with ear hook charges by USB
and has a talking time of about 2h and a standby time of
about 75h. The micro car USB charger is his perfect assistant
to charge him when you are in your car. Including pouch.

Retro Phone receiver
45 x 15 mm.

Size 2 x 13 x 7,5 cm.

Comes with cable that connects to the earplug port of your
smart phone. With pickup, hangup and volume button. This
product helps reducing radiation going through your body
because you’re not putting your cell phone right next to
your ear.
Size 21 x 6 x 6 cm.

P300.581 - black
P300.583 - white

Stand’ n Splitter

P300.584 - pink
P300.587 - green

15 x 10 mm.
Stand ‘n splitter. Supporting stand for all mobile phones
which can also be used as an audio splitter, to allow two
people to listen to the audio at the same time.
Size 3 x 3 x 4,6 cm.
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Sonus
speaker

solar charger

speaker

on / off
volume

P326.103

Sonus speaker charger
45 x 10 mm.

1
Li-ion

Sonus is a speaker and charger that let’s you enjoy your
music wherever you go. Connect your MP3 player or mobile
phone to the 3,5mm audio in and enjoy two 2W speakers
inside. The solar panel which is connected to a 800mAh
rechargeable lithium battery gives you even more flexibility.
Including mini USB cable and black XD Design travel pouch.
Registered design®
Size 9,3 x 15,4 x 3 cm.
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P326.052

Square speaker
30 x 30 mm.

1
Li-ion

3W MP3 speaker with 600mAh rechargeable lithium battery
to play on its own when you plug in a Micro SD Card (not
included). Volume, stop/next, on/off switch on base and USB
port and input/output audio line on the side to connect to
MP3/MP4/CD/DVD/iPod/iPhone/PSP player, mobile phone
and notebook computer.

P326.523

Noise cancellation headphone

Size 4,5 x 5 x 5 cm.
ø 25 mm.

1

AA

On ear headphone with active noise cancellation and
3,5mm stereo plug to give acoustic music sound and reduce
surrounding sounds. Including black string pouch.
Size 10 x 15 x 20 cm.

P326.061 - black
P326.063 - white
P326.067 - lime

Bluetooth speaker
40 x 10 mm.

1
Li-ion

Powerful Bluetooth speaker with 600mAh rechargeable
lithium battery to let you enjoy your music wherever you go
and without any wires.
Size 5 x ø 7,4 cm.

P326.111 - black
P326.113 - white
P326.114 - red

On-ear headphone
ø40 mm.
On ear headphone which brings all your music, high and low
tone sound to you in a comfortable way with fabric headband
and 3,5mm audio plug.
P326.161 - black
P326.163 - white

Speaker

15 x 5 mm.

P326.165 - blue
P326.167 - green

Size 17,5 x 18,7 x 7,5 cm.

1
Li-ion

Compact travel speaker with integrated 200mAh lithium
battery. Can be either connected to your mobile devices or to
any laptop or computer to enhance the sound.
Size 5,5 x ø 4,3 cm.
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P326.300 - pink
P326.302 - silver
P326.303 - white

P326.305 - blue
P326.307 - green

Retro headphone

P326.311

Foldable headphone

ø35 mm.

ø 30 mm.

Retro style on-ear headphone with high quality sound level
and 3,5mm audio plug.

Compact on ear headphone with 3,5mm stereo plug to
give you a powerful and accurate sound experience of your
portable devices. Including black string pouch.

Size 19,8 x 23,8 x 7 cm.

Size 2 x 15 x 18 cm.
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P326.551 - black
P326.553 - white
P326.554 - red

In-ear earphone
50 x 50 mm.
Lightweight ear buds with a 3,5mm stereo plug to enjoy the
sound of your mobile phone, MP3 player or radio. Packed in
a travel case.
Size 7 x 7 x 2 cm.

BEIS
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BES

VALU
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Pebble
P305.113

Pebble travel calculator
70 x 35 mm.

1

Pebble is a full 8 digit LCD screen calculator with easy to
touch buttons, anti-slip feet and solar panel which fits well in
your hand and on your desk. Including black XD Design travel
pouch. Registered design®
Size 10 x 6 x 1,5 cm.

Desk
P305.103

Desk business calculator
50 x 5 mm.

1

Desk is a large 10 digit LCD screen calculator with large
and easy to touch buttons, anti-slip feet and solar panel.
Registered design®
Size 15 x 12 x 2,5 cm.
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P305.002 - grey
P305.003 - white
P305.007 - green

P326.461

Dyno AM/FM radio & torch

PLA calculator
50 x 12 mm.
10 digit solar powered LCD screen calculator in a PLA case
with 24 keys.
Size 12 x 6 x 0,9 cm.

25 x 15 mm.

1

Crank 90 sec for approx. 20 to 25 minutes of AM/FM radio
listening through the speaker or the earphone jack. In case of
emergency it can also be used as torch which works with a
super bright LED. Packed in XD Eco corrugated box.
Size 3 x 13,5 x 7 cm.

P269.302

Solar radio
60 x 35 mm.

1

Radio with double power supply function via solar panel
and dynamo. (Important in case of emergency!) Silver with
black speaker web, high performance station selectivity and
speakers, telescope antenna, packed in XD Eco corrugated
box.
Size 7,4 x 5 x 8,3 cm.

P300.701

P305.202

Desk calculator
80 x 12 mm.
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MP3 player Auditt
20 x 15 mm.

1
Li-ion

Calculator with 8 digit LCD screen which works on solar
panel.

Aluminium case with metallic clip, built-in 2 GB memory,
support MP3 and WMA files. USB and 3,5mm earphones jack.
Including USB cable and earphones, packed in PS case.

Size 20 x 14,5 x 5 cm.

Size 6 x 2,4 x 1 cm.
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P300.040

7inch digital photo frame

B
E
E
BSTSSTT

BEOLOFUFFEFEERR

15 x 40 mm.
7inch digital photo frame with LED light (16: 9), resolution
480x234 pixels. Supported memory card format: SD, MS,
MMC and USB device, supported photo format: JPEG,
supported music format: MP3/MP4/WMA, supported video
format: MPEG1, MPEG2, MPEG4, Divx, and AVI. Built-in
memory 16 MB, can store 10 photos. Extra functions: calendar
and clock (with alarm). Build-in two stereo speakers.
Pictures rotating to 90, 180 and 270 degrees and zoom in/
out function. Power supplying: 110-240V 50/60Hz, 9V/1A DC
adaptor. Including remote controller, DC power adaptor, AV
Cable and stand. Packed in black gift box.

VEAST PRICE
B

,

UE
BESTVAL

Size 32 x 21 x 6 cm.

P300.070

3,5 inch digital photo frame with alarm clock
60 x 10 mm.
3,5 inch TFT screen, resolution 320x240 pixels, LCD screen
with alarm clock function. Supports MMC, SD and SDHC
memory cards. Picture format: JPG. Viewing modes: manual
viewing and slide show mode. Including metal stand and
AC adapter.
Size 14 x 14 x 2,5 cm.

P319.003

2,4inch digital picture frame with clock
50 x 40 mm.

3
AAA

2,4inch digital picture frame with slide show function, alarm
clock and blue mood light. Support picture formats: JPG,
BMP and GIF.
Size 8,5 x 13 x 16 cm.

P300.011 - black
P300.013 - white

Picture frame 7inch
80 x 10 mm.
7inch TFT LCD (16:9) picture frame, file format JPEG.
Supported SD/MMC/MS cards, including slide show function,
zoom in/out and photo rotation. USB device can connect
with your USB disk. Including power adapter.
Size 23 x 16 x 3,5 cm.

BE

P319.041

1,5inch digital square picture frame with keychain
30 x 5 mm.

1

DEA

Li-ion

1,5inch high resolution LCD screen of 128x128 pixels, auto
photo slideshow, auto off, calendar and clock. Picture can be
stored on the 8 MB built-in memory. Including USB cable and
2,5cm keychain.
Size 4,3 x 5,4 x 1 cm.
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P300.001

Picture frame 1,5inch

What’s the
weather like?

35 x 10 mm.

1

1,5inch digital photo frame with digital clock, equipped with 8
MB flash, can be used as a thermometer and clock. Including
USB cable and software CD.
Size 8 x 11 x 3 cm.

P279.502

Calendar alarm clock with thermometer
70 x 8 mm.

2
AAA

Electronic weather forecast station with LCD screen where
you can check the temperature (C/F), calendar, clock and
alarm with snooze function.
Size 2 x 13 x 13 cm.

P300.030

2,4inch digital picture frame with weather station
45 x 5 mm.

1

Desktop photo frame with 2,4inch TFT screen. Stores up to
70 pictures JPG and BMP (4 MB flash memory). Includes LCD
screen displaying indoor temperature, humidity, date, time
and weekday display. Built-in rechargeable battery for 9
hours standalone photo viewing. Including USB cable.
Size 15,2 x 7 x 4,7 cm.
P279.701

Sky weather station
45 x 10 mm.

1

Electronic weather forecast station with LCD screen where
you can check the temperature (C/F), humidity, moon phase,
max or min temperature settings, humidity record, calendar,
clock and alarm.
Size 11 x 5,5 x 1 cm.
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PC

P317.041

PC saver socket with USB switch

TV

P317.031

TV saver socket with infrared switch

35 x 30 mm.

35 x 15 mm.

Energy saving socket for PC with a USB connection and
EU adapter cable of 1m. The socket has 1 master outlet for
PC and 4 slave outlets to automatically switch off all other
devices with child protection and save energy. Packed in XD
Eco corrugated box.

Energy saving socket for TV with infrared remote control
sensor and EU adapter cable of 1m. The socket has 1 master
outlet for TV and 4 slave outlets to automatically switch
off all other devices with child protection and save energy.
Packed in XD Eco corrugated box.

Size 4 x 5 x 27,5 cm.

Size 4 x 5,5 x 33 cm.

P300.353

P269.321

Standby button
40 x 20 mm.
Each time you take a short or long break, a phone call or go
for a meeting, you simply press the Standby button and your
computer is put into an energy saving mode! Packed in XD
Eco corrugated box.
Size 1,3 x ø 6,9 cm.

Standby killer
50 x 40 mm.
Intelligent self-learning standby killer with remote control
sensor for TVs and home appliances. Cuts off power supply
by change of current. 230V-/50Hz. Max 2300w. 1.5m cable.
Not compatible for all countries! Packed in XD Eco corrugated
box.
Size 12,2 x 6,1 x 7,7 cm.
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P308.023

Hubman
37 x 49 mm.
USB hub with 4 ports on the backside to connect all your
digital devices. All arms and legs can move around and be
put in the desired position.
Size 11,3 x 10,5 x 3 cm.

myHubman
*

A fun shape USB-hub that will not end up in a dark and dusty
drawer. It’s ideal to associate Hub(wo)man to your own company
profile. Don’t be a stranger now!
*Logo applied by using a digitally printed sticker
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P300.443

USB cube hub & card reader

Station

40 x 30 mm.
1. slot for: CF I/CF II, 2. slot for: SDHC/SD/MMC/MMCII/RS
MMC/UltraII SD/Extreme SD/Extreme II SD/Mini SD, 3. slot
for: T-Flash/Micro SD+M2, 4. slot for: MS/MS PRO/MS DUO
PRO/MS DUO/MS MG/MS Pro MG/MS Duo MG, 5. slot for: XD
Card 6. Three USB HUB port.

card slots

Size 5,7 x 5,7 x 4,1 cm.

USB ports

P300.561

Flower 4 port USB hubs with LED light
20 x 10 mm.
Trendy 4 port flower USB hub. White ABS base with 4 wires
which change to red colour when plugged in and ports in
orange, blue, pink and green.
Size 7 x 7 x 14 cm.

P308.103

P308.051

USB hub
30 x 25 mm.
Flat 4 port USB hub to connect multiple devices at the same
time to your computer.
Size 2 x 9,5 x 4,5 cm.

Station hub & card reader
45 x 28 mm.
Station connects all your portable devices to your computer
with 4 slots for 1)SD,SDHC,Mini SD; 2) MS,MS PRO,MS DUO;
3) M2; 4) TFLASH. On the opposite side with 3 USB ports. The
light on the top gives you an indication of your connection.
Including black XD Design travel pouch. Registered design®
Size 1,5 x 7 x 5,3 cm.
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P300.421

Digital pen
40 x 8 mm.

2

A truly portable handwriting capture device. Capture and
store your sketches, diagrams, notes and personalized
messages anywhere, anytime, while being away from your
computer. Upload, file or email your handwriting notes once
connected to PC. Storage capacity of over 100 pages. Works
on any paper with normal ink refill. Can also be used as full
functional mouse when working online. Including USB cable,
ink refill (1 pc) and CD. Pen size: 13,5x1,45cm. Receiver size:
7,70x2,7x0,8cm.

BEST

Size 20 x 15,1 x 4,6 cm.

VALUE

,

BEST PRICE

BESTVALUE

P300.213

P300.532

Portable scanner
90 x 10 mm.

Laser presenter

3
AAA

Portable scanner supports micro SD card up to 32 GB (card
excluded). This scanner can save and convert documents or
photo’s into digital format files and recognizes text. Scanning
speed A4 size, high resolution with colour 10 sec. (image
resolution 600x600 dpi) Standard resolution with colour 3
sec. (image resolution 300x300 dpi). Including USB cable
and OCR software.
Size 25 x 3 x 2,5 cm.
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25 x 5 mm.

3

Laser presenter with functions, infrared powerpoint presenter,
(control distance up to 15 meters) and laser pointer. Packed in
black flocked PVC tray.
Size 15 x 10,5 x 3 cm.

BE

OF

BESTE

Beam
P314.103

Beam laser presenter
P300.542

35 x 5 mm.

2

40 x 15 mm.

Laser presenter - ballpoint pen

Beam is a high end radio frequency presenter which let’s
you run through your presentation with the page up & down
button and gives you the ability to highlight with the laser
button. Including black XD Design travel pouch. Registered
design®

3

Laser presenter, with functions: infrared Powerpoint
presenter, (control distance up to 15 meters), laser pointer
and ballpoint pen. Packed in black gift box.

Size 3,5 x 1 x 10 cm.

Size 18 x 10,4 x 3,5 cm.

Apex

P327.101 - black
P327.102 - silver

4 in 1 pen

50 x 5 mm.

3

Stainless steel pen with stylus function, laser pointer and
torch all in one to make presenting easy.
Size 12 x ø 0,8 cm.

P314.113

Apex pen with laser pointer
35 x 5 mm.

3

Apex makes giving a presentation pure fun. With one touch
on the red top you can activate the laser to highlight certain
parts of your show. On the other hand the ballpoint makes
it possible to write down important remarks. Registered
design®
Size 11,8 x ø 1,1 cm.
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Save
P300.312

Flat mouse
25 x 30 mm.
Silver case with black rubberized buttons, transparent
scroll wheel, USB port connection line. With precise optical
technology.

P300.383

Save standby mouse

Size 5,3 x 6,2 x 1,7 cm.

30 x 20 mm.
Save reduces your energy consumption. The wired optical
mouse has an additional standby button so your energy
saving is only only one click away. Registered design®
Size 10,3 x 5,8 x 3,3 cm.

P300.301

Wireless mouse
18 x 12 mm.

2
AAA

Wireless mouse with USB receiver, black rubberized case
with silver decoration and top push button, precise optical
technology and scroll wheel. Movement resolutions 800 dpi,
operation distance approx. 1,5m.
Size 8,5 x 5,1 x 3,1 cm.

Mice
P317.113

Mice travel mouse
25 x 25 mm.
Mice is an optical mouse with integrated retractable cable
and feet to let it slide smoothly. Including black XD Design
travel pouch. Registered design®
Size 5 x 1 x 15 cm.
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P300.332

Travel set

Folio

100 x 70 mm.
Black 600D zipper pouch with CD compartment in front.
Content: mini earphone and microphone with extensible
line, mini USB hub with 4 USB ports (USB 2.0), mini mouse
in rubberized black, 800 dpi, with extensible line in black,
mini keyboard with extensible line and multi-card reader for
SDHC support.
Size 14,5 x 18 x 5 cm.

P300.341

3 pcs business set in neoprene pouch
80 x 10 mm.

3

Presentation business set. Link USB memory stick (1 GB
flash memory) with carbon fibre pattern. Metal frame laser
pointer with torch. Matt metal rollerball pen with carbon fibre
decoration. Packed in neoprene pouch, black outside and red
inside with 3 compartments. Brushed stainless steel rim for
logo imprint/engraving. Including black gift box.
Size 20 x 20 x 2,5 cm.

P300.731

Bulb USB stick
ø 20 mm.
USB 2.0 memory flash drive in a bulb shaped body with
a bright idea light and slider on the reverse side, 2 GB.
Registered design®
Size 5,5 x 3,4 x 0,9 cm.

P317.103

Folio travel set
120 x 90 mm.
Folio is a multimedia set that combines all what you need
on a business trip. The travel case includes: Orby pen in
white, Station to connects all your portable devices to your
computer with 4 standard card reader slots and on the
other side with 3 USB ports, Mice is a mouse with integrated
retractable cable and the Link USB memory stick (1 GB).
Registered design®
Size 22 x 3 x 15 cm.
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Doc
P300.740 - 2 GB, black
P300.741 - 4 GB, black

Doc USB stick

P300.742 - 2 GB, white
P300.743 - 4 GB, white

Stylo

20 x 5 mm.
Doc USB stick is a 2.0 memory flash drive with a very
compact body but great performance. The integrated clip can
be easily clipped on to something to make sure you’ll never
lose it. Registered design®
Size 3,7 x 1,2 x 0,7 cm.

P327.150 - silver
P327.152 - grey

Stylo 3 in 1 pen
25 x 5 mm.
Stylo brings traditional writing and current technology
together in one pen. Small notes or a quick sketch can be
made with the ballpoint on paper or with the precision touch
pen on your phone or tablet. On top of that all your data can
be stored on the compact 2 GB flash USB. Registered design®
Size 15,7 x ø 1,4 cm.

Flip
P300.760 - 2 GB, black
P300.761 - 2 GB, blue
P300.762 - 2 GB, red

Flip USB stick

P300.763 - 2 GB, white
P300.764 - 2 GB, orange
P300.765 - 2 GB, lime

20 x 8 mm.
Flip USB stick is a high precision zinc alloy 2.0 memory flash
drive with a surprisingly smart magnetic closer. Registered
design®
Size 4,5 x 1,9 x 0,4 cm.
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P300.720 - 2 GB, pink
P300.721 - 4 GB, pink
P300.722 - 2 GB, black
P300.723 - 4 GB, black

Memo USB stick

Link

P300.724 - 2 GB, blue
P300.725 - 4 GB, blue
P300.726 - 2 GB, lime
P300.727 - 4 GB, lime

25 x 10 mm.

Memo

P300.621 - 2 GB
P300.622 - 4 GB

If you don’t want to search in all your USB sticks for the
one with your travel pictures, work files, music or anything
else, Memo a USB stick with 2.0 memory flash drive is your
solution. The memo paper on the back gives you the ability
to write down and to see in one glimpse what’s on the USB
stick. Registered design®

Link USB stick
47,4 x 16,5 mm.
Link USB stick is a 2.0 memory flash drive in a metal frame
with acrylic cover and slider on the side. Registered design®

Size 1 x 2,5 x 6 cm.

Size 5,2 x 2,2 x 0,7 cm.

P300.681 - 2 GB

Click USB stick

Click

30 x 15 mm.
Click USB stick is a 2.0 memory flash drive in an aluminium
case with translucent click button and LED light on top.
Registered design®
Size 2,1 x 5,6 x 1 cm.

P300.913

Cocoon USB stand
20 x 10 mm.
Cocoon is an upright transparent casing for your XD Design
USB stick. (Not suitable for Bulb USB stick). Registered
design®

P300.970

Flat USB box
40 x 20 mm.
Flat is a transparent casing which holds your XD Design USB
stick with 2 elastic straps. Registered design®
Size 9,5 x 4,5 x 2,4 cm.

Size 3 x 3,5 x 9,5 cm.
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P300.661 - 2 GB
P300.662 - 4 GB

Silva USB stick

Silva

30 x 15 mm.

Tag2

Silva USB stick is a 2.0 memory flash drive in an aluminium
case with spring out and push back function controlled by
the button. Registered design®
Size 6 x 2,5 x 1,2 cm.

P300.600 - 1 GB
P300.601 - 2 GB
P300.602 - 4 GB

Tag USB stick
35 x 8 mm.

Tag

Tag USB stick is a 2.0 memory flash drive which besides
having a smooth design can easily be clipped on to
something to make sure you’ll never lose it. Registered
design®

P300.750 - 2 GB, black
P300.751 - 2 GB, blue
P300.752 - 2 GB, red

Tag 2 USB stick

Size 4,5 x 1,2 x 0,4 cm.

P300.753 - 2 GB, white
P300.754 - 2 GB, orange
P300.755 - 2 GB, lime

20 x 5 mm.
Tag2 USB stick is a 2.0 memory flash drive with a very
straight forward and practical design. The coloured clip can
be easily clipped on to something to make sure you’ll never
lose it. Registered design®
Size 5,1 x 1,2 x 0,9 cm.

P300.913

Cocoon USB stand
20 x 10 mm.
Cocoon is an upright transparent casing for your XD Design
USB stick. (Not suitable for Bulb USB stick). Registered
design®

P300.970

Flat USB box
40 x 20 mm.
Flat is a transparent casing which holds your XD Design USB
stick with 2 elastic straps. Registered design®
Size 9,5 x 4,5 x 2,4 cm.

Size 3 x 3,5 x 9,5 cm.
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MOQ : 250

How to proceed:
1 Choose the model and memory of your choice
2 Choose a colour from the available suggestions
3 Add your own logo print or engraving
4 Choose your own way of packing from the available suggestions
Allow for delivery time of around 4 weeks (after artwork approval)

USB

Create your own unique USB key
from 250 pieces onwards

And you will have created your own unique USB stick in just 4 simple steps!
For prices and other additional information, please contact us.

CLICK

SILVA

DOC

PMS 376

1 Gb

2 Gb

4 Gb

8 Gb

16 Gb

PMS Reflex Blue

PMS 485

A
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Grip

P221.101 - silver/black
P221.102 - black/grey

Grip multitool

P221.104 - black/red
P221.105 - black/blue

5 x 50 mm.
Grip is a stainless steel multitool with aluminum grip, has 13
functions and comes including pouch. Registered design®.
Size 10,8 x 5 x 2 cm.
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Klamp
P221.092

Klamp wrench head tool
40 x 10 mm.

Tek

P221.041 - black
P221.042 - silver

Tek multitool

Klamp is a stainless steel multitool with a foldable knife,
adjustable wrench, bit holder including 4 bits, all packed in a
PU pouch. Registered design®

10 x 15 mm.

Size 15,9 x 8 x 3,2 cm.

Tek is a stainless steel multitool with 13 functions and a
smooth design grip. Registered design®
Size 10 x 5,2 x 2 cm.

Everest
P221.212 - grey
P221.214 - red

Everest multitool
5 x 50 mm.
Everest is a stainless steel multitool, has 13 functions and an
aluminium grip. Registered design®
Size 8,5 x 4,1 x 2 cm.
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multi functional
pliers

1

gripping pliers

1

slotted screwdriver

wire cutter

file
small cutter
small pocket knife
slotted screwdriver
can opener
bottle opener

pocket knife

phillips screwdriver
slotted screwdriver
mini saw

2

1
P221.941

Swiss Peak multitool
60 x 5 mm.

2

3

2

1

3

P221.401

Fix grip multitool
25 x 15 mm.

P221.411

Mini Fix multitool
25 x 15 mm.

P120.359

Classic multitool
5 x 50 mm.

3

2

3

P120.329

P120.369

Multitool with wooden grip
5 x 32 mm.

Multitool with wooden grip
5 x 50 mm.

13 functions, black stainless steel multitool with Swiss Peak
logo. Including black Swiss Peak pouch. Registered®

14 functions, black stainless steel multitool with aluminium
anodized handle. Including black pouch.

13 functions, stainless steel multitool with aluminium
anodized handle. Including black pouch.

14 functions, aluminium cast with pakka wooden inlay,
including pouch. Registered design®

16 functions, stainless steel multitool with pakka wooden grip.
Including pouch and 10 pcs bitset.

16 functions, stainless steel with pakka wooden grip,
including pouch.

Size 10,5 x 4,5 x 2,2 cm.

Size 10 x 4,5 x 2 cm.

Size 6,8 x 3,1 x 1,7 cm.

Size 10,5 x 5,1 x 2,6 cm.

Size 4,3 x 10,2 x 2,3 cm.

Size 10,1 x 3,8 x 1,9 cm.
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BEST

P221.182

PRICE BEST BES
EAL
D

BELSUTE

Multitool with bit set
25 x 15 mm.

VALU

VEAST PRICE

10 functions, stainless steel multitool with 9 bits included,
which can be directly inserted in the multitool. Including
black pouch.

,

B
BESTVALUE

Size 12 x 4 x 1,6 cm.

P221.132 - silver
P221.134 - red
P221.135 - blue

Fix multitool
6 x 30 mm.
Aluminium multitool, handle with black details, 10 functions,
packed in black 600D pouch.
Size 10 x 4,8 x 2 cm.

P221.072 - silver
P221.074 - red
P221.075 - blue

Framework multitool
20 x 7 mm.

BEST

15 functions stainless steel multitool, incl. 2 pliers, wire
cutter, big knife, several screwdrivers, small knife, file, fish
scaler, hook remover, hex spanner punched on the handle
6/8/10mm. Black pouch included. Registered design®

VALUE

Size 10,4 x 2,9 x 1,5 cm.

,

BEST PRI

CE

BESTVAL
UE

P221.172 - grey
P221.174 - red
P221.175 - blue

Mini Fix multitool
25 x 5 mm.

P221.312

13 functions, stainless steel multitool with aluminium
anodized handle. Including black pouch.

Mini Multitool

Size 6,8 x 3,1 x 1,7 cm.
6 x 14 mm.
14 functions, stainless steel multitool.
Size 6,5 x 2 x 1 cm.
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P238.082 - grey
P238.084 - red
P238.085 - blue

Multitool and torch set
25 x 10 mm.

3
AAA

Set with 14 functions, stainless steel multitool with aluminium
anodized handle and aluminum torch with 9 white LED’s.
Size 14 x 13 x 4 cm.

Extreme
P416.602

Quattro adventure set in tin box
70 x 60 mm.

3
AAA

Set including 9 LED torch, stainless steel multitool 15
functions and 600D pouch. Packed in tin box.
Size 19,6 x 13,4 x 4,2 cm.

P221.192 - silver
P221.195 - blue

Quattro outdoor set
10 x 20 mm.

P221.197 - lime
P221.198 - orange

3
AAA

P030.314

Extreme tool set

13 functions, aluminium matt anodized pocket knife with
a big blade, saw, fish scaler, nail puller, scissors, bottle
opener, slotted screwdriver, can opener, corkscrew, phillips
screwdriver, small blade, nail file and awl plus the Quattro
torch in aluminium matt anodized colour with 9 white LED’s.
Packed in black magnetic gift box.

Extreme is the combination of an aluminium powerful LED
torch and a sturdy 13 functions stainless steel multitool. Both
packed in a handy pouch. Registered design®

Size 12,5 x 9,5 x 3,5 cm.

Size 17,8 x 11,3 x 6,7 cm.
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P414.209

Hunter outdoor knife

Don’t be a tourist.
Plan Less. Explore!

40 x 5 mm.
Stainless steel knife with pakka wooden grip and metal clip.
Size 10,3 x 1,5 x 3 cm.

P414.261

Single outdoor knife
40 x 5 mm.
Outdoor knife with aluminium handle in double anodized
colour. The blade can be locked for safe handling.
Size 11 x 2,8 x 2 cm.

P135.339

Design pocket knife with wooden grip
30 x 10 mm.
12 functions, stainless steel pocket knife, polished covers with
pakka wooden inlay in luxurious gift box.
Size 10,1 x 3,5 x 2 cm.

P221.142 - silver
P221.145 - blue

13 functions pocket knife

P221.147 - lime
P221.148 - orange

35 x 8 mm.
13 functions, stainless steel pocket knife with aluminium
anodized handle.
Size 10 x 2,7 x 1,7 cm.
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P215.035

Reload cutter
35 x 8 mm.
18mm cutter in soft touch black/blue case, including 2 spare
blades.
Size 17,1 x 4,6 x 2,2 cm.
P118.032

Ultrasonic measurer
25 x 25 mm.

1

9V

Up to 15m with various functions, with cat.II laser pointer.
Including black pouch.
Size 12,7 x 5,7 x 3,6 cm.

P215.082

Retractable cutter softgrip
30 x 10 mm.

12

Cutter in soft touch grey/black case, blade retracts
automatically.
Size 14,3 x 2,3 x 3,6 cm.

P112.712

Laser tape
ø 30 mm.

2
AAA

8m/25mm measuring tape including 2 vials and laser level
pointer and 2 magnets in end hook.
Size 11,1 x 5,3 x 11,1 cm.
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P113.784

Tool Pro electric retracting tape
50 x 8 mm.

4
AAA

P252.131

Tool Pro laser with tape
32 x 28 mm.

2
AAA

8M/25mm measuring tape with red and black ABS case,
black clip, black/red button and black end hook, yellow matt
finished tape, matt silver PVC sticker for printing.

2m/19mm measuring tape, ABS body in black with red laser
button and tape lock, yellow continuous tape, iron nickel
plated end hook, silver colour label at both sides.

Size 11,5 x 6,5 x 5,5 cm.

Size 15,5 x 5,7 x 2,8 cm.

Magnum

P113.554

Tool Pro measuring tape, 5m/19mm
35 x 30 mm.
Measuring tape, red ABS case with black rubber grip, black
belt clip, black stop button, black end hook with 2 strong
magnets, yellow tape, matt silver PVC sticker at case.
Size 8 x 7 x 3 cm.

P113.001

Magnum double tape
40 x 15 mm.
Magnum is a high quality 5m/19mm measuring tape in
double graduation to measure horizontally and vertically and
comes with a continuous auto stop to make your work easier.
Registered design®
Size 8 x 7 x 4 cm.

P113.584

Tool Pro measuring tape, 8m/25mm
35 x 35 mm.
Measuring tape, red ABS case with black rubber grip, black
belt clip, black stop button, black end hook with 2 strong
magnets, yellow tape, matt silver PVC sticker at case.
Size 9,5 x 8 x 4,5 cm.
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P115.632

Stainless steel tape, 3m/19mm
35 x 25 mm.
Stainless steel case with belt clip.
Size 7,5 x 7 x 3,9 cm.

P115.652

Stainless steel tape, 5m/25mm
40 x 30 mm.
Stainless steel case with belt clip.
Size 8 x 7,2 x 4,7 cm.

P113.132

Rubber tape, 3m/16mm
20 x 20 mm.
ABS case in matt silver, black rubber grip, black belt clip,
silver colour sticker, matt silver continuous tape.
Size 6 x 6 x 3,5 cm.

P113.051 - black
P113.054 - red
P113.152

Rubber tape, 5m/19mm

P113.055 - blue
P113.056 - yellow

Metric/Inch tape, 5m/16inch
43 x 32 mm.

30 x 30 mm.
ABS case in matt silver, black rubber grip, black belt clip,
silver colour sticker, matt silver continuous tape.

Double sided measuring tape enclosed in a transparent
ABS case. The top of the tap shows metric and the bottom
metric/inch.

Size 7 x 7 x 4 cm.

Size 7 x 7 x 3,5 cm.
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P111.552

Sydney measuring tape, 5m/19mm

P113.652

Measuring tape with carabiner

35 x 25 mm.
Chrome plated case with soft rubber grip and belt clip, metric
and inch.
Size 7,6 x 3,7 x 7,7 cm.

ø 20 mm.
5M/19mm measuring tape, with carabiner, grey ABS case
with black TPR grip, black belt clip, black self-lock button,
black end hook with 2 strong magnets, yellow tape, matt
silver PVC sticker. Registered design®
Size 10 x 3,5 x 7,4 cm.

P112.332

Auto stop tape, 3m/16mm

P112.032

Economic auto stop, 3m/16mm

30 x 10 mm.

P112.801

Carbon tape
20 x 15 mm.
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25 x 15 mm.

With wrist strap and belt clip, tape automatically stops and
retracts with push on the button, including magnetic hook.

ABS chrome plated case with matt yellow metal tape, ECII
and stamped. Black stop and strap and stainless steel clip.

Size 7,7 x 3,8 x 6,8 cm.

Size 2,5 x 7,5 x 5,5 cm.

P112.352

P112.052

P115.452

Chrome constructor tape
ø 30 mm.

3m/16mm, silver ABS case with carbon fibre look details and
silver colour tape, auto stop.

5m/19mm, chrome plated case with soft rubber grip and
belt clip.

Size 6,2 x 7,3 x 3,6 cm.

Size 6,7 x 3,6 x 6,5 cm.

Auto stop tape, 5m/19mm
35 x 10 mm.

Economic auto stop, 5m/19mm
35 x 15 mm.

With wrist strap and belt clip, tape automatically stops and
retracts with push on the button, including magnetic hook.

ABS chrome plated case with matt yellow metal tape, ECII
and stamped. Black stop and strap and stainless steel clip.

Size 9 x 4,3 x 7,5 cm.

Size 3 x 9 x 6 cm.
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P112.434 - red
P112.435 - blue

Kiev measuring tape, 3m/16mm
ø 18 mm.

P113.432

25 x 25 mm.

With wrist strap and belt clip.

Size 5,7 x 3,9 x 5,8 cm.

Size 7 x 7 x 3,8 cm.

Ø 30 mm.

12

Grey ABS case, black rubber grip with self lock, 1 black
release button, black clip and black rubber strap, sticker in
matt silver colour, yellow continuous tape with EC logo and
with black hook with 2 strong magnets.

Grey ABS case, black rubber grip with self lock, 1 black
release button, black clip and black rubber strap, sticker in
matt silver colour, yellow continuous tape with EC logo and
with black hook with 2 strong magnets.

Size 6,9 x 3,8 x 6,7 cm.

Size 7,5 x 4,5 cm.

OFFER
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P110.921

5 in 1 memo tape series, 2m/13mm
30 x 30 mm.

BEST

10

BBEAESLESTUTSET
DVBEEBSOATPFRLFICEE R
BES,TVALUE

Grip tape, 5m/19mm
12

VALU

Kiev measuring tape, 5m/19mm

With wrist strap and belt clip.

P113.452

Grip tape, 3m/16mm

P112.454 - red
P112.455 - blue

ø 25 mm.

12

PRICE BES

10

With pen, memo block, spirit level and belt clip.
Size 7,9 x 3,1 x 6 cm.

P110.931

5 in 1 memo tape series, 3m/13mm
30 x 30 mm.

10

With pen, memo block, spirit level and belt clip.
Size 7,9 x 3,1 x 6 cm.

BEFSETR
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P6501H-E

Fibreglass folding rule
80 x 25 mm.

5

10 fold, 2m, white, with hot print graduation.
Size 23,5 x 3,1 x 1,5 cm.

P190.077

The Executive organiser
160 x 40 mm.
Pouch 600D, including pencil, cutter, folding rule and A5
note pad.

P6022

Wooden folding rule
80 x 5 mm.

Size 27,5 x 19,5 x 4 cm.
5

10 fold, 2m, with additional imprint space on outer folds.

1:25

Size 23,7 x 3,8 x 1,6 cm.

P165.132

1:75

Aluminium triangle rule, 30cm
80 x 6 mm.

1:20

20

Aluminium rule with 5 different scales
(1:20;1:25;1:50;1:75;1:100), one fold unprinted for advertising
purpose.

P6207H-E

Fibreglass folding rule

Size 32 x 2 x 2 cm.
80 x 15 mm.

10

1:50

10 fold, 1m, white, with hot print graduation.
Size 13 x 2,4 x 1,3 cm.

1:100
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P238.064

Tool Pro 38 pcs tool set

P238.814

Tool Pro deluxe set
70 x 30 mm.

80 x 45 mm.

2

38 pcs tool set including 28 pcs carbon steel bits, 9 pcs
socket, 4/4,5/5/5,5/6/7/8/10/12mm, chrome plated, heat
treated carbon steel, ratchet screwdriver with red and black
handle, packed in red and black transparent box PC box.

51 pcs Tool Pro set in black case with red details. Registered
design®
Size 35,5 x 21,2 x 7,8 cm.

Size 14,5 x 8,5 x 3,8 cm.

P238.072

Tool Pro bit set
40 x 9 mm.
Bit set including screwdriver with black and red handle, bit
holder and 10pcs nickel plated bits: PH0, PH1, PH2, SL3, SL4,
SL5, SL6, PZ0, PZ1 and PZ2, packed in grey colour box which
opens automatically. Registered design®
Size 13 x 8 x 2 cm.

P221.161

6 in 1 screwdriver set
25 x 7 mm.

2
AAA

P238.804

Tool Pro essential set
70 x 30 mm.

ABS body with carbon steel tools: 2 slotted, 2 phillips, 1 torx
and 4 white LED’s to give you a clear view of what you are
working on.
Size 9 x ø 3 cm.

39 pcs Tool Pro set in black case with red details. Registered
design®
Size 27,7 x 20,3 x 6,7 cm.
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Jupiter

P238.030

Jupiter professional toolbox
50 x 80 mm.
Jupiter is the handyman’s kit to fix the odd job. From tape
to tester, with the 34 pcs set, the right tool can’t be far away.
Registered design®
Size 31,9 x 26,3 x 6,1 cm.
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Saturn

P238.050

P238.020

Saturn tool set
60 x 50 mm.

Mars executive toolbox
1

AA

Saturn is the smart and compact toolset. Numerous small
jobs can be done with a flick of the wrist! Registered design®
Size 18,2 x 17,2 x 6,1 cm.

Mars

50 x 80 mm.
Mars is the start-to-work set for the true handyman. From
now on you can really do it yourself with this 25 pcs high
quality toolset. Registered design®
Size 17,2 x 18 x 6 cm.
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P112.003

Mini folding rule
35 x 17 mm.

20

10 fold 50cm ruler with hot print graduation.
Size 6,6 x 2,4 x 1,3 cm.

P190.002

Car tire keychain measuring tape
ø 20 mm.

20

1m tape in ABS case with soft rubber tire and keychain.
Size 1,6 x ø 4,2 cm.

P9001

Libelle keychain level
P134.014

Friday afternoon hammer
10 x 25 mm.

30 x 10 mm.

50

Keychain leveler.
Size 3,9 x 1,5 x 1,5 cm.

Satin finish head with bottle cap opener and soft rubber grip.
Size 26,3 x 3,7 x 11 cm.
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Eclipse

P513.251

Eclipse Desk torch
30 x 20 mm.

3

Eclipse Desk is a design Eco friendly LED torch, charged
by solar power. With 4 LEDs, packed in magnetic gift box.
Registered design®
Size 14,2 x 6,2 x 4,5 cm.

P513.172

Eclipse torch
60 x 20 mm.

3

Eclipse is a multiple award winning design solar torch which
is very eco-friendly as it is charged by sunlight. When fully
charged the 4 LED’s can operate for over 2 hours, perfect for
all emergencies. Registered design®
Size 12,1 x 4,5 x 1 cm.

P513.352

Eclipse Mini torch
50 x 15 mm.

2

Eclipse Mini is a well designed solar torch that can generate
power to lighten the 2 bright LED’s for 1 hour by using sun
cell technology. Registered design®
Size 8,5 x 3,1 x 1,1 cm.
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Eco-friendly:
Powered by the sun
P513.192

P510.142

30 x 15 mm.

1

Silver ABS body with black rubber grip, 3 white LED. Can be
charged by sunlight or turning the handle.
Size 11,5 x 5,6 x 3,9 cm.

60 x 12 mm.

1

25 x 15 mm.

ABS silver body, solar panel with 1,2V/40MAH NI-MH battery,
can be charged with 2AAA batteries (not included), 2 white
LED flash light.
Size 12,2 x 5,2 x 2,2 cm.

P513.332

Solar energy torch

Solar & dyno torch

P513.362

Solar flash light

Flat Solar torch
1

80 x 20 mm.

P510.262

1

Solar LED torch with carabiner
1

20 x 10 mm.

Li-ion

Aluminium body with 5 LED, solar energy cells have a
capacity for 1,5 hours power supply.

Silver ABS body with black rubber grip, 3 white LED, charged
by sunlight.

ABS torch with 2 white LED’s and integrated carabiner.

Size 12,2 x ø 2,4 cm.

Size 13,5 x 4,5 x 1,5 cm.

Size 10,5 x 4 x 1,3 cm.

P513.302

Solar Power torch
1

35 x 20 mm.
ABS body and panel, 2 white LED.
Size 6,8 x 3,9 x 1,6 cm.
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Eco-friendly:
Manual Power
P513.412

P510.113

40 x 30 mm.

1

55 x 20 mm.

Man Power torch
30 x 20 mm.

1

ABS body, black PVC grip, 3 white LED’s, black cranking
handle, black switch, black nylon strap.
Size 9,2 x 5,1 x 3,5 cm.

P510.091

Twist torch

Dyno torch with carabiner

P510.082 - silver
P510.083 - white

Dyno torch with phone charger
1

30 x 15 mm.

1

ABS body torch with 3 white LED’s and grey carabiner with
small compass integrated on the case.

Twist torch, ABS silver body, black rubberized head and twist
handle for power generation.

Black/silver body, nylon strap, 1 LED, 3 grades switch and
phone charger function. USB adapter excluded.

Size 14 x 6 x 3,8 cm.

Size 14,5 x 4 x 4 cm.

Size 11,8 x 5,3 x 3,7 cm.

P513.452

3 LED dynamo torch
25 x 30 mm.

1

Dynamo torch with 3 white LED, black hand strap.
Size 9 x 5,5 x 3,5 cm.

P510.062 - grey
P510.065 - blue

Dyno Torch

45 x 25 mm.

1

ABS case with 2 LED. Can be charged and used by hand or
with batteries.
Size 10 x 2,5 x 5 cm.
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P518.020 - silver
P518.024 - red

Everest headlight
3

10 x 25 mm.
P513.941

3 LED + 1 krypton bulb with 2 function switch and adjustable
headband.

Swiss Peak torch
25 x 20 mm.

AAA

Size 6,2 x 7,3 x 5 cm.

3
AAA

Stong 1W outdoor light with a very strong aluminum body,
including a Swiss Peak pouch. Registered®
Size 14,8 x ø 3,3 cm.

P518.031

1

Dynamo head/bicycle light

P513.051

Heavy duty 7 LED torch
10 x 30 mm.

20 x 10 mm.

3

1

ABS body with 3 LED’s, 3 grades switch. Can be worn as a
head torch or fixed to the bicycles handle bars.

C

Aluminium body with wrist strap.

Size 7 x 5 x 4,2 cm.

Size 20,6 x ø 3,2 cm.

2
P513.041

Heavy duty 7 LED torch
6 x 32 mm.

2

AA

Aluminium body with wrist strap.
Size 14,2 x ø 2,3 cm.

1
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P513.612

1W +10LED light
100 x 10 mm.

3
AAA

Strong 1W LED light on the front and 10 LED’s on the side.
Together with the magnet on the back this makes a perfect
working light.
Size 23 x ø 4,5 cm.

Cyla
P513.401

Tool Pro work light
30 x 10 mm.

3

AA

Red ABS case with black rubberized body, black metal hook,
24 white LED’s.
Size 21,5 x 6 x 2,5 cm.

P513.422

Cyla torch
70 x 12 mm.

3
AAA

Cyla is a bright cylindrical torch with 9 white LED’s so you will
easily find your way through the dark. Registered design®
Size 11,7 x ø 2,6 cm.
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P513.532 - grey
P513.534 - red
P513.535 - blue

Utility light

30 x 15 mm.
P510.351 - black
P510.352 - silver

Aluminium torch
30 x 8 mm.

P510.357 - green
P510.358 - orange

3
AAA

Aluminum lantern, ideal for on the camping table or in the
tent. It can also be used as a torch with different light stands.
Size 10 x ø 3,7 cm.

3
AAA

Anodized aluminum with laser striped body, 9 white LED.
Size 10 x ø 3,2 cm.

P510.312

USB rechargable LED torch with keychain
19 x 10 mm.

1
Li-ion

ABS silver sprayed body with USB connector to charge the 1
LED torch. Rubberized ends and keychain attached.
Size 5,5 x ø 2 cm.
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P513.341

Quattro torch in tin box
8 x 25 mm.

3
AAA

Aluminium anodized body, 9 white LED. Packed in tin box.
Size 19,4 x 6,7 x 3,3 cm.

P513.270
P513.271
P513.272
P513.274

- silver
- black
- grey
- red

P513.275 - blue
P513.277 - lime
P513.278 - orange

Quattro aluminium torch
10 x 20 mm.

3
AAA

Aluminium body with 9 white LED.
Size 9 x ø 2,6 cm.

P513.091
P513.092
P513.093
P513.094

- black
- silver
- white
- red

P513.097 - green
P513.098 - orange
P513.099 - blue

Round keychain light
6 x 18 mm.

3

50

BE

ABS body with 1 white LED and keychain.
Size 6,5 x ø 1,6 cm.

PR
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Vulcan
P265.333

Vulcan fire blanket
80 x 50 mm.
Vulcan helps you extinguish small fires in no time. The
1x1m fire blanket is stored in a well designed case that you
can easily hang in your kitchen. This keeps the fire blanket
available for immediate duty instead of keeping it in a
drawer, should a fire brake out. Registered design®
Size 23,5 x 17 x 4,7 cm.
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P265.084

Safety set
ø 100 mm.

1

9V

Glass fibre fire blanket and smoke alarm, apply to BN EN 1869
and 14604 standard. Packed in magnetic gift box.
Size 30,5 x 29 x 6 cm.

P269.360

Safety House
50 x 30 mm.

1

9V

Including fire blanket, smoke detector, first aid kit, dyno
torch, door lock chain, radiator thermometer and kids socket
protector. In house shaped carton box. Registered design®
Size 25 x 15,2 x 15,2 cm.

P265.253

Chick-a-Dee
30 x 10 mm.

1

9V

This bird is a playful take on a home essential, the smoke
detector. The Chick-a-Dee is, simply put, a smoke detector
shaped like a bird; it brings a bit of life to a device designed
to protect. This bird will warn you with an incredible noise in
case of smoke or fire.
Size 17,5 x 11 x 16,5 cm.
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P239.204

First aid/emergency set
80 x 50 mm.

1

Red EVA zipper pouch with s.o.s. logo, including plastic pill
box, dyno torch (P510.064), 15 function multitool in black
non-woven pouch (P221.072), dyno radio with earphones,
A5 size transparent PVC document bag with zipper closure,
first aid kit in non-woven pouch (conform EN 13485:2003),
2 pcs tea lights in white colour, whistle and camping wind
proof matches.

P265.014

Fire blanket
100

Size 22,4 x 17,4 x 9,6 cm.
Glass fibre fire blanket, 430gr/m2, with flame retardant
coating, 50gr/m2, size 1x1m, apply to BN EN 1869 standard.
Packed in red PVC box.
Size 24,8 x 16 x 3,7 cm.

P265.094

Urban traveller first aid kit
30 x 30 mm.
35 pcs zipper pouch, including bandage, medical gloves, pair
of scissors, rescue blanket, burn sheet, absorbent pad and
instruction booklet in EVA pouch, all contents are DIN13164
compliant and conform EN 13485:2003. Registered design®
Size 17,5 x 24,5 x 9,5 cm.

P265.183

Smoke alarm
40 x 20 mm.

1

9V

Acc. to EN14604 standard, case in white colour. Including set
of screws.
Size 3,5 x ø 10 cm.
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P265.121 - black
P265.123 - white
P265.124 - red

Mail size first aid kit
80 x 60 mm.

BEST

P265.310 - red
P265.313 - white

First aid set in pouch
80 x 35 mm.

12

24 pcs zipper pouch, including bandage, medical gloves, pair
of scissors and tape in nylon pouch, contents are flat packed
so complete set fits mailbox, 200g. Conform EN 13485:2003.

Pouch with one front pocket, one black zipped main
compartment and belt loop on backside of pouch. Content:
triangle bandage, PBT bandage, alcohol pad, plasters,
scissors, pin and tape, conform EN 13485:2003.

Size 10 x 15 x 5 cm.

Size 13,5 x 8,9 x 4,6 cm.

VALUE

,
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E

P265.273

Tick kit
90 x 25 mm.
Set to remove ticks, packed in a pouch with front pocket and
main compartment which is closed with a zipper.
Size 5 x 11,4 x 3,5 cm.
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P265.112

Magnetic first aid tin box

P265.064

First aid coffee mug

40 x 35 mm.
35 x 60 mm.
20 pcs, including bandage, medical gloves, pair of scissors
and tape in tin box with magnetic base, conform EN
13485:2003. Registered design®

350ml stainless steel outside and ABS inside mug with
handle, 0,2L detachable first aid compartment (including
foldable scissors, bandage, antiseptic pads, tape and plasters,
conform EN 13485:2003) also to be used as mug. Registered
design®

Size 13 x 13 x 3 cm.

Size 8,3 x 12,3 x 20 cm.

P265.244

Keychain CPR mask
35 x 10 mm.

20

Small first aid red webbing pouch with white pouch, red
Velcro closure on bottom part, 1 cm black webbing at left
side with 2,5cm hardened steel keyring, including mouth to
mouth mask, conform EN 13485:2003.
Size 5,5 x 2 x 5 cm.
P265.034

First aid tin box
50 x 20 mm.
18 pcs tin box, including plasters, antiseptic pads, bandage,
tweezers, tape and pair of scissors, conform EN 13485:2003.
Size 3,1 x 7,5 x 9,1 cm.

P265.320

Plastic plaster box
15 x 45 mm.

50

First aid plaster box including 5 plasters, conform EN
13485:2003.
Size 8,1 x 3,4 x 0,9 cm.
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P239.174

P239.304

Car breakdown set
180 x 100 mm.

1

EVA box with European emergency phone numbers,
including first aid kit with hand warmer, rain poncho,
reflective vest, working gloves, fleece blanket, light stick and
dyno torch.
Size 30 x 24,3 x 11,8 cm.

P239.251

47 pcs first aid car kit
180 x 40 mm.

P239.161

Standard car safety set

1

EVA case with reflective vest, dynamo torch, silver
emergency blanket, triangular bandage, PBT bandages,
alcohol pads, antiseptic swabs, cleansing towelettes,
non-woven swabs, tape, plasters, pins and plastic scissor all
conform EN13485:2003.

35 x 120 mm.

Car Safety Set

1

600D polyester pouch with dynamo torch, reflective vest,
10” working glove and 1 pc first aid kit pouch with triangle
bandage, PBT bandage, alcohol pads, swab, plasters, scissor,
pins and tape. Conform EN13485:2003.

50 x 180 mm.

1

600D pouch, including 24 pcs first aid kit, dyno torch and
reflective vest (CE approved).
Size 34,5 x 16,5 x 6,2 cm.

Size 6,5 x 32 x 12,5 cm.

Size 35 x 8 x 14 cm.
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Odin
P239.313

P239.323

Odin safety torch
45 x 15 mm.

Thor
Thor safety hammer

3
AAA

Odin is the help you need during any car break down or even
an accident. All necessary tools from safety light and torch to
safety hammer and seatbelt cutter are combined in a robust
body. Registered design®

30 x 10 mm.
Thor is an emergency safety hammer. If you ever need
to smash your window, Thor will get you out. Registered
design®
Size 17,5 x 3 x 8,5 cm.

Size 21 x 4 x 10 cm.
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P239.402

Safety torch with magnet
90 x 40 mm.

P239.428

Emergency hammer

3
AAA

Aluminium body with 9 white LED’s on the top of the torch,
18 white LED’s + 6 red LED’s on the side of the torch.
Size 24,5 x ø 3 cm.

40 x 10 mm.

T
S
E
B UE

Two sided hammer and seat belt cutter in one ABS case.
Size 15 x 2,5 x 9,5 cm.

VEASTLPRICE
B

,
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T
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P510.072

Car Hammer Torch
50 x 10 mm.

1

ABS emergency dyno torch with 5 LED (2 positions) and
alarm light, 4 pcs magnetic block on torch head, with
integrated emergency car glass hammer and safety belt
cutter. Including extension cable to charge a mobile phone.
Size 18,5 x 9 x ø 6,7 cm.

P239.212

Emergency light with hammer
20 x 20 mm.

2

AA

Emergency light, silver ABS case, 1 white LED and 9 red flash
lights at side, cutter, window breaker and magnetic base to
place on the roof of the car.
Size 19,5 x 7 x 4 cm.
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P239.192

Digital tire gauge
15 x 35 mm.

2

Digital tire gauge with tire depth gauge, silver ABS body,
black grip with back light, red LED. Range 5-100 PSI, 0,5-7
Bar, 50-700 Kpa.
Size 13,8 x 3,8 x 2 cm.

P239.311

P239.282

All in one digital tire gauge
20 x 10 mm.

Mini digital tire gauge

2

25 x 17 mm.

AAA

Multifunctional tire gauge in ABS case with all necessary
safety functions. You will be able to check your tires and even
deflate them, cut your seat belt, brake your window and light
the environment.

1

Self-calibrating tire gauge with different scale selections and
LCD read-out. The keychain makes it easy to take along.
Size 9,1 x 3,5 x 1,7 cm.

Size 19,5 x 6 x 2,8 cm.

P239.501

Alcohol breath tester
10 x 15 mm.

2
AAA

ABS case with red LED and keyring.
Size 2 x 3,5 x 7,5 cm.
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P239.271

Telescopic snow shovel
80 x 8 mm.
Prepare yourself for a severe winter and make sure you can
clear all snow to prevent any accidents. To make it even more
transportable it’s packed in a pouch.

P416.235

Exclusive bikers pouch
50 x 25 mm.
600D pouch with 350ml bottle, bike tool, pump and repair
set.
Size 6,5 x 33 x 16 cm.

P416.331

Bike repair kit
45 x 17 mm.
Blue pouch with reflective line on top, including 15 functions
multitool with slotted screwdriver, cross-head screwdriver,
nut driver, hex keys: 2mm, 2,5mm, 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm,
wrenches: 8mm, 10mm, 15mm, spoke wrench: 14GE, sockets:
8mm, 9mm, 10mm, set with black plastic rack, 2 nickel plated
crowbar, tube glue, grinder and 3 rubber.

Size 60 x 28 x 7,5 cm.

P239.261

Set of shoe spikes
60 x 100 mm.
Anti-slip shoe spike set which fits from size 36-48 shoe size
and comes in waterproof pouch.
Size 17 x 9,5 x 4 cm.

Size 13 x 9 x 4,5 cm.
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One small step for man...

BEST

VALUE

BEST P

,

CO2 pedometer
15 x 4 mm.

RICE

BESTV
ALUE

P417.013

1

Round white ABS case with black buttons with unique
carbon dioxide offset converter. Functions: counts the carbon
footprint reduced by walking instead of using a vehicle,
counts 0-99.999 steps.
Size ø 5,5 cm.

P417.063

P417.001

Solar pedometer
20 x 13 mm.

Basic pedometer

1

ABS case with 3 buttons and clip, solar panel and black panel
with LCD screen. Counts steps, calories burned and distance
travelled in Miles/Kilometers.

20 x 8 mm.

1

Single function pedometer, black ABS case with silver panel.
Size 4,8 x 3,8 x 1,5 cm.

Size 4 x 4,5 x 2,5 cm.
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P417.053

iHealth BPM + app
30 x 15 mm.

1
Li-ion

Keep in control of your health with this blood pressure and
pulse rate meter and keep track of your history. To make it
even more convenient you can easily share your data with
e.g. your personal doctor. (For iPod touch, iPhone 3 & 4, or
iPad only.)
Size 11,5 x 11,5 x 6,6 cm.

P417.082

iHealth scale + app
100 x 100 mm.

4
AAA

Keep in control of your weight with this advanced scale. It
lets you keep track of your history. Even more interesting is
the target function to motivate yourself and as if that is not
enough you can let your best friends now what you have
achieved by sharing your data. (For iPod touch, iPhone and
iPad only.)
Size 33 x 33 x 3,9 cm.
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P417.073

Fit body box
ø 100 mm.

3
AAA

Fit body box contains: compact digital body scale
(21x11x2,4cm) up to 150KG/330LB with auto on/off function,
1,5m/6mm BMI measuring tape, pedometer in black/silver
and skipping rope with EVA handles. Packed in luxury gift
box.
Size 35 x 24,6 x 4,6 cm.

P417.041

Jogging set
100 x 60 mm.

P110.015

P110.043

Tailor tape, round, in inch/cm

BMI tape

3

Set including FM radio pedometer with headset and heart
rate monitor, watch with accurate wireless pulse measuring,
visual and audio alert, user profile like gender, weight,
exercise intensity and target heart rate percentage. Watch
has calendar, stopwatch, 2 countdown timers, alarm and
waterproof up to 30 meter.

35 x 8,5 mm.

ø 30 mm.
20

1,5m/6mm obesity tape, ABS case in solid white colour,
weight/height comparison table.
Size 1,7 x ø 6 cm.

20

1,5m/60inch fibreglass tape with return push button, for
fitness and fashion.
Size 1,6 x ø 5,2 cm.

Size 16,7 x 13,6 x 5,7 cm.

P416.171

Nordic walking set
100 x 40 mm.

1

2 telescopic walking sticks (TÜV/GS approved) including 2
different rubber tips, step counter and reflective armband in
70D nylon pouch.
Size 9,7 x 5,3 x 86 cm.
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Bopp Cool
The Bopp Cool adds something extra to water and that is
design. The clever cool element does what it says: Keep it cool!

P436.105

Bopp Cool bottle
30 x 60 mm.
Bopp Cool is an award winning design drinking bottle in
Eco friendly material. A sustainable bottle with ingenious
integrated cooler element for the drink inside the bottle.
Registered design®
Size 25 x ø 8 cm.
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Bopp

Bopp Mini

P436.401 - black
P436.403 - white

P436.501 - black
P436.503 - white

Bopp vacuum bottle

P436.405 - blue
P436.407 - green

30 x 30 mm.
Bopp is a 600ml double wall and vacuum bottle with a matt
body, contrasting lid and ergonomically designed mouth
piece to deliver an optimal drinking experience. Registered
design®

P436.505 - blue
P436.507 - green

Bopp Mini bottle with carabiner
25 x 25 mm.

Bopp Mini is a compact 350ml bottle with a matt body and
with attached carabiner that makes it easy to clip onto your
bag, belt or other gear you take with you. Registered design®
Size 18 x ø 6 cm.

Size 24,5 x ø 8 cm.
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www.thebattlethebottle.com
Acqua

There are 150 million plastic water bottles sold each day.
Only 25% are recycled. The rest ends up as litter or landfill.
P433.150 - silver
P433.152 - grey
P433.153 - white

Better not.

Refill you plastic bottle?
Bacteria grow
easily on its mouth and the only way to prevent this is by
cleaning the bottle with hot soapy water and dry thoroughly
between uses. Ever seen anyone doing this?
Our stainless steel bottles are machine washable.

P433.155 - blue
P433.157 - green

Acqua bottle
30 x 80 mm.

Deadly plastic. Marine trash, mainly plastic,
is killing more than a million seabirds and
mammals and sea turtles each
year according to the United Nations.

Acqua is the answer to the waste from plastic water bottles.
Sustainable, in stainless steel for hygienic cleansing by hand
wash. With 650ml capacity, the perfect bottle to carry your
water. Registered design®

100.000

Size 26 x ø 6,7 cm.

+

Plastic bottle tops are
often found in the stomachs
of dead sea lions, dolphins,
sea turtles and others.

=

It takes so much oil to produce a water bottle.
And four times as much water as it contains.

Sustainable thinking, on everybody’s desk.
The stainless steel fresh water container
that lasts a lifetime.

Sport
P433.160 - silver
P433.163 - white

P433.165 - blue
P433.167 - green

450 - 1.000

years
It takes
for a plastic bottle to desintegrate.

Sport bottle with straw
30 x 70 mm.
Sport is the sustainable drinking bottle with capacity of
450ml. Instead of using a plastic bottle, use and re-use this
stainless steel sports bottle with practical straw to quench
your thirst. Registered design®
Size 22,5 x ø 6 cm.

Bottled water is shipped all
over the world. From Italy to
the U.S., from France to Canada.
Nearly a quarter of all bottled
water crosses national borders
to reach consumers.

37.800

To transport the water, the equivalent of
trucks is needed every week, and that is only for the U.S.
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P436.941

Swiss Peak water bottle
50 x 70 mm.
500ml aluminum flask with screw cap, carabiner and Swiss
Peak logo on the front. Registered®
Size 19,2 x 9,5 x 5,3 cm.

P436.001 - grey
P436.005 - blue
P436.007 - green

Tritan bottle
30 x 100 mm.
600ml Tritan bottle with lockable cap and press open
function. The bottle has a strap to carry.
Size 20,3 x ø 7,4 cm.

P433.172 - silver
P433.173 - white
P433.175 - blue

P436.602 - grey
P436.605 - blue
P436.607 - lime

Double wall water bottle

Triangle sport bottle

30 x 70 mm.
35 x 80 mm.
500ml double wall and vacuum stainless steel water bottle
with screw on lid and silicon ring inside.

500ml aluminum flask with screw cap and climbing hook.

Size 26,8 x ø 7,2 cm.

Size 19 x ø 7 cm.

P436.111 - black
P436.112 - silver

Single wall water bottle
30 x 100 mm.
700ml stainless steel water bottle with screw on lid and
silicon ring inside.
Size 26,5 x ø 7,3 cm.
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P436.010 - silver
P436.011 - black
P436.013 - white

Aluminium bottle
30 x 60 mm.

6

350ml aluminium flask with screw cap and climbing hook.
Size 16 x ø 6,5 cm.
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P436.200 - red
P436.203 - white

Foldable water bottle

MOQ : 3000
Foldable bottle

Create your own unique foldable water
bottle from 3000 pieces onwards

P436.205 - blue
P436.207 - green

50 x 80 mm.
400ml drinking bag with drinking nozzle and matching
anodized carabiner which gives you the possibility to take
your tap water whenever you need it, wherever you go.
Size 3 x 11,2 x 27 cm.

BEST

VALU
BEST
PRICE

,VALUEE

BEST

How to proceed:
1 Create your own unique all-over design
2 Choose a colour carabiner from available
suggestions:

Allow for delivery time of around 10 weeks (after artwork approval)
And you will have created your own unique foldable water bottle in just 2 simple steps!
For prices and other additional information, please contact us
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Wave Grip

Wave
P433.521 - black
P433.522 - silver
P433.524 - red

Wave Grip flask with handle

P433.510
P433.511
P433.512
P433.513

35 x 80 mm.

- purple
- black
- silver
- green

Wave flask

Wave Grip is a 700ml double wall and vacuum flask in an
elegant stainless steel design and contains two matching
cups with grip to deliver an optimal drinking experience.
Registered design®

P433.514
P433.515
P433.518
P433.519

- red
- blue
- orange
- light blue

30 x 80 mm.

Size 33 x ø 8,7 cm.

Wave is a 700ml double wall and vacuum flask in an elegant
design, awarded with the Red Dot design award. The flask
contains two matching cups which delivers you a perfect,
take away drinking experience. Registered design®
Size 33 x ø 8,7 cm.

Wave Med
P433.530 - purple
P433.531 - black
P433.532 - silver
P433.533 - green

Wave Med flask

P433.534 - red
P433.535 - blue
P433.538 - orange
P433.539 - light blue

35 x 35 mm.
Wave Med is a 400ml double wall and vacuum flask in an
elegant design with matching cup. Registered design®
Size 24,5 x ø 7,2 cm.
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P433.941

Swiss Peak vacuum flask
30 x 100 mm.
500ml double wall and vacuum flask with unique oval shape,
closing mug and Swiss Peak logo on top. Registered®

Contour

Size 26 x 8,9 x 7,2 cm.

P433.711 - black
P433.712 - grey
P433.713 - white

Contour flask
35 x 25 mm.
Contour is a distinguished 500ml insulation flask with design
shiny waist ring for your first class cup. Registered design®
Size 24,8 x ø 7,2 cm.

P433.912

Double vacuum flask
35 x 80 mm.
850ml double wall and vacuum stainless steel flask
with black detail grip, 2 integrated cups and 2 separate
compartments of 600ml and 250ml.
Size 34,9 x ø 8,5 cm.
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Bopp Hot

P433.221 - black
P433.223 - white

Bopp Hot flask

P433.225 - blue
P433.227 - green

35 x 60 mm.
Bopp Hot is a 600ml double wall flask with matt body, push
closure and cup with handle in contrasting finish, ideal for the
trendy coffee drinker. Registered design®
Size 24,5 x ø 7,5 cm.
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BEST
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P430.102 - silver
P430.104 - red

Stainless steel flask

,VALUEE

35 x 80 mm.

BEST

1L double wall and vacuum stainless steel flask with push
closure and cup.
Size 33 x ø 8 cm.

P430.111
P430.112
P430.113
P430.114
P430.115

- black
- silver
- white
- red
- blue

P430.120
P430.125
P430.127
P430.128

- grey
- light blue
- lime
- orange

Stainless steel flask
P433.002 - silver
P433.004 - red

30 x 80 mm.

Stainless steel insulating flask

500ml double wall and vacuum stainless steel flask with push
closure and cup.

35 x 80 mm.

Size 24,5 x ø 6,8 cm.

700ml double wall and vacuum stainless steel flask with push
closure and cup.
Size 29,5 x ø 7,8 cm.

P433.612

2 cup vacuum flask
35 x 80 mm.
500ml double wall and vacuum stainless steel flask with two
integrated cups. Registered design®
Size 26,5 x ø 7 cm.
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P433.301 - silver
P433.304 - red

Traveller set
P432.211 - black
P432.212 - silver
P432.213 - white

30 x 80 mm.
500ml double wall and vacuum stainless steel flask with
push closure and two 300ml single wall stainless steel coffee
mugs. Packed in a carry bag. Colour is different depending on
the chosen flask colour.

Vacuum mug

Size 7 x 17,5 x 26,5 cm.

450ml double wall and vacuum stainless steel tumbler with
black PP lid.

35 x 40 mm.

Size 19 x ø 8 cm.

P433.342 - silver
P433.344 - red

Vacuum flask and 2 mugs set
P432.422 - black
P432.423 - white
P432.424 - red

ø 100 mm.
500ml double wall and vacuum stainless steel flask with
push closure and two 200ml single wall stainless steel coffee
mugs. Packed in white magnetic gift box. Inside picture is
different depending on the chosen flask colour.

Leak proof tumbler
35 x 40 mm.

Size 8,5 x 21 x 27,5 cm.
300ml stainless steel outside and PP inside tumbler with
screw on lid and unique push button closure to prevent
spilling. Suitable for single hand operation. Registered
design®
Size 18 x ø 7,7 cm.

P433.102

Director’s stainless steel set
ø 100 mm.
500ml double wall and vacuum stainless steel flask with push
closure and cup. Packed in black lid box.
Size 29 x 7,7 x 20,9 cm.

P432.512 - grey
P432.514 - red
P432.515 - blue

Highland mug
40 x 20 mm.
350ml double wall stainless steel mug with ABS rim, handle
and lid.
Size 14,6 x ø 8,8 cm.
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Oval

Auto

P432.571 - black
P432.573 - white
P432.574 - red

Oval tumbler
35 x 70 mm.
Oval is a unique shaped 300ml tumbler with an oval base
and a round top closure to prevent spilling. Registered
design®
Size 17 x ø 7,8 cm.

Contour

P432.531 - black
P432.532 - grey
P432.533 - white

Contour tumbler
35 x 20 mm.

Cone

P432.592 - silver
P432.594 - red

Cone tumbler
30 x 60 mm.

Contour is a 350ml easy to hold tumbler with matching lid.
Registered design®

Cone is a 300ml tumbler with a specific colour accent to give
it a distinctive touch. Registered design®

Size 17,8 x ø 7,7 cm.

Size 19,5 x ø 7,3 cm.

P432.451 - black
P432.452 - silver
P432.453 - white

P432.454 - red
P432.455 - blue

Auto leak proof tumbler
35 x 70 mm.
Auto is a 400ml tumbler with black PP coating and an
innovative push system which allows you to control it with
only one hand. Ideal for in the car. Registered design®
Size 20 x ø 7,5 cm.
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P432.220 - pink
P432.221 - black
P432.223 - white

Double wall push mug

P432.225 - blue
P432.227 - lime
P432.228 - orange

30 x 60 mm.
400ml double wall mug with easy to use push system to
open and close your mug.

P432.461 - black
P432.464 - red
P432.465 - blue

PP Leak proof tumbler
35 x 30 mm.
450ml AS outside and PP inside tumbler with screw on
drinking lid and unique push button closure to avoid spilling.
Size 22 x ø 8,5 cm.

Size 21,5 x ø 8,2 cm.

P432.520 - silver
P432.522 - grey
P432.525 - blue

Wave tumbler

P432.112

Stainless steel mug

Ø 30 mm.
400ml ABS outside and PP inside tumbler with stainless steel
rim tumbler and closure lid.

35 x 35 mm.
350ml double wall stainless steel mug with ABS handle
and lid.

Size 17,5 x ø 8,4 cm.

Size 17 x ø 8,5 cm.

P432.162

Carabiner mug
30 x 50 mm.
200ml double wall stainless steel mug with PP lid and
carabiner handle. Registered design®
Size 7 x 11,5 x 8,5 cm.

P432.412

Stainless steel straight mug
30 x 80 mm.
300ml single wall stainless steel mug with ABS handle and
lid.
Size 11,8 x ø 6,5 cm.
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Nomad

Urban

P432.311 - black
P432.312 - silver
P432.313 - white

Nomad tumbler
30 x 30 mm.
Nomad is a 400ml tumbler ideal for outdoor use with its easy
to attach karabiner. Registered design®
Size 11 x 8 x 17 cm.

P432.000 - grey
P432.002 - silver
P432.003 - white

Urban mug

P432.005 - blue
P432.007 - lime
P432.008 - orange

30 x 30 mm.
Urban is a 400ml mug which is ideal to use on your desk and
to enjoy your coffee or tea. Registered design®
Size 11,5 x 8 x 15,5 cm.
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Metro
BEST

VALU
BEST
PRICE
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P432.102
P432.131
P432.133
P432.134

- silver
- black
- white
- red

P432.135 - blue
P432.138 - orange
P432.139 - lime

Stainless steel mug
35 x 35 mm.
350ml stainless steel outside and PP inside mug with lid and
bottom in black.
Size 17 x ø 8 cm.

P432.191 - black
P432.192 - silver
P432.193 - white

Metro tumbler
25 x 50 mm.
Metro is a 350ml tumbler where style is created from
simplicity. Registered design®
Size 15,5 x ø 7 cm.
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Kool
How can a cooler bag be hot? Kool tells it all, plus it keeps its
content cool, even on the summer days!

P733.005

Kool family cooler bag
210 x 150 mm.
Kool is a very functional cooler/shopping bag. The possibility
to detach the cooler bag out of the larger 300D carrying
bag makes him suitable for all kind of purposes, whether it’s
going on a daytrip to the beach or just to do some grocery
shopping. Kool is always comfortable to carry. Registered
design®
Size 34 x 37 x 16,5 cm.
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Kool
P733.015

Kool backpack cooler
200 x 150 mm.
Kool carries all your drinks or even food ‘cool’ to wherever
you want to go. With the large backpack made out of 300D
you can still have your hands free but yet take anything you
need along. The 2 side pockets can be used to store your
cutlery and have a nice picnic. Registered design®

P733.441

Cooler seat

Size 40 x 30 x 20 cm.
150 x 150 mm.
600D polyester in black with PE coating, 30cm diameter,
foldable. Usable as cooler and seat.
Size 35 x ø 30 cm.

P733.025

Kool cooler bag
200 x 120 mm.
Kool is a compact cooler bag in 300D with a comfortable to
carry shoulder strap. Now all your cans or small drinks will
never be warm again. Registered design®
Size 19,5 x 31 x 18,5 cm.

P733.315

Backpack cooler bag
150 x 80 mm.
Backpack cooler bag, marine blue, 600D, white lining
and piping, with padded shoulder straps. Insulated main
compartment, content 20L, front zipper pocket, top zipper
compartment and 2 side mesh pockets.
Size 28 x 18 x 37 cm.
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BAELSUTE

P733.181 - black
P733.187 - lime

VEST PRICE

Cooler backpack

B

140 x 120 mm.

,

LUE
A
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600D cooler backpack with silver inside to keep all your food
and beverage cold. On the front there’s one additional pocket
with printed color detail around the zipper for storing your
other belongings.
Size 42 x 29 x 17,5 cm.

P733.190 - pink
P733.191 - black
P733.193 - white

P733.195 - blue
P733.197 - lime

Cooler bag

160 x 100 mm.
600D cooler bag with silver inside to keep all your food and
beverage cold. On the front there’s one additional pocket
with printed color detail around the zipper for storing your
other belongings.
Size 23 x 27 x 19 cm.

P733.423

2 part cooler bag
200 x 100 mm.
White PVC free cooler bag with two compartments, 210D
with PA coating.
Size 31 x 21 x 24 cm.

P733.413

Big cooler bag
100 x 100 mm.
White PVC free cooler bag, 210D with PA coating.
Size 39 x 22 x 19 cm.
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Nido
Sturdy and stylish. Nido will upgrade your barbecue with its
looks alone. Fine outdoor dining is guaranteed. Bring on the
right weather conditions.

P422.211 - black
P422.213 - white

Nido barbecue
100 x 15 mm.
Nido is a carbon steel barbecue for the preparation of your
food on those summer days. Thanks to its square shape it has
more surface area to grill your delicious food just the way you
like it. Registered design®
Size 35 x 35 x 23,5 cm.
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P422.292 - silver
P422.294 - red

12 inch barbecue

P422.297 - lime
P422.298 - orange

Luxo

33 x 10 mm.
Kettle barbecue with design handle, food grill with wire
handle and adjustable air valves. Registered design®
Size 42 x ø 32,1 cm.

P422.222

Luxo barbecue tools
15 x 15 mm.
Luxo is a set of 3 barbecue tools brought together in a smart
way. The stainless steel spatula and tong fit harmoniously
around the silicon brush which can then be hooked on to the
barbecue. Registered design®
Size 38,2 x 9 x 3,7 cm.
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P422.172

3 pcs barbecue set in aluminium box
50 x 25 mm.
P422.182

12 pcs barbecue set in aluminium box

BEST

50 x 25 mm.
12 pcs stainless steel barbecue set, including 4 pcs skewers,
carving knife, 4 corn holders, spatula, carving fork with
protection cover and pair of tongs. Packed in aluminium case
with hinges and handle.

3 pcs stainless steel barbecue set including, spatula, carving
fork with protection cover and pair of tongs, stainless steel
handles. Packed in aluminium case with handle and hinges.
Size 38 x 10 x 8 cm.

VALU
BEST
PRICE

Size 46 x 17 x 7 cm.

,VALUEE

BEST

P422.332

3pcs barbecue set
10 x 40 mm.
Trendy barbecue set with turner, tong and silicon brush, all in
SS with TPR handle and green coloured loop.
Size 12,2 x 12,2 x 45 cm.

P422.252

4pcs barbecue set
50 x 6 mm.
Complete barbecue set with lighter, fork, brush and tong for
a great summer barbecue with friends.
Size 40 x 22,7 x 7 cm.
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Bask
P459.001

Foldable picnic basket
150 x 120 mm.
600D foldable basket with aluminium frame and cooler
compartment.
Size 41,8 x 26,4 x 22,4 cm.

P720.909

Bask picnic basket
100

Bask is a dark bamboo picnic basket, for 4 persons,
containing everything you need for a perfect picnic. Includes
a cutlery set, plate set, salt & pepper set, wine glasses and a
bottle opener. Let the summer begin! Registered design®
Size 37 x 23 x 39 cm.
P459.610

Tartan picnic blanket
150 x 70 mm.
Traditional styled blanket, size 130x145cm, top woven
acrylic 120gsm coloured square pattern, back of blanket is
waterproof PVC 110gsm.
Size 34,2 x 22,7 x 20 cm.
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P459.600 - lime
P459.601 - black
P459.603 - white

Fleece blanket

P459.604 - red
P459.605 - blue
P459.607 - green

120 x 200 mm.
220g fleece, packed in black 170T polyester string bag.
Size 120 x 150 cm.
P453.051

Soccer game set
ø 300 mm.
Foldable soccer game with 5 target holes, size 3 ball and a
pump for the ball. The entire set is packed in compact pouch
so it’s easy to take along to the beach or play field.
Size 77 x 125 x 70 cm.

P459.621 - black
P459.622 - grey
P459.624 - red

Fleece blanket in gift box
150 x 100 mm.
Fleece blanket 220g, size 120x180cm in luxury gift box.
Size 120 x 180 cm.
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P460.602

Beach games backpack
ø 100 mm.
Backpack in 420D silver with cooler compartment, including
frisbee, inflatable beach ball, two white wooden beach
rackets and red plastic ball.
Size 33,5 x 16,5 x 44 cm.
P453.061

Beach soccer set
200 x 110 mm.
Compact soccer set with 2 goals, ball and a pump for the ball.
Ideal to replay any famous soccer game.
Size 42 x 33 x 8 cm.

P940.172

Jeu de boules
170 x 80 mm.
Jeu de boules set in silver pouch, including 6 shiny chrome
plated balls (73mm), weight 720g, red plastic marker with
measuring string and small wooden ball.
Size 23 x 15,8 x 7,5 cm.

P453.219

Beach game set
220 x 120 mm.
Inflatable pillow bag containing: size 3 soccer ball, plastic
pump, frisbee, beach rackets and ball and 40cm beach ball.
Size 37 x 32 x 14 cm.
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A Day
at the Beach

P453.165 - blue
P453.167 - lime
P453.168 - orange

Beach towel with pillow
ø 180 mm.
350GSM cotton towel with pillow and shoulder strap for easy
transportation.
Size 77 x 143 cm.

P453.265

Tik Tak Toe beach towel
100 x 60 mm.
300GSM cotton towel with Tic-Tac-Toe imprint on the front
and Tic-Tac-Toe pieces. Packed in a rucksack with mesh
window on the front.
Size 27 x 34 cm.

P453.073 - white
P453.075 - blue
P453.077 - lime

Beach racket
ø 110 mm.

P453.223 - white
P453.225 - blue

Frisbee

P453.227 - green
P453.228 - orange

ø 100 mm.

2 PP beach rackets with a small TPR ball with a good bounce
effect.

The classic outdoor game for in the garden, the park or at the
beach. Play with two people or a larger team. This frisbee is
strong and flexible and has a large imprint space.

Size 33 x 20 x 1 cm.

Size 1,5 x ø 22 cm.

P453.125 - blue
P453.127 - lime
P453.128 - orange

Beach towel

ø 180 mm.
300GSM cotton towel with imprint on the front.
Size 150 x 75 cm.
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P453.205

Swing chair
200 x 150 mm.
Cotton/canvas, with detachable cushion, max weight 100kg.
Size 52 x 90 cm.
P456.015

Outdoor shelter
200 x 50 mm.
170T polyester including easy assembly poles and carrying
pouch.
Size 125 x 247 x 134 cm.

P453.100 - blue
P453.103 - white

P453.108 - orange
P453.109 - lime

Hammock, with detachable cushion

P453.243 - white
P453.245 - blue

Foldable chair

P453.247 - green
P453.248 - orange

200 x 150 mm.
ø 100 mm.
Cotton/canvas, with detachable cushion for easy printing,
max weight 100kg.
Size 200 x 82,5 cm.

Cardboard chair which is foldable and easy to carry, max
weight 100kg.
Size 25,5 x 22,5 x 15,5 cm.
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P412.941

Swiss Peak binoculars

Everest

35 x 30 mm.

10 25

10x25, with high quality ruby lenses to get everything
what is far away very close by, including Swiss Peak pouch.
Registered®

Sometimes it is good to observe things from a different
perspective. To see matters magnified or in greater detail. The
Everest makes all of this possible in the blink of an eye.

Size 18,6 x 25,5 x 6,3 cm.

P412.701

Extreme binoculars
50 x 20 mm.

10 25

10x25, with ruby lenses, including cord, nylon pouch and
lens cloth.
Size 10,4 x 11,1 x 4,4 cm.

P412.471

Panorama binoculars

P412.450 - silver
P412.454 - red
P412.455 - blue

80 x 25 mm.

Everest binoculars
35 x 20 mm.

10 60

10x60, black colour with rubber parts in silver, blue lenses,
nylon pouch and cleaning cloth.
8

21

Size 25,2 x 18,7 x 7,9 cm.

Everest is an 8x21 binocular with red coated lenses which let’s
you see the smallest details. Including a lens cloth. Registered
design®
Size 10 x 9,5 x 3 cm.
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P412.492

Challenger binoculars
30 x 12 mm.

12

32

12x32, black rubber finish, lens cover and ring in nickel plated
shiny silver, ruby lenses, nylon pouch and cleaning cloth.
Packed in magnetic gift box.
Size 13 x 12 x 4 cm.

P412.441

P412.101

Safari binoculars
80 x 30 mm.

P412.002

Promo binoculars

10 50

10x50 with ruby lenses, including cord, nylon pouch, lens
cloth and lens covers.

40 x 15 mm.

Executive binoculars

8

21

70 x 20 mm.

8x21, including nylon pouch, neck cord and lens cloth.

5x30, including nylon pouch, cord and lens cloth.

Size 10 x 9 x 3,7 cm.

Size 11,5 x 11 x 4,3 cm.

Size 18,5 x 20,5 x 7 cm.

P412.502

Ultimate binoculars
30 x 10 mm.

8

22

8x22, including cord, nylon pouch and lens cloth. Packed in
magnetic gift box.
Size 9,2 x 10,5 x 3,3 cm.
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P410.941

Swiss Peak compass
30 x 20 mm.
Strong zinc alloy compass with big hook, which makes it
comfortable to attach to all your outdoor gear, including
Swiss Peak pouch.

Base

Size 15,9 x 15 x 3,9 cm.

Compass and company strategy go well together. Both point
out the way to go. Base combines both with a big print area
for a company message or logo.

P020.302

Base plate compass
35 x 30 mm.

P134.015

12

Base is your guide to keep you on track. This liquid filled
compass will point you in the right direction. Registered
design®

Executive compass
70 x 50 mm.

Size 8,5 x 5,5 x 0,9 cm.

Chrome cast compass with scale indicator in tin case.
Registered design®
Size 8,5 x 10,6 x 2,3 cm.

P410.132

Travel compass
25 x 10 mm.

12

Military foldable and liquid filled compass with thumb ring,
magnifier and target marker.
Size 8 x 6 x 3 cm.
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P461.213 - white
P461.215 - blue
P461.217 - green

Poncho

120 x 70 mm.

P461.003 - white
P461.005 - blue
P461.007 - green

Emergency poncho in balshape
ø 30 mm.

P461.105 - blue
P461.108 - orange

Basic poncho
140 X 50 mm.
PE poncho packed in transparent pouch with snap button.

210

OUTDOOR

PEVA poncho packed in pouch with closure.

PE poncho packed in ball shape case with carabiner.

Size 1,5 x 21 x 19 cm.

Size 12 x ø 6,5 cm.

Size 9,5 x 14 x 9,5 cm.
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96 cm.

Brolly
P850.110 - white
P850.111 - black

P850.115 - blue
P850.117 - lime

21,5” Brolly 2 in 1 auto open/close umbrella
200 x 120 mm.
Brolly is an ecological and high end solution for all those
bad weather days. The 100% RPET canvas, the ergonomic
Resound® handle and the unique auto open/closing system
won’t let you down in the rain. Registered design®
Size ø 96 cm.

100% made of recycled
PET bottles

Made of 45% bio-based material derived from plants,
not oil. Leading to carbon footprint reduction
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92 cm.

P850.261 - black
P850.263 - white
P850.264 - red

P850.265 - blue
P850.267 - lime

Deluxe 20” foldable umbrella
200 x 100 mm.
Manual, 2-fold umbrella in 210T polyester with metal shaft,
metal frame, metal tips, PP top and handle.
Size ø 92 cm.

96 cm.

P850.361 - black
P850.362 - silver
P850.365 - blue

Deluxe 21,5” 2 in 1 auto open/close umbrella
200 x 150 mm.
Automatic opening and closer, 3-fold umbrella in 210T
polyester with metal shaft, fibreglass ribs, metal tips and PP
top and handle.
Size ø 96 cm.
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105 cm.

P850.101 - black
P850.102 - grey
P850.105 - blue

23” Hurricane umbrella
200 x 150 mm.

Hurricane

Manual design umbrella in 190T pongee polyester with
aluminium shaft and top, fibreglass ribs, ABS tips and handle.
Packed in XD Design gift box. Registered design®
Size ø 105 cm.

An umbrella for every day. Come sun, wind or rain, the
Hurricane can withstand it and offers protection under all
weather conditions, not just during a rain shower!
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105 cm.

P850.201 - black
P850.203 - white
P850.204 - red
P850.205 - blue

105 cm.

P850.207 - lime
P850.224 - white/red
P850.225 - white/blue
P850.229 - white/light blue

Deluxe 23” automatic umbrella
200 x 150 mm.

P850.281 - black
P850.283 - white
P850.285 - blue

Deluxe 23” aluminium umbrella
200 x 150 mm.

Size matters

105 cm.

P850.080 - grey
P850.081 - black
P850.083 - white

P850.084 - red
P850.085 - blue

125 cm.

Deluxe 23” classic umbrella
200 x 150 mm.

Automatic umbrella in 210T polyester with metal shaft, metal
fluted frame, PP tips, metal top and wooden handle.

Automatic umbrella in 210T polyester with aluminium shaft,
metal fluted frame, metal tips, aluminium top and a curved
handle.

Automatic umbrella in 210T polyester with 14mm wooden
shaft, metal fluted frame and wooden tips, top and curved
handle.

Size ø 105 cm.

Size ø 105 cm.

Size ø 105 cm.

105 cm.

96 cm.

92 cm.
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Under my Umbrella
125 cm.

P850.001 - black
P850.003 - white
P850.004 - red
P850.005 - blue

Deluxe 30” golf umbrella

P850.007 - lime
P850.024 - white/red
P850.025 - white/blue
P850.029 - white/light blue

250 x 180 mm.
Manual golf umbrella in 210T polyester with metal shaft,
double metal fluted frame, PP tips, metal top and a straight
wooden handle.

125 cm.

P850.301 - black
P850.305 - blue

Deluxe 30” storm umbrella
250 x 180 mm.
Manual storm umbrella in 190T polyester with fibreglass shaft
and ribs, PP tips and top and a straight EVA handle.
Size ø 125 cm.

Size ø 125 cm.
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Rio

P732.901

Rio RPET laptop bag
300 x 180 mm.

15,4

”

Rio unites 100% RPET and well thought out design in one
urban laptop bag. Inside the bag there are separate pockets
for all of todays gadgets and even more. All your inside
content will be well protected and still easy accessible. The
adjustable shoulder band makes daily use comfortable.
Registered design®

100% made of recycled
PET bottles

Size 32 x 44 x 12 cm.

More PET-recycled bags on Page 242
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Hamilton
P762.041 - black
P762.049 - light brown

Hamilton ladies laptop bag
80 x 40 mm.

15,4

”

Hamilton ladies laptop bag is ladies’ favourite fashion
accessory, trendy combination of canvas with PVC
decoration. Inside finish in 70D nylon that contains padded
laptop compartment and plenty of space for necessities and
a zipper closure to keep it all safe. Registered design®
Size 43,5 x 14,5 x 30 cm.

P762.031 - black
P762.039 - light brown

Hamilton laptop bag
120 x 40 mm.

15,4

”

Hamilton laptop bag carries your laptop in a style that
goes with the suit! Elegance, practicle and with sufficient
extra space for cables, paperwork and stationary. Padded
compartment protects your laptop. Use the shoulder strap for
comfortable carrying. Registered design®
Size 41,5 x 12 x 32 cm.

P742.041

Swiss Peak laptop bag
100 x 80 mm.

15,4

”

The laptop bag which offers a maximum protection, using
strong materials and a padded pockets for your laptop. To
carry your valuables, carry it as a briefcase with the soft
padded grip, or alternatively around your shoulder, using the
adjustable and padded shoulder band. Registered design®
Size 41,5 x 9,5 x 33 cm.

smart pocket for
mobile phone
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P776.122

Office laptop bag
40 x 20 mm.

15,4

”

1680D nylon with padded detachable laptop compartment,
4 compartments with A4 folders, front pocket with organizer
function and shoulder strap with stainless steel clips and
lined handles.
Size 14 x 41 x 33 cm.

P728.041 - black
P728.044 - red

Executive laptop bag
180 x 80 mm.

”

1680D with padded 15.4” laptop compartment, front pocket
with organizer function, padded handles at two sides and
adjustable shoulder strap.

P732.002

Hard shell laptop bag
47,2 x 16,2 mm.

15,4

Size 13 x 40 x 32,5 cm.
15,4

”

PP hard shell laptop bag that, due to its thick padded interior,
it gives the right protection to your laptop and all other
precious goods which you like to carry with you. The efficient
interior also provides place for your pens, USB’s, etc.
Size 32 x 42,5 x 12 cm.

P703.741

Florida laptop bag
220 x 120 mm.

15,4

”

600D ribstop, main compartment with 15.4” laptop pocket,
zippered front pocket with organizers inside, back straps
can be hidden in back slip pocket, webbing handles on top.
PVC free.
Size 43 x 32 x 10 cm.
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P730.131

P729.441
P730.131

P730.321

Wall street laptop bag 15.4”

Neoprene laptop bag 15.4”
300 x 200 mm.

15,4

250 x 120 mm.

”

15,4

”

Neoprene laptop bag. Fits 15.4”. Velcro closure front pocket
including phone pouch. Main compartment with zipper
closure and 2 open pockets inside. Detachable and adjustable
shoulder strap.

900D padded bag with velvet lining. Zippered front pocket
and zippered main 15.4” laptop compartment. Including
handle on top, additional Velcro closure pocket to the back
and detachable shoulder strap.

Size 39 x 5 x 30,5 cm.

Size 4 x 40 x 32 cm.

P705.011

P729.441

Quick Scan laptop bag
200 x 80 mm.

The City laptopbag

15,4

100 x 120 mm.

”

17”

Microfiber with 1680D and PVC, 2 big compartments, padded
15.4” laptop compartment, 2 front pockets. The laptop does
not have to taken out of the bag, it simply passes through the
boarding control.

Padded microfiber laptop bag with grey suede detail, 2 front
pockets with organizers and 1 main compartment with laptop
compartment inside, fits 17” laptop. Padded shoulder strap,
registered design®

Size 42 x 32 x 15 cm.

Size 44 x 34,5 x 6,5 cm.

P705.011

P730.321
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P730.001

Business laptop bag 15,4”
300 x 150 mm.

15,4

”

1680D with red lining and metal zipper pullers. Fits 15,4”.
Zippered front pocket and main compartment with
elasticated straps at 4 corners.
Size 2 x 42 x 32 cm.

P788.301 - black/turquoise
P788.312 - grey/black
P788.385 - blue/orange

Reversible laptop sleeve
230 x 100 mm.

15,4

”

Reversible 15,4 inch laptop sleeve made of 5mm neoprene,
the unique flip it inside out offers you two colours for one
price!
Size 40 x 30 cm.

P729.200 - navy blue
P729.201 - black
P729.202 - grey

P729.101

Exhibition PVC-free bag
250 x 120 mm.

230

BAGS & TRAVEL

Exhibition bag

P729.204 - red
P729.207 - lime
P729.209 - light blue

250 x 120 mm.

600D, ecological document bag with one main pocket with
zipper closure and webbing handle on top.

600D, 1 zippered compartment, 1 front pocket, 4 pen holders,
1 name card and adjustable shoulder strap with shoulder pad.

Size 6 x 42 x 36 cm.

Size 40 x 10 x 33 cm.
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P729.001 - black
P729.002 - grey

PVC-free document bag

BELSUTE

P729.004 - red
P729.005 - blue

VEAST PRICE

250 x 150 mm.
600D, ecological document bag with one main pocket with
zipper closure and webbing handle on top.

B

,

E

BESTVALU

Size 0,3 x 40 x 28,5 cm.

P729.270 - pink
P729.271 - black
P729.273 - grey

Shoulder document bag

P729.275 - navy blue
P729.277 - lime
P729.279 - light blue

300 x 250 mm.
600D, 2 big compartments including 15.4” laptop pocket, 2
small pockets, 1 Velcro closure pocket, 4 pen holders and 1
phone pouch, with adjustable shoulder strap.
Size 34 x 40 x 11 cm.

P729.220 - black/blue
P729.221 - black
P729.224 - black/red

P729.227 - black/green
P729.229 - blue

Conference bag 600D
300 x 140 mm.
600D, 1 main compartment, 1 front pocket and adjustable
shoulder strap.
Size 38 x 27,1 x 5,8 cm.

P708.051 - black
P708.055 - blue

Durban document bag

BE

250 x 120 mm.
600D, 1 main compartment on top, 1 front pocket, 2 handles
and adjustable shoulder strap. Registered design®
Size 41 x 10 x 27 cm.
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P729.250 - pink
P729.251 - black
P729.252 - yellow
P729.253 - white
P729.254 - red

P729.255
P729.256
P729.257
P729.258
P729.259

Non-woven document bag
250 x 200 mm.

- blue
- purple
- green
- orange
- light blue

10

Non-woven document bag.
Size 36,6 x 30,3 x 7,3 cm.

P760.110
P760.111
P760.112
P760.113
P760.114

- purple
- black
- pink
- white
- red

Non-woven rucksack
220 x 250 mm.

P760.115
P760.116
P760.117
P760.118
P760.119

- blue
- yellow
- green
- orange
- light blue

10

Non-woven backpack.
Size 41 x 33 x 0,5 cm.
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P711.000
P711.001
P711.002
P711.003
P711.004

- light blue
- black
- pink
- white
- red

Square shopping bag

P711.005
P711.006
P711.007
P711.008
P711.009

- blue
- purple
- green
- orange
- yellow

P711.100
P711.101
P711.102
P711.103
P711.104

- light blue
- black
- pink
- white
- red

Flat shopping bag
250 x 300 mm.

P711.105
P711.106
P711.107
P711.108
P711.109

- blue
- purple
- green
- orange
- yellow

10

PP non-woven.
250 x 300 mm.

10

Size 40 x 38 cm.

PP non-woven.
Size 40,5 x 37,8 cm.
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P705.072

Milano
Fashionable, with many discoveries to be made.
That is Milano. Applies to both city and bags.

P705.072 - silver
P705.075 - blue

Milano laptop backpack
150 x 100 mm.

15,4

”

Milano is a lifestyle laptop backpack designed out of high
quality EVA and 1680D. The integrated handles, small colour
details on the outside and matching colour on the inside give
the bag a new and fresh style. On the inside there are padded
compartments for your laptop and tablet and many other
practical pockets. Registered design®
Size 43 x 33 x 12 cm.

P705.075

P703.072

P703.075
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Manhattan

P763.061

Manhattan backpack
130 x 80 mm.

15,4

”

Manhatten shows subtle details of true class. Suede front
panel and silver decoration. The execution of the inside is in
line with the exterior: sublime finish and with ample space
and pockets for storage. Registered design®
Size 32 x 13 x 43 cm.

Monaco
P742.001

Swiss Peak laptop backpack
100 x 80 mm.

14”

Protect your laptop in a dynamic style. Both your back
and your laptop will be protected with the padded laptop
compartment. The distinguished design bag offers additional
compartments, organizer and zippers that can be locked.
Registered design®
Size 31 x 41 x 16 cm.

P774.302

Monaco backpack
80 x 30 mm.

15,4

”

Monaco backpack is a strong material backpack that will
accompany you on travels and trips, keeping your gear safely
packed in style. Registered design®
Size 20 x 34 x 44 cm.
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Rio
P732.901
Page 223
P705.901

Rio RPET laptop backpack
200 x 200 mm.

15,4

”

Rio unites 100% RPET and well thought out design in one
urban laptop backpack. Inside the bag there are separate
pockets for all of todays gadgets and even more. All your
products will be well protected and still easy accessible.
The padded shoulder straps make daily use comfortable.
Registered design®
Size 46 x 33 x 15 cm.

P820.901

Rio RPET utility bag
150 x 100 mm.
Rio unites 100% RPET and well thought out design in one
urban utility bag. The bag is on the inside specially developed
for todays gadget like your table, phone, pens, USB’s, etc.
All the inside content will be well protected but still easy
accessible. Registered design®
Size 28 x 20 x 5 cm.

100% made of recycled PET bottles
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P705.021 - black
P705.024 - red
P705.025 - blue

Denver laptop backpack
90 x 30 mm.

15,4

”

1680D and jacquard backpack. Zippered front pocket with
organizer. Zippered main compartment with 15.4” padded
laptop pocket. Reflective piping. Two side mesh pockets.

P705.062 - grey
P705.064 - red

Vermont laptop backpack

Size 13 x 37 x 50 cm.

80 x 80 mm.

15,4

”

600D ribstop backpack with contrasting colour combination
and a well padded back to increase the comfort while
carrying. Inside there’s a big padded laptop compartment
and space enough to put all your documents, notebooks,
pens, etc.
Size 49 x 31 x 9 cm.

P776.132

P705.101

Office laptop backpack

Plug & play laptop backpack
120 x 100 mm.

17”

This cleverly wired backpack is made in sturdy 1680D with
integrated earphone cable linked to inside neoprene pocket
for your iPad or MP3 player. Just plug in your earphone on
the shoulder strap and you are ready to go! There is also a
separate compartment to fit your 17” laptop.

180 x 80 mm.

14”

1680D nylon with 14” padded laptop compartment, 3
compartments, front pocket with organizer function and
adjustable padded shoulder strap.
Size 15 x 31 x 39,5 cm.

Size 18 x 42 x 50 cm.

P703.711

Florida backpack
120 x 60 mm.
600D and baby ripstop, 4 compartments, padded phone
pouch, earphone exit and keyring hook, padded carry handle
and air mesh backing.
Size 19 x 27 x 43 cm.
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P705.001

P729.411

Quick Scan laptop backpack
150 x 120 mm.

P705.301

15,4

”

600D, zippered frontpocket with organizer and zippered
main compartment with 15.4” padded laptop pocket.
Size 17,5 x 31,5 x 47 cm.

15,4

”

100 x 100 mm.

15,4

”

Microfiber with 1680D and PVC, 2 big compartments, padded
laptop compartment fits 15.4” laptop, 2 front pockets. The
laptop does not have to taken out of the bag, it simply passes
through the boarding control.

Padded microfiber and grey suedine detail, 2 compartments
with padded folder suitable for 15.4” laptop, earphone exit,
adjustable shoulder straps with phone pouch, registered
design®

Size 46 x 34 x 15 cm.

Size 11,5 x 29 x 40 cm.

P730.211 - black
P730.215 - blue
P730.217 - lime

Boardroom laptop backpack
100 x 50 mm.

The City Backpack

Basic laptop backpack
150 x 100 mm.

15,4

”

600D, zippered main compartment including 15.4” laptop
pouch. Additional organizer pockets inside.
Size 12 x 35 x 43 cm.
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P775.001 - black
P775.005 - blue

Outdoor backpack
80 x 40 mm.
600D ribstop, front pocket with water proof zippers. Two
main compartments with zipper closure. Hip straps with 2
pockets and zipper closure and 2 mesh bottle pockets.
Size 20 x 37 x 52 cm.

P775.121 - black
P775.122 - grey
P775.124 - red

P775.125 - blue
P775.128 - orange

Missouri backpack
120 x 60 mm.
600D ripstop, four compartments, padded phone/PDA/MP3
pouch, earphone exit, key ring hook, padded carry handle
and air mesh backing.
Size 19 x 27 x 43 cm.

P760.501 - black
P760.504 - red

Atlanta backpack

P760.505 - blue
P760.507 - lime

180 x 150 mm.
600D with PVC backing, 2 zippered compartments, inner
pocket and earphone hole, padded shoulder straps and
integrated drink bottle compartment.
Size 32 x 18 x 42 cm.
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P775.024

P775.591 - black
P775.594 - red
P775.595 - blue

P775.597 - lime
P775.598 - orange

P775.021 - black
P775.024 - red
P775.025 - blue

Utah backpack

P775.027 - lime
P775.028 - orange

Dallas backpack

150 x 200 mm.

P775.594

160 x 180 mm.

600D backpack with smart double compartment. This makes
it easy to separate e.g. wet from dry clothes. Inside the main
compartment there’s also specific space for small accessories.

600D backpack with vertical front zipper and printed color
detail. Furthermore there are 2 zippered pockets on the side
and one big main compartment.

Size 50 x 36 x 15 cm.

Size 46 x 30 x 18,5 cm.

P775.104

P740.001 - black
P740.004 - red
P740.005 - blue

P775.102 - grey
P775.104 - red

P740.007 - green
P740.008 - orange

Brooklyn backpack

Basic duffle bag

P775.105 - blue
P775.107 - green

130 x 60 mm.
200 x 200 mm.
600D backpack with front zipper closure pocket and one
main compartment.

600D, main compartment with cord closure and stopper.
Separate zipper closure compartment on the bottom. With
carry handle and adjustable shoulder strap.

Size 10 x 35,1 x 42 cm.

Size 50 x ø 30 cm.

P740.004
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BELSUTE
P760.201 - black
P760.202 - grey
P760.204 - red

Basic backpack

VEAST PRICE
B

P760.205 - blue
P760.207 - green
P760.208 - orange

,

E
BESTVALU

180 x 80 mm.
600D and 300D, 3 zipper pockets.
Size 43,9 x 34 x 14,8 cm.
P760.001 - black
P760.003 - white
P760.004 - red

Cord backpack
220 x 250 mm.

P760.005 - blue
P760.007 - green
P760.008 - orange

10

Backpack with drawstring, 210D polyester with PU reinforced
corners.
Size 33 x 40 cm.

P760.216

Premium reflective rucksack
220 x 250 mm.

Reflective

5

Backpack with drawstring, 210D polyester with reflective
stripe.
Size 32 x 42 cm.
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P703.761

P742.081

Florida backpack trolley

Swiss Peak backpack trolley
15 x 5 mm.

15,4

”

Form and Functionality. This backpack trolley combines high
quality functionalty with designer looks. From trolley handle
to wheels, this bag catches the eye. Registered design®
Size 31 x 14,5 x 44,8 cm.

150 x 60 mm.

14”

600D ribstop, main compartment with 14” laptop pocket
inside, zippered front pocket, 2 side mesh pockets with
organizers inside, padded handle on front, back straps can
be hidden.
Size 35 x 22 x 45 cm.

P728.211 - black
P728.214 - red
P728.215 - blue

Denver backpack trolley
100 x 100 mm.

14”

1680D and jacquard backpack trolley with reflective piping.
One front zipper closure pocket with organizer. Zippered
main comparment with 14” laptop pocket inside.
Size 36 x 17 x 46 cm.

P728.031 - black
P728.032 - silver
P728.034 - red

Executive backpack trolley
130 x 80 mm.

15,4

”

1680D metal look wheels, aluminium trolley handle, padded
15,4” laptop compartment, extendable waist, front pocket
with organizer, lined handle and (removable) shoulder straps.
Size 22 x 34 x 44 cm.
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P728.021 - black
P728.024 - red
P728.025 - blue

P703.611 - black
P703.612 - grey
P703.615 - blue

Business backpack trolley
130 x 80 mm.

Atlanta backpack trolley
14”

180 x 150 mm.

600D nylon with metal look wheels, extendable waist and
front pocket with organizer.

600D, 3 zipper compartments, front pocket with organizers
inside, padded handle on top.

Size 19 x 34 x 43 cm.

Size 50,6 x 31,3 x 18 cm.

P728.001 - black
P728.005 - blue

Golden backpack trolley
200 x 200 mm.

P729.451

The City backpack trolley
90 x 45 mm.

600D basic backpack trolley with steel extendable handle.

14”

Size 22,5 x 34,5 x 50 cm.

Padded microfiber, with grey suedine details. Large front
pocket with organizer. Main compartment with 14” laptop
compartment inside. Carry handle on top. Including padded
shoulder strap, registered design®
Size 47 x 31 x 17 cm.
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Milano
P742.031

Swiss Peak air porter trolley
100 x 100 mm.
Efficiency in packing, that what this airporter trolley is all
about. Plenty of pocket space and zippers that allow you
to secure your belongings. A shame to stow it away out of
sight in the plane, as this cabin trolley also has good looks.
Registered design®
Size 50 x 18,5 x 34 cm.

P703.072 - silver
P703.075 - blue

Milano 2 wheel cabin trolley
150 x 150 mm.
Milano is a lifestyle cabin trolley designed out of high quality
EVA and 1680D. The integrated trolley system and handles,
the small colour details on the outside and matching colour
on the inside give the bag a new and fresh style. All practical
things you need during your travel like an inside pocket
which can easily be reached to take out your tablet or a front
pocket for your travel documents have been thought of and
integrated. Registered design®
Size 58 x 36 x 22 cm.
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“Cabin crew, pre pare for take-off”

P703.012

Hard shell spinner trolley
63 x 25 mm.
20” hard shell trolley made of high quality ABS/PC, with
aluminum trolley system. The 4 double wheels on the bottom
make it possible to push him in any direction you want.
Size 56 x 37 x 23 cm.

P703.601

4 wheel hard shell trolley
55 x 17 mm.
1680D with EVA backing in black, ABS in grey, 150D lining
in grey, PVC handle and lockable telescope trolley system, 4
wheels, 1 main compartment and zipper pocket on front and
back side. Registered design®
Size 38 x 23 x 55 cm.

P775.031

Office cabin trolley
150 x 50 mm.
1680D airport trolley with metal colored wheels and
aluminium trolley system. Front pocket with organizer for
pasport, pens, mobile phone and business cards. Zippered
main compartment with mesh zipper pockets inside. Handle
on top and side.

P775.061

Extendable cabin trolley
180 x 70 mm.
1680D nylon cabin trolley with extendable front
compartment.
Size 37,5 x 26 x 58 cm.

Size 36 x 25 x 52 cm.
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BEST

VALUE

BEST P

,

RICE

BESTV
ALUE

P703.631 - black
P703.632 - green
P703.635 - red

4-wheel trolley “The Spinner”
68,5 x 23,6 mm.
4-wheel trolley “The Spinner”. Pongee polyester interior and
ABS shell with special doming label area. One zippered main
compartment with 2 zipper pullers and 1 zippered pocket.
Handle with double aluminum silver tube.
Size 50 x 22 x 34 cm.

P787.101

Basic cabin trolley
180 x 50 mm.
600D cabin trolley with big front zipper pocket with
organizer and silver colored wheels
Size 14,5 x 40,5 x 53 cm.

P787.001

Cabin trolley set
200 x 120 mm.
600D, backing in black colour, with 3 compartments and
lockable zipper on the main compartment. Trolley and
document bag are allowed on board of airplane.
Size 51,3 x 36 x 16,5 cm.
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P709.001

Hard shell business trolley
63 x 25 mm.

”

Compact hard shell trolley made of high quality ABS/PC, with
long trolley system. Inside it has one compartment for your
clothing and on the other side there are open pockets for e.g.
laptop or other brochures or documents and an organizer.

P776.112

Office trolley bag
180 x 80 mm.

15,4

Size 38 x 40 x 20 cm.

15,4

”

1680D nylon with aluminium trolley handle, padded 15.4”
detachable laptop compartment, 4 compartments with A4
folders, front pocket with organizer function and metal look
wheels.
Size 41 x 21 x 39 cm.

P729.461

The City business trolley
130 x 100 mm.

17”

Padded microfiber document trolley, grey suede details,
2 front pockets with organizers, separated document and
laptop compartment inside, fits 17” laptop, with padded
shoulder strap, black wheels and trolley handle, registered
design®
Size 44 x 38 x 17 cm.
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P742.021

Swiss Peak business trolley
100 x 100 mm.

15,4

”

All your documents packed in this business trolley. Papers
and laptop can be neatly placed in one of the compartments,
some of which can be locked. With duo-tube trolley system
for stability on your way. Registered design®
Size 45 x 24 x 36 cm.

P742.051

Swiss Peak weekend trolley
150 x 100 mm.
A touch of class. With this weekend trolley you travel in style.
The heavy material and the solid trolley mechanism are built
to last, allowing you to use it time and time again. Roll it or
carry it, the choice is yours. Registered design®
Size 29 x 57,5 x 34,5 cm.
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P790.001 - black
P790.005 - blue
P790.007 - green

Basic weekend trolley
140 x 100 mm.
300D high density extra strong fabric. With extendable
trolley system, silver coloured wheels and adjustable
shoulder strap. One front pocket and one zipper closure main
compartment.
Size 62 x 31 x 32 cm.

P750.005

Large adventure trolley
350 x 120 mm.
600D and 210D ribstop, large main compartment with
zipper closure. Plenty of inside zipper pockets, including one
detachable mesh zipper pocket. Aluminum trolley handle in
matching colour. Including name card holder. The ultimate off
the road travel bag.
Size 43,5 x 75 x 38 cm.

P703.621 - grey
P703.623 - red
P703.624 - green

London weekend bag with trolley
300 x 170 mm.
600D, with reflecting decoration on both bottom corners,
zippered main compartment, zippered front pocket, 2
webbing handles on top, handle at left side, 2 round plastic
stand feet at trolley wheel side.
Size 71 x 29 x 34 cm.
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P703.721

Florida trolley travel weekend bag
250 x 120 mm.
600D ribstop, main compartment, big front compartment,
zippered front pocket with organizers inside, webbing
handles and shoulder strap, thick padded handle on side.
Size 61 x 28 x 28 cm.

P703.761

P703.741

P703.721

P703.711

P703.751

P703.731
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Monaco
P729.401

The City Trolley bag
200 x 100 mm.
Padded microfibre and grey suede detail, 4 compartments,
extra-large opening for easy access, separate trolley
compartment and solid base, ca. 40L, registered design®
Size 54 x 28 x 32 cm.

P787.011 - black
P787.015 - blue

P787.017 - green
P787.018 - orange

Basic weekend sports trolley
250 x 100 mm.

600D, large main compartment with zipper closure. Metal
trolley system with rubber wheels and 2 handles.
Size 27 x 27 x 53 cm.

P774.032

Monaco weekend bag
100 x 80 mm.
Monaco weekend bag makes you enjoy your weekend road
trip in style, whether you’re going on a survival trip or a
5-star city trip. Hiking shoes, sporty sneakers or slik pumps,
store them in the separate shoe compartment. Registered
design®
Size 56 x 28 x 25 cm.
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P703.731

Florida sports bag
220 x 100 mm.
600D ribstop, zippered front pocket with organizers inside,
side pocket, shoe pocket, webbing handles and shoulder
strap, 4 stand feet on base, PVC free.
Size 55 x 26 x 27,5 cm.

P708.013 - white
P708.014 - red
P708.015 - blue

Durban sports bag
180 x 100 mm.
600D, base in black, 1 main compartment on top, content
25L, 1 big compartment, 1 front pocket, 1 attachable pouch
with plastic hook inside, 2 mesh pockets on right side and 1
handle at left side, registered design®
Size 51 x 28 x 34 cm.

P767.001

4 in 1 bag set
80 x 80 mm.
All in 600D material, including backpack with phone pouch,
wash bag with hook, camera bag with belt loop and shoulder
strap, packed in weekend travel bag with separate shoe
compartment.
Size 52 x 24 x 26 cm.

P707.021 - black
P707.025 - blue
P707.027 - green

Ultimate weekend bag
140 x 100 mm.
300D high density extra strong fabric. Shoulder strap
included. One zipper closure main compartment and one
zipper closure pocket on front with one hang pocket inside.
Including side carry handles.
Size 57 x 23 x 23 cm.
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P729.421

The City Weekend bag
200 x 100 mm.
Padded microfiber and grey suede detail, 6 compartments,
extra-large opening for easy access, front compartment with
secret pocket, adjustable shoulder strap. Registered design®
Size 49 x 24 x 26 cm.

P707.001

Weekend bag
120 x 100 mm.
Microfiber Weekend bag with zipper, one compartment with
front pocket and zipper, handles and separate shoulder strap.
Complementary to the Weekend toiletry bag P707.011.
Size 46 x 42,5 x 20 cm.

P707.111 - black
P707.112 - grey
P707.114 - red

P707.115 - blue
P707.117 - green

Basic weekend bag
450 x 170 mm.
600D, zippered front pocket, side pockets, adjustable
shoulder strap with shoulder pad.
Size 69 x 36 x 33 cm.
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P795.029

4 pcs recycle waste bags
240 x 120 mm.
Set of 4 PVC free recycle waste bags, PP woven, single side
OPP coated, light brown, 4 different waste icons, handle size
2,5x46cm, packed in printed envelope.
Size 30 x 30 x 39 cm.

P795.019

2 pcs recycle waste bags
240 x 120 mm.
Set of 2 recycle PVC free waste bags, PP woven, single side
OPP coated, light brown colour with 2 waste icons, handle
size 2,5x46cm, packed in a printed envelope.
Size 30 x 30 x 39 cm.

P713.205 - blue
P713.207 - green
P713.208 - orange

Beach shopper bag
200 x 200 mm.
600D, one main zipper closure pocket and one small zipper
closure pocket inside.
Size 40 x 16 x 36 cm.

P795.007

3pcs recycle waste bags
150 x 35 mm.
3 bags to separate metal, paper and plastic. PP woven
material.
Size 41,6 x 29 x 29,2 cm.
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P820.141

Business travel set
80 x 100 mm.
Cosmetic bag made from padded microfiber with grey suede
detail, 6 compartments, including metal hook, foldable
laundry bag, travel lock, address label and airtravel luggage
scale, registered design®

P780.031

Office toiletry bag
120 x 100 mm.

P729.431

The City toiletry bag
80 x 100 mm.

1680D nylon, eight compartments including stainless steel
hook.

Padded microfiber and grey suede detail, 6 compartments,
including metal hook, registered design®

Size 22 x 7 x 26,5 cm.

Size 7 x 21 x 26 cm.

P703.751

Florida toiletry bag
150 x 40 mm.
600D ribstop, main compartment, metal hook, mirror, mesh
pocket inside, front pocket, mesh pocket at left side, 4 TPR
stand feet on bottom, PVC free.

P707.011

Weekend toiletry bag
100 x 80 mm.

10

Toiletry bag, microfiber, one compartment with zipper.
Complementary to the Weekend bag, P707.001.
Size 34 x 15 x 8 cm.

Size 27 x 15,5 x 14,5 cm.

Size 7 x 21 x 26 cm.
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P786.181

Smartline travel set
60 x 40 mm.
300D ripstop, pouch including sewing kit, manicure set, shoe
shine set and 13 pieces first aid kit (conform EN 13485:2003).
Size 3,5 x 16 x 9 cm.

P786.241

Smartline garment bag
200 x 120 mm.
300D ripstop, 5 storage pockets, integrated clothes-hanger,
smart carrying handle and adjustable shoulder strap.
Size 48 x 58 cm.

P250.031

Essential shoe maintenance set
80 x 25 mm.
Imitation leather case, including wooden shoe brush, neutral
polish, soft cloth shine polish, shoehorn and one pair of black
shoelaces.
Size 13,9 x 7,5 x 7,5 cm.

P820.281

Garment bag
350 x 210 mm.
600D garment bag with large pocket to store your suit
and make sure it still arrives well at your destination. Inside
there’s also a pocket to put your shirt.
Size 55 x 48 x 7 cm.

P820.211

Manicure Deluxe set
50 x 70 mm.
High quality manicure set, stainless steel parts. Big nail
clipper, diagonal head nail clipper, small nail clipper, scissor,
nail file, tweezers, double end nail cleaner. Packed in PU
pouch with stainless steel rim.
Size 10,5 x 8 x 2,5 cm.
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P300.361

Travel plug with USB port
30 x 10 mm.

P820.194 - red
P820.195 - blue

Travel set

4 pcs travel plug set
18 x 10 mm.

P820.173

3 pcs travel plug set
45 x 25 mm.

4 types of power plugs, convert to universal AC outlet, AC
max. 250V/6A, USB max. 5V/500mA DC, packed in black
pouch.

Travel plug set, black fire resistant ABS, solid transparent
cover, 4 types of power plug, convert to universal AC outlet,
power input/output 110V-250V.

Travel plug set, white fire resistant ABS, white translucent
cover, 4 types of power plug, convert to universal AC outlet,
power input/output 110V-250V, packed in white box.

Size 9,6 x 5,6 x 4,4 cm.

Size 5 x 5 x 8,5 cm.

Size 6 x 4 x 5 cm.

P820.021

Travel lock
30 x 15 mm.

60 x 120 mm.
Travel set, including blue PP luggage strap, size 200x5cm,
black buckle, blue address tag, red travel lock with steel wire,
packed in black non-woven pull string pouch.

P820.181

12

Stainless steel body with coated steel wire and push release
button.
Size 7,5 x 4,1 x 0,8 cm.

Size 18 x 9,5 cm.

P820.002

Stainless steel luggage tag
50 x 15 mm.
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Alu luggage tag
30 x 15 mm.

Including strap and buckle.

Including wire connector.

Size 0,2 x 8 x 4,3 cm.

Size 0,3 x 8 x 4,3 cm.
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P820.112

Electronic luggage scale
12 x 25 mm.

1

Electronic luggage scale, max capacity 50kg, division 50g,
zero and tare function, low battery and overload function,
room temperature display, one 3V lithium battery included.
Size 12,7 x 3 x 2,4 cm.

P820.301 - black
P820.303 - white
P820.307 - lime

Digital luggage scale
20 x 15 mm.

1

Digital luggage scale, max capacity 40kg, division 100g, zero
and tare function, low battery and overload function.
Size 3,2 x 10 x 3 cm.

P820.131

Air travel luggage scale
30 x 30 mm.
ABS scale with steel handle and hook, including 1m/6mm
tape.
Size 3,8 x 7,5 x 10,5 cm.
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P820.332

P820.941

Fly travel set

Swiss Peak travel wallet

70 x 70 mm.

65 x 65 mm.

Small and compact travel set with all necessities for on the
way. In the EVA case there are: ear buds for listening to your
music, 3 in 1 charging cable, travel plug and for resting out a
neck cushion, eye mask and earplugs.

1680D zippered travel wallet with metal Swiss Peak logo
on the front. On the inside all pocket for a comfortable
and practical journey are there. Furthermore there’s a cord
integrated to easily hang the wallet around your neck.
Registered®

Size 11 x 16 x 6 cm.

Size 14,5 x 13,5 x 2,5 cm.

P820.012

Traveller’s comfort set
120 x 40 mm.
Including earplugs, eye cover and inflatable neck cushion
in pouch.
Size 10 x 17,5 cm.

P820.401

Travel wallet
200 x 80 mm.
600D travel wallet with zipper closure to secure all your
travel documents. On the inside there’s place for credit cards,
name cards, money, passport, pen, etc.
Size 25,5 x 13,5 x 2 cm.
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Moov

P820.282

Moov travel wallet
40 x 15 mm.
Moov is a high quality microfiber travel wallet that will bring
your journeys to a more comfortable level. You can have
everything from your travel documents to your passport
and credit cards with you in a compact and trendy wallet.
Registered design®
Size 23,2 x 11,2 x 2,2 cm.

P820.272

Moov passport holder
35 x 14 mm.
Moov is a high quality microfiber passport holder that puts
your passport in another daylight. There’s also space for
your credit cards in this compact a trendy holder. Registered
design®
Size 15 x 11 x 1 cm.
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Knight

P773.731

Knight crafted A4 portfolio
4 x 40 mm.
Knight is a zipper portfolio, made of imitation leather with
an unique dimpled texture and fine red details inside. This
portfolio has all the necessary pockets to store documents,
notes, business cards, etc. Including a 20 sheets writing pad
of recycled paper. Registered design®
Size 33,2 x 27,5 x 3 cm.

Recommended:
Curba ballpoint pen
P610.392
More details on page 312
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Noble
P773.711

Noble zipper portfolio
120 x 170 mm.
Noble is a zipper portfolio, made of imitation leather with
a silver rim on the side. Inside there is a slide pocket, zipper
pocket, flat pockets and even place to store your USB stick
and pen. Including 20 sheets writing pad of recycled paper.
Registered design®
Size 33,5 x 27 x 3,5 cm.

Recommended:
Vito ballpoint pen
P610.100
More details on page 314

Recommended:
Vito ballpoint pen
P610.113
More details on page 314

P773.701

P773.721

Noble portfolio

Noble zipper portfolio with binder

120 x 170 mm.

120 x 170 mm.

Noble is a portfolio, made of imitation leather with a silver
rim on the side. Inside there are slide pockets, zipper pockets,
flat pockets and even a place to store your USB stick and pen.
Including 20 sheets writing pad of recycled paper. Registered
design®

Noble is a zipper portfolio with binder, made of imitation
leather and has a silver rim on the side. The binder inside
makes it very easy to store all your documents but this
portfolio has also all other pockets needed to make your
meetings and trips comfortable. Including 20 sheets writing
pad of recycled paper. Registered design®

Size 34 x 25 cm.

Size 33,5 x 28 x 4 cm.

Recommended:
Vito ballpoint pen
P610.111
More details on page 314
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P773.691

Boardroom zipper portfolio with binder

P773.661

Executive zipper portfolio with binder

120 x 80 mm.
Zipper portfolio, PU, zipper closure and removable 2-ring
binder, 7 flat pockets, USB pocket and pen holder, including
A4 writing pad with beige cover, 20 pcs recycled paper with
green recycle logo, packed in black gift box.
Size 33,7 x 28 x 3,7 cm.

150 x 100 mm.
Zipper portfolio, microfibre, zipper closure, handle, metal
badge and removable 2-ring binder, with zippered pocket
and slide in pocket inside, 5 name card holders, USB pocket
and pen holder, including A4 writing pad with beige cover, 20
sheets recycled paper with green recycle logo.
Size 36,2 x 28,3 x 4,7 cm.

Recommended:
Bolt ballpoint pen
P610.173
More details on page 311

P773.681

Boardroom zipper portfolio

Recommended:
Montana ballpoint pen
P610.241
More details on page 324

P773.651

Executive zipper portfolio

120 x 80 mm.
Zipper portfolio, PU, zipper closure, 7 flat pockets, USB
pocket and pen holder, including A4 writing pad with beige
cover, 20 sheets recycled paper with green recycle logo,
packed in black gift box.
Size 33,7 x 27 x 2,3 cm.

150 x 100 mm.
Zipper portfolio, microfibre, zipper closure and metal badge
and 1 zippered pocket and slide in pocket inside, 5 name card
holders, USB pocket and pen holder, including A4 writing
pad with beige cover, 20 sheets recycled paper with green
recycle logo.
Size 34,2 x 25,5 x 3 cm.

Recommended:
Bolt ballpoint pen
P610.171
More details on page 311

P773.671

Boardroom portfolio
120 x 80 mm.

P773.641

Executive portfolio
150 x 100 mm.

Portfolio, PU, zippered pocket, 5 flat pockets, USB pocket
and pen holder, including A4 writing pad with beige cover,
20 sheets recycled paper with green recycle logo, packed in
black gift box.

Portfolio, microfibre, metal badge and 4 name card holders,
1 USB pocket and 1 pen holder, including A4 writing pad with
beige cover, 20 sheets recycled paper with green recycle
logo.

Size 32,1 x 25,2 x 2 cm.

Size 32,9 x 24,8 x 1,9 cm.

Recommended:
Bolt ballpoint pen
P610.170
More details on page 311
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Montana ballpoint pen
P610.242
More details on page 324
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P773.631

Essential zipper portfolio with binder
150 x 200 mm.

Recommended:
6 in 1 pen
P610.351
More details on page 322

Zipper portfolio with zipper closure, handle and removable
2-ring binder, zippered pocket and slide in pocket inside, 4
name card holders, USB pocket and pen holder, including A4
writing pad with beige cover, 20 sheets recycled paper with
green recycle logo.
Size 36,1 x 28,1 x 5 cm.

P772.941

Swiss Peak portfolio
100 x 80 mm.

Recommended:
Victory ballpoint pen
P610.211
More details on page 324

1680D zipper portfolio with metal Swiss Peak logo on the
front. On the inside it has lots of functional pockets for all you
accessories and A4 20 sheet recycle notebook with white
cover and recycle logo.
Size 33,8 x 27 x 3,5 cm.

P773.621

Essential zipper portfolio
150 x 200 mm.
Zipper portfolio with zipper closure, zippered pocket and
slide in pocket inside, 4 name card holders, USB pocket and
pen holder, including A4 writing pad with beige cover, 20
sheets recycled paper with recycle logo.
Size 34,1 x 25,6 x 3 cm.

Recommended:
Victory ballpoint pen
P610.212
More details on page 324

P773.801 - black
P773.805 - blue

Non-woven portfolio
150 x 250 mm.

P773.611

Essential portfolio
120 x 200 mm.

Portfolio with 2 card holders, one elastic pen loop, recycle
mark and A4 20 sheet recycle notebook with white cover and
recycle logo.
Size 1,5 x 23,5 x 32 cm.

Portfolio with 2 name card holders, USB pocket and pen
holder, including A4 writing pad with beige cover, 20 sheets
recycled paper, with recycle logo.
Size 33 x 25 x 1,5 cm.

Recommended:
Victory ballpoint pen
P610.212
More details on page 324
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P820.690
shiny finish

BEST P

,

RICE

P820.692
matte finish

P820.690 - silver
P820.692 - grey

BESTV
ALUE

Stainless steel card holder
70 x 40 mm.
Stainless steel business card holder in mirror or matt finish.
Size 0,3 x 9,6 x 6 cm.

P772.051 - black
P772.054 - red
P772.055 - blue

Enterprise portfolio
180 x 110 mm.
600D portfolio with loop closure to make sure all your
documents stay secured. On the inside there’s one open
pocket for papers, pen loop and A4 20 sheet recycle
notebook with white cover and recycle logo.
Size 32 x 23,5 x 1,5 cm.

P820.632

Alu card holder
70 x 40 mm.
Aluminium business card holder with matt finish.
Size 9,3 x 6,1 x 0,6 cm.

Recommended:
Victory ballpoint pen
P610.201
More details on page 324
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Kontakt

Prestige
P773.470 - grey
P773.472 - silver
P773.474 - pink

A5 Prestige notebook set
40 x 25 mm.
Prestige is an A5 notebook set with stylish fabric inside and
outside, magnetic closure and metal plate. Inside there’s
an A5 notebook with 96 sheets for all your notes. Including
complete stainless steel ballpoint pen. Registered design®
Size 21,5 x 15 x 1,5 cm.

Elite
P773.480 - grey
P773.482 - silver
P773.484 - pink

A5 Elite notebook

P820.602

Kontakt card holder
150 x 30 mm.
70 x 40 mm.

Elite is a stylish notebook with fabric inside and outside,
a 3-fold system and magnetic bar closer. Inside there’s an
A5 notebook with 96 sheets for all your notes. Registered
design®

Kontakt is a business card holder with titanium-look top and
lacquer coated base, ideal to store all your business cards.
Registered design®

Size 21,5 x 15 x 1,5 cm.

Size 6 x 9,5 x 1 cm.
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Recommended:
Curba ballpoint pen
P610.392
More details on page 312
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P773.561 - silver/black
P773.564 - black/red
P773.565 - blue/white

MOQ : 2000
NOTEBOOKS

P773.567 - black/green
P773.568 - black/orange

A5 notebook with pen in gift box
ø 100 mm.
Hardcover notebook with 80 pages inside, page divider and
elastic band. Including matt stainless steel Victory pen, black
ink. Gift box in matching colours.

Create your own unique notebook
from 2000 pieces onwards

Size 23,6 x 19,5 x 2,7 cm.

JOHN DOE
1888 154 456

JOHN DOE
1888 154 456

JOHN DOE
1888 154 456

JOHN DOE
1888 154 456

JOHN DOE
1888 154 456

JOHN DOE
1888 154 456

JOHN DOE
1888 154 456

JOHN DOE
1888 154 456

JOHN DOE
1888 154 456

JOHN DOE
1888 154 456

JOHN DOE
1888 154 456

JOHN DOE
1888 154 456

JOHN DOE
1888 154 456

JOHN DOE
1888 154 456

JOHN DOE
1888 154 456

JOHN DOE
1888 154 456

YOUR PARTNER IN CONCRETE

SPORT GEAR

How to proceed:
1 Choose a notebook and pen colour from the available suggestions
2 Choose a elastic band and page divider colour from the available suggestions
3 	Design your own pages to be inserted on the inside front cover
4	Design your own giftbox
5 Add your logo onto the notebook cover and/or pen
(Allow for delivery time of around 10 weeks (after artwork approval))
And you will have created your own unique notebook in just 5 simple steps!
For prices and other additional information, please contact us.
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P773.511 - black
P773.513 - white

Spiral notebook
70 x 60 mm.
Spiral notebook with 6mm PP front cover, including 80
sheets of 60g white paper with one colour lines, double black
wire-o, PP pen holder at back cover.

P773.421 - black
P773.425 - blue
P773.428 - orange

Size 17,9 x 15,1 x 2 cm.

A5 notebook

60 x 25 mm.
PU notebook perfect for embossed logo with 80 pages inside
of 80g/m2.
Size 1,5 x 14,5 x 21,5 cm.

P773.571 - black
P773.575 - blue
P773.577 - green

Eco notebook with PLA pen

P773.400 - blue
P773.401 - black

P773.405 - navy blue
P773.407 - yellow

70 x 40 mm.

A5 notebook with fabric cover
80 x 150 mm.

Fabric cover notebook with 80 pages inside of 80g/m2.

Hard craft paper eco notebook with PLA ballpoint pen and
60 pages inside of 70g/m2.
Size 1,5 x 15 x 18,2 cm.

Size 1,5 x 14,5 x 21,5 cm.

P773.020 - pink
P773.021 - black
P773.025 - blue

A5 notebook

P773.026 - yellow
P773.027 - lime
P773.028 - orange

120 x 90 mm.
Soft PU notebook with 96 lined pages inside of 80g/m2.
Size 21 x 14 x 1,3 cm.

P773.529

XD Eco notebook
70 x 60 mm.

15

Hard greyboard eco spiral notebook with 60 pages inside
made of yellow recycled paper with one colour lines, binding
black double spiral.
Size 17,8 x 14 x 1,7 cm.
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A4
P773.551 - black
P773.552 - silver

A4 hardcover notebook
140 x 120 mm.

E
C
I
R
P

A5
P773.531 - black
P773.532 - silver

A5 hardcover notebook
70 x 60 mm.

A4 size, black cover with black band, elastic band, art paper
for front & back of cover, round corner, inner pages yellow
paper with black colour lines, 80g 80 sheets.

A5 size, elastic band, art paper for front & back of cover,
round corner, inner pages yellow paper with black colour
lines, 80g 80 sheets, black page divider.

Size 29,8 x 21,1 x 1,6 cm.

Size 21,3 x 14,5 x 1,6 cm.

A6
P773.541 - black
P773.542 - silver

A6 hardcover notebook
50 x 40 mm.
A6 size, black cover with black band, paper sleeve, elastic
band, art paper for front & back of cover, round corner, inner
pages yellow paper with black colour lines, 80g 80 sheets,
black page divider.

BEST

VALUE

BEST P

,

R

BESTV ICE
ALUE

Size 14,3 x 9,9 x 1,9 cm.
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Bolt

P610.160
P610.161
P610.162
P610.163

- silver
- black
- grey
- white

P610.170
P610.171
P610.172
P610.173

- silver
- black
- grey
- white

Bolt ballpoint pen
35 x 6 mm.
Bolt is a complete stainless steel ballpoint pen with matt
finish. The pen can be refilled. Registered design®
Size 14,2 x ø 1,3 cm.
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Exacto
P610.280 - grey
P610.282 - silver
P610.287 - lime

P610.290 - grey
P610.292 - silver
P610.297 - lime

Exacto ballpoint pen
35 x 6 mm.
Exacto is a stainless steel ballpoint pen where simplicity and
finish makes the design. The pen can be refilled. Registered
design®
Size 14 x ø 1 cm.

Curba
P610.380 - grey
P610.382 - silver
P610.387 - lime

P610.390 - grey
P610.392 - silver
P610.397 - lime

Curba ballpoint pen
35 x 5 mm.
Curba is a stainless steel ballpoint pen where round simplicity
and finish makes the design. The pen can be refilled.
Registered design®
Size 14 x ø 1 cm.
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Vito

P610.100
P610.101
P610.102
P610.103

- silver
- black
- grey
- white

P610.110
P610.111
P610.112
P610.113

Orby

- silver
- black
- grey
- white

Vito ballpoint pen
35 x 6 mm.
Vito is a stainless steel ballpoint pen with an unique top
design. The pen can be refilled. Registered design®

P610.800 - pink
P610.801 - black
P610.802 - silver
P610.803 - white

Orby rollerball pen

P610.804 - red
P610.805 - blue
P610.807 - lime
P610.809 - light blue

60 x 5 mm.
Orby is a sleek designed rollerball pen. Registered design®
Size 13,5 x ø 1,1 cm.

Size 13,9 x ø 1,1 cm.
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MOQ : 2500
Ballpoint pens
Create your own unique ballpoint
pen from 2.500 pieces onwards

A

B

C

How to proceed:
1 Choose a model from the available suggestions
2 Choose your own PMS colour for the shaft
3 Choose a way of packing from the suggestions
4 Add your logo print or engraving
Allow for delivery time of around 9 weeks (after artwork approval)
And you will have created your own unique ballpoint pen in just 4 simple steps!
For prices and other additional information, please contact us

BOLT
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Stylo

Touch

2GB USB

P327.150 - silver
P327.152 - grey

Stylo 3 in 1 pen
25 x 5 mm.

Stylus

Stylo brings traditional writing and current technology
together in one pen. Small notes or a quick sketch can be
made with the ballpoint on paper or with the precision touch
pen on your phone or tablet. On top of that all your data can
be stored on the compact 2 GB flash USB. Registered design®
Size 15,7 x ø 1,4 cm.

P610.472

Touch 2 in 1 pen
60 x 5 mm.
Touch is a 2 in 1 pen that combines the function of
touchscreen pen with a ballpoint pen. Now you can use it on
paper and for digital purposes. Registered design®
Size 14 x ø 1,1 cm.

Ballpoint

Check for Factory Direct options on page 39
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Keep in touch
P327.050 - pink
P327.051 - black
P327.052 - silver

P327.054 - red
P327.055 - blue
P327.057 - lime

Keychain ballpoint pen with touch pen
30 x 5 mm.
Ballpoint pen in ABS case with touch function on top.
Size 5,7 x ø 1 cm.

P327.101 - black
P327.102 - silver

P610.421

Touchscreen pen

4 in 1 pen

50 x 5 mm.

3

Stainless steel pen with stylus function, laser pointer and
torch all in one to make presenting easy.
Size 12 x ø 0,8 cm.

320
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35 x 4 mm.

P327.001 - black
P327.002 - silver

Metis ballpoint pen with touch pen
50 x 7 mm.

Stainless steel ballpoint with black rubber tip to use on a
touchscreen.

Ballpoint pen in ABS case with touch function on top.

Size 10,8 x ø 0,7 cm.

Size 14 x ø 1,2 cm.
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P610.351

6 in 1 pen
60 x 6 mm.

322

P610.342

5 in 1 pen
60 x 5 mm.

Stainless steel pen with 2 ballpoints + 1 pencil + 1 stylus + 1
orange highlighter and 1 eraser under the cap.

Stainless steel pen with 2 ballpoints + 1 pencil + 1 orange
highlighter and 1 eraser under the cap.

Size 4 x 1 x 15 cm.

Size 13,5 x ø 1 cm.

WRITING INSTRUMENTS

P610.611

Small pen
35 x 5 mm.
Stainless steel pen with EVA coating which is very compact.
Size 11 x ø 1,2 cm.

P610.401 - black
P610.402 - silver

Crius ballpoint pen

P610.403 - white
P610.405 - blue

30 x 5 mm.
Aluminum ballpoint pen with 3 rings in the middle.
Size 14 x ø 1,1 cm.
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P610.201 - black
P610.202 - silver

P610.211 - black
P610.212 - silver

Victory ballpoint pen
40 x 5 mm.

324

P610.231 - black
P610.232 - silver

P610.241 - black
P610.242 - silver

35 x 6 mm.

Stainless steel pen steel with metal clip.

Stainless steel pen with metal clip.

Size 13,4 x ø 1,1 cm.

Size 13,9 x ø 1,1 cm.

WRITING INSTRUMENTS

Bamboo ballpoint pen in box
100 x 30 mm.

Montana ballpoint pen
5

P610.319

10

P610.329

Bamboo pen
45 x 5 mm.

P610.223

Recyclable ballpoint pen
40 x 5 mm.

50

Bamboo ballpoint pen with silver finish in bamboo box.

Bamboo ballpoint pen with metal ring clip and metal tip.

Carton and PLA pen which is over 80% recyclable.

Size 2,5 x 5,5 x 17 cm.

Size 13,5 x ø 1,1 cm.

Size 13,4 x ø 1 cm.
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P610.271

Luxury pen set in carbon fibre
20 x 100 mm.
1 carbon fibre ballpoint pen and 1 carbon fibre rollerball pen.
Packed together in black gift box with red inlay.

Verto

Size 18 x 8,3 x 3,8 cm.

P610.021

Galatea pen set
70 x 30 mm.
1 ballpoint pen and 1 rollerball pen in black semi leather with
silver. Packed in pouch.
Size 17 x 6,5 x 2,5 cm.

P613.001

Verto pen set

P610.032

Tarvos pen set
25 x 5 mm.
1 ballpoint pen and 1 mechanical pencil in shiny silver.
Size 17,2 x 5,7 x 2,7 cm.

40 X 5 mm.
Verto is a set containing a ballpoint pen and a rollerball pen
made from high quality brass, presented in a sliding box. The
solid clip with spring function gives this pen set a surprising
character. Registered design®
Size 166 x 46 x 24 cm.
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Bolt

P610.062

Portofino pen set
20 x 10 mm.
1 ballpoint pen and 1 rollerball pen in stainless steel with
metal clip. Packed in a PU pouch.

P610.050 - black
P610.051 - silver

Size 2 x 4,5 x 15 cm.

Bolt pen set
15 x 5 mm.
Bolt is a set containing a ballpoint pen and a rollerball pen
both complete stainless steel with silver finish. Registered
design®
Size 18 x 6,3 x 2,6 cm.

P613.091 - black
P613.092 - silver

Crius 3pcs pen set

P613.093 - white
P613.095 - blue

35 x 5 mm.
Aluminum pen set including 1 ballpoint pen with touch
function on top, 1 pencil and one fountain pen.
Size 16,4 x 6,8 x 1,8 cm.

Curba
P610.072

Curba pen set
35 x 3 mm.

P613.081 - black
P613.082 - silver

Crius 2pcs pen set

P613.083 - white
P613.085 - blue

Curba is a pen set in a luxurious microfiber pouch with colour
detail where round simplicity and finish make the design.
Registered design®
Size 15,8 x 6,2 x 1,8 cm.

35 x 5 mm.
Aluminum pen set including 1 ballpoint pen with touch
function on top and 1 pencil.
Size 16,4 x 5 x 1,8 cm.
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P613.052

Enterprise gift set
45 x 10 mm.
Gift set including aluminum card holder, zinc alloy keychain,
stainless steel ballpoint pen and rollerball pen. Packed in a
gift box.
Size 16,5 x 16 x 3 cm.

BEST

VALUE

BEST P

,

R

BESTV ICE
ALUE

P610.011 - black
P610.012 - silver

Montana pen set
25 x 6 mm.
1 ballpoint pen and 1 roller pen with shiny chrome clip.
Size 17,2 x 5,7 x 2,7 cm.

P610.002

Hyperion pen set
30 x 5 mm.
1 ballpoint pen and 1 roller pen in silver colour with shiny clip.
Size 17 x 12 x 2,5 cm.

P613.100 - whiteweiß
P613.102 - grey

Office gift set

50 x 15 mm.
Gift set including aluminum card holder and zinc alloy
keychain. Packed in a gift box.
Size 13,7 x 13,4 x 3 cm.
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P191.462

U keychain
20 x 15 mm.

20

Zinc alloy square body with a U-shaped cable through the
body.

Curv

Size 8 x 3 x 0,5 cm.

P191.220 - white
P191.222 - grey
P191.225 - blue

Rectangle keychain
20 x 25 mm.
Zinc alloy body with webbing and keychain.
Size 8,5 x 2,3 x 0,6 cm.

P191.372

Straight keychain
28 x 10 mm.

20

Zinc alloy body with SS polished plate in front and 3cm
keyring.
Size 5 x 1,8 x 0,6 cm.

P191.332

Curv keychain
P191.532

Round keychain
ø 20 mm.

25 x 13 mm.
20

Zinc alloy body with SS polished plate in front and 3,5cm
keyring.

Curv has a unique matt and shiny finish combination and
makes sure all your keys are kept together. Registered
design®
Size 4 x 0,4 x 8,5 cm.

Size 0,3 x ø 3,5 cm.
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P611.212

P611.202

Like it clips

Bulb clips

40 x 20 mm.

40 x 20 mm.

Come across your favourite picture or the present you want,
mark it with the Like-it clips and share with others what you
like. Content 20 pieces.

Having a bright idea, now use the clips to mark it and to be
able to find it again later. Content 20 pieces.
Size 9,5 x 4,5 x 2,4 cm.

Size 9,5 x 4,5 x 2,4 cm.

P191.582

Like it keychain
20 x 20 mm.

20

Sandblasted thumb – following the ‘Like it’ social media
theme with 2,5cm keyring.
Size 0,3 x 4 x 5,2 cm.

P611.143

Marker Bulb
ø 40 mm.
Light bulb shaped marker with yellow tip to highlight all your
good ideas.
Size 5,5 x 1 x 9 cm.

P611.249

Like it post-it notes
55 x 30 mm.
Paper adhesive notes in 4 colours: pink, green, blue and
yellow all attached in a cardboard thumb. Registered design®
Size 9 x 8 x 0,4 cm.
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Quad

P612.679

67 pcs young artist set
ø 100 mm.
Pine wooden box with 12 colours water paint, 12 colour
pencils, 12 marker pens, 12 oil pastels, 12 crayons, palettes,
glue, eraser, sharpener, HB pencil and paint brush for all your
creativity.

P611.041

Size 28,5 x 4,5 x 24 cm.

Quad marker set
30 x 30 mm.
Quad is a square marker in matt finish with 4 caps covering
the markers in blue, yellow, orange and green. Registered
design®
Size 1,3 x 8 x 8 cm.

Triad
P612.149

15 pcs long pencil set
P611.031

Triad marker set
ø 30 mm.
Triad is a triangle marker in matt finish with 3 caps covering
the markers in yellow, green and blue. Registered design®

80 x 20 mm.

20

Wooden box with a ruler sliding cover, 12 pencils: white, blue,
orange, red, pink, green, light blue, purple, black, yellow,
brown and light green and 1 sharpener.
Size 3 x 4 x 20 cm.

Size 1 x 8 x 8 cm.
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P612.179

8 pcs pencil set
35 x 10 mm.

P612.079

7 pcs pencil set
10 x 40 mm.

Cardboard pencil case with 6 pencils: black, blue, green, red,
yellow and brown inside and blue sharpener.
Size 10,5 x ø 2,6 cm.

20

Wooden pencil case with 6 pencils: black, blue, green, red,
yellow and brown inside.
Size 14 x ø 3 cm.

P269.217

ECO stapler
20 x 13 mm.

12

Eco friendly stapler, translucent ABS in green, stapling
without staples, packed in XD Eco corrugated box.
Size 4,6 x 5,5 x 5,5 cm.

P612.189

14 pcs pencil set
15 x 40 mm.
Cardboard round box with 6 crayons, 6 pencils and a
sharpener.
Size 10,5 x ø 5 cm.

P169.253 - white
P169.254 - red

25cm wooden carpenter pencil
80 x 8 mm.

100

25cm wooden carpenter pencil.
Size 25 x 1,1 x 0,8 cm.
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Flute
P911.311

Flute champagne carrier
60 x 50 mm.
Flute is a luxurious champagne carrier that makes sure
your bottle of champagne (not included) and the glasses
(included) arrive safely at their destination. Registered
design®
Size 29 x 8,8 x 39 cm.
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P915.052

Design wine cooler
50 x 20 mm.

Swirl

Stainless steel cooler with double walled insulation.
Registered design®
Size 25,5 x 16,2 x 23 cm.

P911.301

Swirl wine carrier
60 x 50 mm.
Swirl is a luxurious wine carrier that makes sure your bottle of
wine (not included) and the glasses (included) arrive safely
at their destination. Registered design®
Size 39 x 8,5 x 29 cm.

P915.060

3 in 1 Wine cooler
40 x 40 mm.
Unique design acrylic ice bucket and bottle chiller, including
cooler with liquid inside, lid in top part flask shape, one pair
of tongs and lid to fit bottom part, bottom part with chrome
rim, packed in black box with line drawings.
Size 45,3 x ø 12,8 cm.

P915.030

Double wine cooler
80 x 60 mm.
Acrylic design wine cooler for two bottles.
Size 30,5 x 21 x 26 cm.
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P915.081 - black
P915.083 - white

Duo colour wine cooler
80 x 60 mm.
Wine cooler made of two tone acrylic. Black/transparent,
white/transparent.
Size 20 x ø 27 cm.

P915.201 - black
P915.203 - white
P915.209 - lime

Wine cooler

150 x 180 mm.
Tin double wall cooler with fabric sleeve around.
Size 20,5 x ø 10 cm.

P915.001 - black
P915.002 - grey
P915.004 - red

Cooler bucket
40 x 25 mm.
Stainless steel bucket with sprayed color.
Size 19,5 x ø 12 cm.
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Tube
P910.222

Executive pull it corkscrew in gift box
40 x 12 mm.
Corkscrew with lever mechanism made of aluminium with
chrome finish, hardened steel and Teflon coated spiral in
luxurious gift case including foil cutter, thermometer, drip
ring and pourer with stopper.
Size 19 x 23 x 13,5 cm.

P910.271

Tube wine opener
10 x 60 mm.

P911.359

9 pcs professional wine set
ø 100 mm.

Tube is a well-engineered and design stainless steel wine
opener that will open at the press of the button. Registered
design®
Size 12,5 x ø 2,5 cm.

9 piece professional wine set including 2 wine stoppers,
thermometer, black ABS foil cutter, stainless steel wine
pourer, stainless steel ring, Rabbit corkscrew and 2 stainless
steel spirals. Packed in black MDF box with black EVA interior
and chrome hinges and lock.
Size 26,8 x 22 x 6,5 cm.
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P910.281

Design wine opener

Wine makes a symphony
of a good meal

60 x 60 mm.
Design wine opener, zinc alloy handle with black rubber
sprayed ABS holder, packed in white magnetic box with
black inlay.
Size 15,5 x 15 x 4,2 cm.

P910.212

Executive pull it corkscrew
40 x 12 mm.
Corkscrew with lever mechanism made of aluminium,
hardened steel and teflon coated spiral, including foil cutter
and plaque with a review of the best wine regions as of 1990.
Size 18,4 x 13 x 14,4 cm.

P910.244

Executive pull it corkscrew in red
80 x 60 mm.
Corkscrew with lever mechanism made of aluminium with
metallic red finish, Teflon coated spiral in contemporary gift
case including ABS stand with integrated foil cutter.
Size 18,4 x 13 x 15,3 cm.

P911.252

Wine vacuum set
60 x 60 mm.
Wine set with Tube wine opener and vacuum wine pump and
2 stoppers, packed in white magnetic box with black inlay.
Size 20 x 18 x 5 cm.
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Penguin wine opener
75 x 40 mm.
Wine opener, ABS body in penguin shape, including silicon
stand with ABS cover, packed in white magnet gift box.
Registered design®

VATLPRICE

Size 19,2 x 13,5 x 4,2 cm.
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P221.512 - grey
P221.514 - red
P221.518 - orange

Contemporary multitool
25 x 9 mm.

P911.331

4 pcs modern wine set
80 x 30 mm.

8 functions, stainless steel with anodized aluminium covers,
all tools are treated with a special coating for easy cutting
and easy care, Teflon coated corkscrew. Packed in black
magnetic gift box. Registered design®
Size 8 x 4 x 1,2 cm.

Trendy 4 piece wine gift set including stainless steel waitress
knife, bottle stopper, drop ring and pourer. Packed in luxury
magnetic gift box with purple flocked PVC inlay.
Size 15,9 x 14,2 x 3,2 cm.

P911.220 - transparent
P911.224 - red

Vacu Wine

Ø 25 mm.
Plastic wine stop with innovative vacuum system, by pressing
down the stop all the air in the bottle is taken out and your
wine can be stored for a longer time. Registered design®
Size 7,4 x ø 5,3 cm.

T
S
BE UEBEST
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Glu

P911.270

Wine decanter set
50 x 10 mm.
Luxury 5 piece wine decanter set. Contains 4 wine glasses
and 1 decanter.
Size 26 x 21 x 41 cm.

P263.211

Glu mulled wine set with glasses
15 x 50 mm.
Glu is an all year round carafe set. The included tea light
can heat up your drinks during those cold winter evenings.
Together with the 2 double wall glasses this is e.g. excellent
for mulled wine. During the summer time the carafe set
can be used without tea light for serving all your cool and
refreshing drinks. Registered design®

P911.262

Wine & Champagne set

Size 30,5 x ø 16,8 cm.

Ø 20 mm.
Stainless steel wine pourer and champagne stopper packed
in luxury gift box.
Size 10,7 x 11 x 5,1 cm.

P911.200

Diamond wine stopper
ø 25 mm.
Glass wine bottle stopper in diamond shape, with zinc alloy
details and silicon ring.
Size 5 x 5 x 8,9 cm.
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James

Igloo
P262.612

Igloo icecube container
80 x 60 mm.
Igloo is a stylish stainless steel ice container that not only
stores ice cubes, but forms them as well. The perfect
accessory to any home bar or party pad. It keeps your ice
cubes colder over a longer period of time. Registered design®
Size 20 x 16 x 11 cm.

P261.162

James cocktail set
ø 30 mm.
James is all you need to start mixing those splendid cocktails.
James includes a smart cap to measure the exact quantities
needed and to filter your finished cocktail mix, a high quality
shaker to mix it all and a muddler and stirrer to give the final
touch. Registered design®
Size 23,5 x ø 8,2 cm.

Cheers
P263.002

Cheers glass marker set
40 x 20 mm.
Cheers identifies your glass. The 6 different design stainless
steel markers make sure no glasses get mixed up at a party.
Afterwards, simply store them in the pouch, until the next
party! Registered design®
Size 7,4 x 6 x 0,5 cm.
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P262.689

Luxury tea box set

Early bird

ø 75 mm.
Luxury high quality black satin sprayed MDF tea box with
chrome hinges including 2 single wall tea glasses with
silicon accent and stainless steel and silicon tea strainer. Box
includes separators for 8 tea bag compartments.

P263.107

Early Bird coffee press with 2 ceramic cups

Size 27 x 21 x 9,2 cm.

25 x 20 mm.
Early Bird is your fun start of the day that delivers fresh
coffee for 2. With 350ml capacity of the coffee press, you can
even get an instant refill. Comes with bird decorated spoons.
Registered design®
Size 21,8 x ø 8,2 cm.

P262.660

Tea glasses set
30 x 30 mm.
Set of 2 tea glasses, double wall, 280ml. Packed in white
magnetic gift box.
Size 11,5 x ø 7,8 cm.

Early bird
P263.037
P262.641

Coffee press

Early Bird coffee mug set
50 x 3 mm.

80 x 80 mm.
Glass coffeemaker with plunger. Content suitable for 2 cups.
Made of special glass and black PC and PVC details, stainless
steel filter, packed in white magnetic gift box.

Early Bird coffee mug set is a fun way of drinking your coffee
or tea. The 2 bird spoons help you in mixing in your milk or
sugar. Registered design®
Size 14 x 22 x 8 cm.

Size 11,5 x 7,7 x 16,1 cm.
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P262.374

Apple set
80 x 80 mm.
Apple peeler set including apple peeler with red ABS case
and stainless steel blade, for right handed use. Apple slicer
with red ABS case and stainless steel blade. Packed together
in magnetic gift box.

Press

Size 24,5 x 18,5 x 3,5 cm.

P261.181

P262.503

Vitamin C set
40 x 20 mm.
Grape fruit/kiwi peeler in green colour and orange peeler in
orange colour, packed in luxurious white gift box. Registered
design®
Size 10 x 14 x 3 cm.

Press hand juicer
35 x 20 mm.
Press is your vital companion in the kitchen. The 2
changeable drills make sure you have the right size for each
fruit. After squeezing your fruits, the glass carafe and it’s
pourer can go straight to the table so you don’t spill any
vitamins. Registered design®
Size 20 x ø 11 cm.

P262.453

Smoothie tools
ø 80 mm.

10

4 knives for orange in orange colour, banana in yellow colour,
kiwi in green and berry in red. Registered design®
Size 18,1 x 14,5 x 2,5 cm.
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P262.561

7 pcs tapas set
ø 100 mm.
Tapas gift set with rubber wood board, 2 black ceramic bowls
and 4 stainless steel tapas forks in luxury gift box. Board size
32,5x19,5x1,8cm.
Size 34 x 21,2 x 6,2 cm.

Cocoa
P263.201

Cocoa chocolate fondue set
15 x 40 mm.
Cocoa is a fondue set that increases the pleasure of desserts.
Use it with friends, or at the end of a romantic dinner. The set
includes 4 sticks and a tea light. Registered design®
Size 8,5 x ø 12,4 cm.

P261.119

Organic cheese board
40 x 60 mm.
Natural colour rubber wood cheese board, including 2 pcs
stainless steel cheese knives. Board size: 34x14x2cm.
Size 34 x 17 x 2,2 cm.
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Chef
Is this the next step in your kitchen, digital cooking? No you
still have to do it yourself. This Chef only protects your tablet!

P261.171

Chef tablet stand with touchpen
40 x 10 mm.
Chef is the tablet stand for all modern and creative chefs.
The sturdy touch pen makes it easy to use your tablet under
steamy kitchen circumstances without leaving any traces of
food on your tablet. Registered design®
Size 3 x ø 12 cm.
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P261.071

4 Design graters
45 x 20 mm.
Set of 4 different size of graters made of stainless steel and
ABS.

P262.189

Book stand

Size 34 x 5,5 x 4 cm.

70 x 15 mm.
Foldable bookstand made from Acacia wood in gift box.
Registered design®
Size 29,2 x 30 x 2,4 cm.

P261.152

Electric Parmesan Cheese grater
30 x 30 mm.
Electric Parmesan cheese grater with black rubber sprayed
body and silver top.
Size 6,3 x 9,3 x 21,5 cm.

P262.480

Pepper and marinade set
68 x 68 mm.
Glass marinade bottle with silicon brush and pipette. Pepper
and salt mill, transparent AS with black ABS details, ceramic
grinder. Packed in white magnetic gift box. Registered
design®
Size 26,4 x 22,4 x 9,7 cm.
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P261.001

Chef’s apron
450 x 350 mm.
High quality chef apron made of 35% cotton and 65%
polyester.
Size 100 x 58 cm.

P262.711 - black
P262.713 - white
P262.715 - blue

Adjustable apron

P262.717 - green
P262.718 - orange
P262.719 - brown

150 x 100 mm.
P262.391

Breakfast egg set

High quality easily adjustable apron with two front pockets,
made of 35% cotton and 65% polyester.
Size 98 x 69,5 cm.

120 x 120 mm.
MDF black matt finish glass timer with 3 time indications: 3, 5
and 8 minutes. 2 MDF black matt finish egg holders, 2 plastic
transparent egg spoons. Packed in black corrugated gift box,
including info booklet.
Size 24,3 x 21,5 x 3,7 cm.
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Pip

Orbit

A beautiful slim design, which brings elegance to your table.
Oil and vinegar at the next level!

P262.350

Orbit oil & vinegar set
30 x 10 mm.
Orbit is a stylish mouth blown glass globe which can hold
both oil and vinegar (not included) to dress all your salads.
Registered design®
Size 9,5 x 9,5 x 13 cm.

Presa
P269.209

Presa fruit & salad bowl with cutlery
100 x 70 mm.
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P263.221

Pip oil & vinegar set
25 x 15 mm.

Presa is an unique designed salad bowl with cutlery, made
of biodegradable bamboo fibre, the perfect Eco gift for salad
lovers! Registered design®

Pip is the oil & vinegar set for those working with great
precision. The 2 pipettes make it easy to add the right
amount of oil or vinegar to your dish. Registered design®

Size 44 x 35 x 8 cm.

Size 18 x 10 x 19 cm.
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P262.431

Italian food set
ø 100 mm.
Italian food set with 7” stainless steel pair of tongs, 6”
stainless steel cheese grater, stainless steel pizza cutter (dia
9,5cm) and pasta measurer, packed in white magnetic gift
box.
Size 26 x 26 x 6 cm.

P261.219

Cutting board with 4 pcs hygienic boards
100 x 50 mm.
Trendy hygienic cutting board set. Dark bamboo cutting
board 35x25cm, also functions as storage case for 4 hygienic
PP dishwasher safe cutting boards. Colour and icon indicates
for what type of food boards should be used.
Size 35,1 x 25 x 3,5 cm.

P261.201

Hygienic cutting board set with colour indication

P262.541

4 pcs cheese set
ø 100 mm.
All in one stainless steel cheese gift set. Includes a 24cm
cheese grater, 20cm cheese knife, 25cm soft cheese knife and
27cm cheese cutter in luxury gift box.

50 x 25 mm.
Set of 4 coloured cutting boards (white, red, light blue and
green) for hygienic purposes, including MDF stand, board size
28,5x19x0,4cm.
Size 14,2 x 18,8 x 29,5 cm.

Size 30 x 21,5 x 3,2 cm.
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Stekk

Blok
P260.081

6 pcs Stekk set in neoprene pouch

P260.079

Blok with 3 pcs carving set

100 x 10 mm.
Stekk is a set of 6 high quality steak knives which are forged
from a single piece of stainless steel. The knives are packed in
a neoprene pouch to store them. Registered design®
Size 23 x 20 x 1,5 cm.

80 x 10 mm.
Blok is a design cutting board out of rubber wood which
comes with a sharpener, knife and fork to make cooking
more fun. The cutting board has foldable handles with anti
slip grips to present your food nicely on the table. Registered
design®
Size 49 x 29,5 x 5 cm.

Karve

Laxx
P260.069

2 pcs Karve set in neoprene pouch
80 x 10 mm.
Karve is a stainless steel carving set with a knife and fork
designed for precision slicing. The set is packed in a neoprene
pouch to store it. Registered design®
Size 33,5 x 10 x 1,5 cm.

P261.149

Laxx board wit salmon/ham knife
80 x 10 mm.
Laxx is a special made set for cutting your salmon and ham
where the stainless steel knife slides easily through. It comes
with a rubber wood cutting board with foldable handles
with anti slip grips to present your food nicely on the table.
Registered design®
Size 58 x 27,2 x 4,7 cm.
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Planet

Tower
P262.340

Planet pepper & salt set
15 x 30 mm.

P262.572 - black
P262.573 - white

Tower pepper mill

P262.574 - red
P262.577 - lime

ø 50 mm.

Planet is a stylish pepper and salt set that has an unique
spring-action design in each grinder that allows convenient
one-hand operation. As the globes are transparent it’s easy to
see your sea salt and peppercorn levels. Registered design®

Tower is a beautiful designed tall pepper mill with ceramic
grinders and is easy in handling because of it’s slim body and
it’s rubber finished top. Registered design®

Size 14,9 x 8 x 7,8 cm.

Size 42 x ø 7 cm.

X-factor
P262.581

X-factor salt & pepper set
25 x 10 mm.
X-factor is a design salt & pepper mill with ceramic grinders
that brings the X-factor to your kitchen and all your delicious
meals. Registered design®
Size 14,5 x 11,7 x 4,5 cm.
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P262.323

Converse electric pepper and salt mill set
70 x 80 mm.

8

AA

P262.082

Helix pepper and salt push mill set
15 x 20 mm.

P262.461

Gravity electric pepper mill
25 x 25 mm.

P262.152

6

Electric pepper mill

AAA

25 x 80 mm.
ABS with rubber spray finish, adjustable ceramic mill, with
light function. Packed in magnetic gift box.

Easy to operate spring pressure system, including refill funnel.
Packed in gift box.

Silver ABS top and bottom part, ceramic grinder, with
automatic tilt starter-tilt instead of pushing.

Stainless steel, with ceramic mill.

Size 22 x ø 5,2 cm.

Size 15 x ø 2,7 cm.

Size 19 x ø 6 cm.

Size 22,2 x ø 5,3 cm.
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Luma

Vlam
P262.592

Luma 2 in 1 candle set
20 x 20 mm.
Luma is a 2 in 1 stainless steel candle holder set that can hold
both tea lights and normal candles. The set includes 2 tea
lights for a dinner at candle light. Registered design®
Size 31 x 24 x 8 cm.

Shine
P262.521

Vlam table fire
P262.551
30 x 15 mm.
Vlam is a table light, ideal for some extra warmth during
colder days, or for some romantic dim light. Made of iron and
glass, you can use it indoor as well as outdoor, it will bring
light and warmth to your table. Registered design®
Size 16,3 x ø 18,3 cm.

Shine table chandelier
40 x 30 mm.
Shine is your way to be creative with candles in a safe way.
The 4 pieces can be grouped or used separately to make
different shapes in your living, dining or bathroom. The
flexible base allows for candles with different sizes to fit in
safely. Registered design®
Size 18 x 18 x 3,1 cm.
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P262.700

Luxury bath gift set

P262.601 - black
P262.603 - white
P262.607 - lime

ø 100 mm.

Table fire

Luxury bath gift set including 3 glass cups with tea light,
towel, aroma soap, white pumice and bottle of bath salt.
Packed in gift box with separate lid.

35 x 70 mm.

Size 19,3 x 15,1 x 5,2 cm.

Brings cosiness to your table in a safe way with this wick fire.
Size 29,2 x ø 12,7 cm.

P262.741

Diffuser and candle set
80 x 40 mm.
Candle and diffuser set with 50ml bottle filled with cotton
scent oil and 1 cotton scented pillar candle. Packed in gift box.
Size 21,2 x 12 x 5,2 cm.

P262.512

Candle & lighter set
80 x 40 mm.
Candle and lighter set. Stainless steel candle holder with
frosted glass plus luxury aluminum lighter. Packed in gift box.
Size 24,5 x 9,6 x 5,5 cm.

P262.532

Single diffuser
80 x 40 mm.
Single diffuser set with 100ml bottle filled with cotton scent
oil and 10 diffusers. Packed in gift box.
Size 21,1 x 9,5 x 7,3 cm.
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P262.002 - grey
P262.004 - red
P262.005 - blue

Electronic coin bank
25 x 70 mm.

2
AAA

Euro coin bank with memory function that automatically
accumulates your savings.

Coin

Size 13 x ø 7,3 cm.

P269.310

Piggy bank
30 x 20 mm.
Transparent piggy bank to save all your money.
Size 12,5 x 10 x 9 cm.

P262.224 - red
P262.227 - lime
P262.228 - orange

Flower photo holder
20 x 15 mm.
PP flower pot with 3 wires to attach pictures or memo notes.
Size 25,5 x 4,5 x 5,4 cm.
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P269.382

Coin tube
40 x 40 mm.
Coin is a standing money bank with notifications for euro,
GBP, CHF and SEK. Registered design®
Size 5 x 5 x 41,5 cm.
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Gol
Play your own competition and enjoy the matches with this
design Football game. A gift that will score immediately!

P940.233

Gol table top soccer game
60 x 13 mm.
Gol is the soccer game to replay all those famous cups and
soccer leagues in style and with even more fun. The 3-3 line
set up keep the game dynamic while playing but compact
and easy to take it along on all your trips. Registered design®
Size 55 x 52 x 12,9 cm.
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P940.191

7 in 1 game set
100 x 10 mm.

P940.181

5 in 1 game set
ø 100 mm.

7 in 1 game set including: mikado, playing cards, domino set,
chess set, backgammon and ludo, 2 black dice and 2 white
dice. White sprayed MDF box 30x30x5cm with black print
chess board at one side and black/red printed backgammon
board on other side. Packed in black box with separate lid in
green and matching green felt inside.

5 in 1 game set including: mikado, playing cards, domino,
chess and backgammon. White pine wood box 17x17x3,7cm
with black print chess board at one side of lid and black/red
printed backgammon board on bottom of box. One side of
sliding lid for logo imprint. Packed in black box with separate
red lid and red felt inside.

Size 30 x 30 x 5,5 cm.

Size 18,4 x 18,4 x 5 cm.

P940.201

3 pcs brain teaser set
100 x 50 mm.
White sprayed pine wooden box with 3 different brain
puzzles. Packed in black box with separate blue lid and
matching blue felt inside and bottom.

P940.229

Wooden brain teaser
60 x 60 mm.
Wooden cubic game set.
Size 4 x 4 x 4 cm.

Size 18,2 x 7,8 x 7,2 cm.
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Herba

P262.733

3 pcs herb garden
70 x 50 mm.
Three white ceramic herb pots with chalkboard writing
surface. Including chalk, soil and seeds: parsley, basil, chives
and sunflower seeds. Pot size dia 9,5x10cm.
Size 31 x 10 x 13 cm.

P269.279

Plant pot
35 x 35 mm.

12

Plant pot made of biodegradable bamboo fibre, light
beige with 20g soil and sunflower seeds. Packed in folded
corrugated recyclable brown box. Registered design®
Size 6 x 6,3 x 7 cm.

P269.259

Herba herb garden

P269.503 - white
P269.505 - blue
P269.507 - green

70 x 50 mm.

Watercan

25 x 20 mm.

10

Watering can, PP pourer with 50cm green bamboo fibre
rope.

Herba is a herb garden pot, made of bamboo fibre which let
you grow your own chives, parsley and basil. Now you never
have to get out to get your fresh herbs. Registered design®
Size 16,5 x 16,5 x 5 cm.

Size 11,4 x 6,5 x 5,3 cm.
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P416.779

P268.067

Wooden bird house
50 x 50 mm.

Gardening set
60 x 40 mm.

10

4mm MDF, diameter hole 38mm, with perch and small
screws, including manual. Packed in brown colour corrugated
recyclable box.

Set including two plant pots made of biodegradable bamboo
fibre with 20g soil and sunflower seeds and PP watering can.
Size 13 x 20 x 10 cm.

Size 24,9 x 10 x 10 cm.

P268.087

Bird set
60 x 40 mm.

P416.759

Foldable bird house
70 x 40 mm.

Set including bird feeder with bamboo recyclable string and
two bottle clips and cardboard bird house.
Size 12 x 26 x 8 cm.

Cardboard, including wooden perch and packed in brown
envelope, weight 120gr. Registered design®
Size 9,5 x 11 x 24,5 cm.
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P268.011

Battery saving set
60 x 40 mm.

2

AA

Set including XD Design 1500mAh Ni-Mh AA rechargeable
batteries, USB battery charger (can be used for rechargeable
AA and AAA Ni-Mh batteries, with overcharging protection),
battery tester and battery recycling box.
Size 20 x 33 x 8 cm.

P268.073

Energy saving set

P268.033

Home energy saving set extended
60 x 40 mm.
Set including two 7W (E27 fitting) saving lamps, standby
button for your computer, fridge thermometer in Celsius and
5 minutes shower coach with silicon suction cup.

60 x 40 mm.

1
Li-ion

Set including solar pedometer with 3 buttons and clip
(counts steps, calories burned and distance travelled in miles/
kilometers) and solar torch with 2 white LED’s.
Size 8 x 14 x 5 cm.

Size 15 x 33 x 8 cm.
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P268.053

Home energy saving set
P268.047

Office set

60 x 40 mm.
Set including 8W (E27 fitting) saving lamp, fridge
thermometer in Celsius and 5 minutes shower coach with
silicon suction cup.

60 x 40 mm.
Set including hard craft paper eco notebook with 60 pages
inside of 70g/m2, PLA ballpoint pen and 10 digit solar
powered LCD screen calculator in a PLA case with 24 keys.

Size 14 x 18 x 8 cm.

Size 21 x 26 x 4 cm.

P268.003

Energy saving starter set
60 x 40 mm.
Set including fridge thermometer in Celsius and 5 minutes
shower coach with silicon suction cup.
Size 10 x 15 x 5 cm.

P268.023

Water awareness set
60 x 40 mm.
Set including 350ml aluminium flask with screw cap and
climbing hook and 5 minutes shower coach with silicon
suction cup.
Size 18 x 18 x 8 cm.
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P269.037

Saving box large
80 x 40 mm.

1

Including two 11W saving bulbs (E27 Fitting), two 4W spiral
saving bulbs (E14 fitting), fridge thermometer in Celsius,
dyno torch with 2 LED and 5 minutes shower coach with
silicon suction cup. Packed in XD Eco corrugated box.
Registered design®

P269.370

Eco House
50 x 30 mm.

Size 28 x 28,5 x 7,5 cm.

1

Including mini fridge thermometer, foam window strips,
single water saver (22mm), mini shower coach, solar keychain torch and two saving light bulbs E14 and E27. Packed in
house shaped carton box. Registered design®
Size 25 x 15,2 x 15,2 cm.

P269.357

Energy saving set Office
50 x 30 mm.

P510.393

Light bulb 220V and LED torch
40 x 30 mm.

1
Li-ion

PC light bulb which can be used and charged on 220V and
used as LED torch with 32 white LED’s and 3 switches: ACOFF-DC. Input voltage: 85-265V on 50 / 60HZ and charging
time 3-5 hours.

Including Standby button, black solar keychain torch with 3
white LED, 2 XD Design 1500mAh Ni-Mh AA rechargeable
batteries and USB battery charger (black ABS body,
input voltage 5V DC, output max. 1,4V, can be used for
rechargeable AA and AAA Ni-Mh batteries, with overcharging
protection.) Packed in XD Eco corrugated box.
Size 26,7 x 12,5 x 5,3 cm.

Size 16,5 x ø 7,3 cm.
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P269.283

P269.017

360 degrees motion sensor

Saving box small

28 x 18 mm.

60 x 30 mm.
Including 11W saving bulb (E27 fitting) and 5 minutes shower
coach with silicon suction cup. Packed in XD Eco corrugated
box. Registered design®

Light sensor lamp holder, white, power source 100-130V/AC
220-240V/AC, 60W max, ambient light <10LUX, installation
height 2-3m. Packed in XD Eco corrugated box.

Size 22,5 x 15 x 7,5 cm.

Size 13 x 7 x 7 cm.

P269.027

P269.127

Saving box medium

Energy timer with saving bulb

80 x 40 mm.

60 x 40 mm.

Including 11W saving bulb (E27 Fitting), 4W spiral saving bulb
(E14 fitting), fridge thermometer in Celsius and 5 minutes
shower coach with silicon suction cup. Packed in XD Eco
corrugated box. Registered design®

Energy time, case in white colour, round shaped saving bulb,
E27 fitting. Packed in XD Eco corrugated box. Registered
design®
Size 14 x 19,5 x 9 cm.

Size 15 x 32,5 x 7,5 cm.

P269.235

P269.347

Energy saving set Home
70 x 40 mm.

Saving set
70 x 40 mm.

Including 11W saving lamp, 4W saving lamp, fridge
thermometer and battery tester. Packed in XD Eco corrugated
box. Registered design®

Including 8W (E27 fitting) saving lamp and PU foam blue 5
minutes shower coach with PVC suction cap at back, hour
glass with white sand. Packed in XD Eco corrugated box.

Size 24,8 x 14,4 x 7,5 cm.

Size 11,8 x 12 x 5 cm.
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P269.227

Water tap saving set
40 x 25 mm.
Water tap saving set, 3 water saver sizes: 18mm, 22mm and
24mm, 4 Copper shells: 24mm inside screw, 24mm outside
screw, 18mm outside screw and 18mm inside screw, 1 ABS
mini shower coach, translucent, hourglass with blue sand,
suction cup. Packed in XD Eco corrugated box. Registered
design®
Size 15 x 8 x 2,5 cm.
P278.302

Eco booster coach
60 x 40 mm.
German engineered water saver for use in the shower. Once
under the shower you get a reduced water flow but retain the
full shower experience. If you press the button you will return
to full water flow. Including shower coach.
Size 20 x 10 x 5 cm.

P278.202

Tap traffic light
20 x 15 mm.
German engineered water saver for tap water. The LED is
powered by a water turbine inside and the coloured lights
indicate how long you have been using the tap for. When you
have been using the tap for too long it starts to blink.
Size 5 x ø 2,5 cm.

P269.247

Laundry dryer set
55 x 40 mm.
2 PVC dryer balls, green and blue, dia 7cm, 10 wooden
clothes-pegs without metal, 11x1,5cm, 1 green bamboo
fibre clothes line, length 2M, dia 3mm. Packed in XD Eco
corrugated box. Registered design®
Size 21 x 20 x 7 cm.
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Timo

P269.047

Shower coach
30 x 20 mm.

10

White ABS case, including suction cup at back and hourglass
with orange colour sand at the front side, hour glass time
5 minutes. Packed in XD Eco corrugated box. Registered
design®
Size 11 x 11 x 3 cm.

P269.173

Timo shower coach
ø 20 mm.
Save up to twenty thousand litres of heated water per year
by using Timo the eco friendly shower coach with strong
suction cup. You’ll save energy and reduce your power and
water bill at the same time! Registered design®
Size 11 x 3,6 x 1,6 cm.

P269.130

Mini shower coach
55 x 25 mm.
Hourglass with suction cup on postcard.
Size 6 x ø 1,8 cm.

20

Saavi
P269.155

Saavi shower coach
22 x 13 mm.
Save up to twenty thousand litres of heated water per year
by using Saavi the eco friendly shower coach with strong
suction cup. You’ll save energy and reduce your power and
water bill too! Registered design®
Size 10,5 x 4 x 2,5 cm.
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P742.051

Swiss Peak weekend trolley

P742.041

Swiss Peak laptop bag
15,4

100 x 80 mm.

150 x 100 mm.
A touch of class. With this weekend trolley you travel in style.
The heavy material and the solid trolley mechanism are built
to last, allowing you to use it time and time again. Roll it or
carry it, the choice is yours. Registered design®

The laptop bag which offers a maximum protection, using
strong materials and a padded pockets for your laptop. To
carry your valuables, carry it as a briefcase with the soft
padded grip, or alternatively around your shoulder, using the
adjustable and padded shoulder band. Registered design®

3

Size 29 x 57,5 x 34,5 cm.

”

Size 41,5 x 9,5 x 33 cm.

5
2

2

5

P742.021

Swiss Peak business trolley
100 x 100 mm.

P742.081

Swiss Peak backpack trolley

1

15,4

15,4

15 x 5 mm.

”

”

Form and Functionality. This backpack trolley combines high
quality functionalty with designer looks. From trolley handle
to wheels, this bag catches the eye. Registered design®

All your documents packed in this business trolley. Papers
and laptop can be neatly placed in one of the compartments,
some of which can be locked. With duo-tube trolley system
for stability on your way. Registered design®

Size 31 x 14,5 x 44,8 cm.

Size 45 x 24 x 36 cm.

3

P742.031

6

Swiss Peak air porter trolley
100 x 100 mm.
Efficiency in packing, that what this airporter trolley is all
about. Plenty of pocket space and zippers that allow you
to secure your belongings. A shame to stow it away out of
sight in the plane, as this cabin trolley also has good looks.
Registered design®
Size 50 x 18,5 x 34 cm.
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Swiss Peak

P742.001

Swiss Peak laptop backpack
100 x 80 mm.

4

6

14”

Protect your laptop in a dynamic style. Both your back
and your laptop will be protected with the padded laptop
compartment. The distinguished design bag offers additional
compartments, organizer and zippers that can be locked.
Registered design®
Size 31 x 41 x 16 cm.

Swiss Peak
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1

P410.941

5

Swiss Peak compass

P412.941

Swiss Peak binoculars

30 x 20 mm.

35 x 30 mm.

Strong zinc alloy compass with big hook, which makes it
comfortable to attach to all your outdoor gear, including
Swiss Peak pouch.

10 25

10x25, with high quality ruby lenses to get everything
what is far away very close by, including Swiss Peak pouch.
Registered®

5

Size 15,9 x 15 x 3,9 cm.

Size 18,6 x 25,5 x 6,3 cm.

6

8
2

P221.941

6

Swiss Peak multitool

P772.941

Swiss Peak portfolio

4

60 x 5 mm.

100 x 80 mm.

13 functions, black stainless steel multitool with Swiss Peak
logo. Including black Swiss Peak pouch. Registered®

1680D zipper portfolio with metal Swiss Peak logo on the
front. On the inside it has lots of functional pockets for all you
accessories and A4 20 sheet recycle notebook with white
cover and recycle logo.

Size 10,5 x 4,5 x 2,2 cm.

Size 33,8 x 27 x 3,5 cm.

3

P513.941

7

Swiss Peak torch
25 x 20 mm.

3
AAA

P820.941

Swiss Peak travel wallet

1

65 x 65 mm.

Stong 1W outdoor light with a very strong aluminum body,
including a Swiss Peak pouch. Registered®

1680D zippered travel wallet with metal Swiss Peak logo
on the front. On the inside all pocket for a comfortable
and practical journey are there. Furthermore there’s a cord
integrated to easily hang the wallet around your neck.
Registered®

Size 14,8 x ø 3,3 cm.

Size 14,5 x 13,5 x 2,5 cm.

2
4

P436.941

8

Swiss Peak water bottle
50 x 70 mm.

30 x 100 mm.

500ml aluminum flask with screw cap, carabiner and Swiss
Peak logo on the front. Registered®
Size 19,2 x 9,5 x 5,3 cm.

500ml double wall and vacuum flask with unique oval shape,
closing mug and Swiss Peak logo on top. Registered®
Size 26 x 8,9 x 7,2 cm.

3
7
1

408

Swiss Peak

P433.941

Swiss Peak vacuum flask

7

Swiss Peak
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Product index
A
Adventure sets
Airporters
Alcohol testers
App related products
Aprons
Awareness products

92, 93
258-266
145
150, 151
366, 367
148, 155, 156, 158, 160, 161, 279, 339, 368, 388-403

B
Backpacks
Bags
Ballpoints
Bamboo products
BBQ sets
BBQ’s
Beach bags
Beach games
Beach towels
Bicycle accessories
Binoculars
Biodegradable products
Bird houses
Blankets
Bluetooth products
BMI tapes
Bottles
Bowls
BPA-free products
Business card holders

199, 201, 227, 234, 238, 240, 241, 243-247, 249-257, 274
223-226, 228-233, 235-237, 250, 267-269, 271-279
38, 40-43, 71, 303, 304, 307, 311, 312, 314, 322-325, 328
10, 325, 353, 361, 369, 371
191-193
188, 190
278
197-201
201
121, 146
204-207
307, 325, 368, 388, 389
390
194, 196
44-46, 50
153
155, 156, 158, 160, 161, 163
368
155, 161, 163
301, 302, 330

C
Calculators
Candle holders
Car safety sets
Carafes
Card readers
Charge accessories
Chargers
Cheese sets
Clocks
CO2 savers
Cocktail sets
Coffee sets
Compasses
Computer accessories
Computer mouse
Conference bags
Connection cables
Cooler bags
Corksrews
Cutters
Cutting boards
Cutting sets

55, 56
379, 380
138, 139
359
66, 67, 74, 75
26
9-23, 49
360, 370
58, 60, 61
148
354
356, 357
136, 208, 209
62, 64, 66-75
72-75
231-233, 235, 237
22, 24, 25
183-187, 194, 199
346-351
96, 108, 110
371, 373
372

410

E

58-60
231-233, 235
155, 156, 158, 160, 161, 163-167, 169-181
355
172
250

MP 3/4 players
Mugs
Multitools

52
Ear plugs
140-143
Emergency hammers
9-19, 23, 49, 57, 62, 63, 73, 115-119, 142, 148, 392-394, 396-399, 401
Energy savers

N

F

Oil & vinegar sets
Outdoor backpacks
Outdoor sets

129, 130, 132-139
164-167, 169-172
203
361
199, 200

First aid kits
Flasks
Foldable chairs
Fondue sets
Frisbees

G
384, 386, 387
197-201
388, 390, 391
282
365

Games indoor
Games outdoor
Garden products
Garment bags
Graters

H
202
121
51-53
388, 389

Hammocks
Headlights
Headphones
Herb gardens

I
Insence sets
iPad compatible products
iPhone compatible products

381
9, 12, 16, 24-26, 28, 30-32, 34-38, 40-47, 50, 363
9-31, 38, 40-47, 50

J
Juicers

K
Keychains
Kitchen tools
Knives

58, 113, 117, 124, 127, 330, 332-334
355, 358, 359, 364-366, 370-377
92, 94, 95, 136

L
Laptop backpacks
Laptop bags
Laptop sleeves
Laptop trolleys
Laser tools
Levelers
Lights
Luggage locks
Luggage scales
Luggage straps
Luggage tags

Markers
Measuring tapes
Memory sticks
Mobile phone accessories
Mobile phone holders
Money banks

Notebooks

50, 57
173-181
85-93, 109, 133, 351

303, 304, 306-309

O
368, 369
248, 249
92, 93

P
Paperclips
Pedometers
Pen sets
Pencils
Pens
Personal health care
Phone holders
Photo holders
Picnic baskets
Pocket knives
Poncho’s
Portfolio’s
Post-it notes
Presenters & Pointers
PVC-Free products

334, 335
148, 149, 152
326-331
104, 328, 337-339
38, 40-43, 71, 74, 75, 303, 304, 307, 311, 312, 314, 315, 322-331
148-153
12, 14, 20, 27-31
382
194, 195
92, 94, 95, 136
210, 211
107, 293-300
334
40, 69-71, 74
185, 186, 223, 225, 227-232, 234-237, 243-246, 248,
250, 253-255, 257, 261, 263, 267, 271, 274, 279, 281, 299

Q
Quick scan bags

228, 244

R
359

Radio’s
Recycled products
Recycling bags
Roller ballpoints
Rucksacks
Rulers

57, 133
307, 325, 390
279
74, 75, 315, 328
199, 201, 227, 234, 238, 240, 241, 243-257, 274
106, 107, 113

T

378, 380
Table fires
378-380
Table lights
12, 28, 30-32, 34-37, 363
Tablet holders
360
Tapas sets
356
Tea sets
164-167,
169-172
Thermos flasks
144, 145
Tire gauges
274, 280, 281
Toiletry bags
89, 90, 92, 93, 107-111
Tool sets
85-112, 351
Tools
22, 57, 92, 93, 108-110, 115-120, 122-127, 130, 133, 138-140, 142, 396-398
Torches
38, 40-43, 328, 363
Touch pens
280-289, 291
Travel accessories
285
Travel plugs
274, 280, 283, 284, 288
Travel sets
289, 291
Travel wallets
254-269, 271, 272
Trolleys

U
Umbrella’s
USB hubs
USB packaging
USB pens
USB sticks

W
Wash bags
Water bottles
Water savers
Weather stations
Weekend bags
Wine accessories
Wine coolers & fridges
Winter products

213, 215, 217-221
64, 66, 67, 74, 75
78, 79
41
41, 74-76, 78-81

274, 280, 281
155, 156, 158, 160, 161, 163
392, 394-403
61
250, 267-269, 271-277
341-353
341-345
147

S
238, 240, 241, 243, 244, 246, 247
223-230
230
254-256, 264-266
97, 98
98, 110, 113
22, 57, 92, 93, 108-110, 115-127, 130, 133, 138-140, 142, 396-399
280, 284
280, 286, 287
284
280, 284

M

D
Digital picture frames
Document bags
Drinkware
Drinkware accessories
Drinkware sets
Duffle bags

133
57, 116, 118, 119, 142

Dynamo radio’s
Dynamo torches

335, 336
98-105, 108, 110, 113, 153
41, 74-76, 78-81
46, 47
12, 14, 20, 27-31
382, 383

Safety lights
Safety products
Salt & pepper
Saving banks
Scales
Scanners
Shelters
Shopping bags
Smoke alarms
Solar chargers
Solar pedometer
Solar radio’s
Solar torches
Speakers
Sport bags
Sport sets
Stationery
Summer leisure

140, 142
121, 129-132, 138-145, 147
364, 374-377
382, 383
151, 153
68
203
236, 237, 278
130-132
9-19, 49
148
57
115-117
49, 50
272, 274, 275
152, 153
334-339
197-203
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Article number index
P0…
P020.302
P030.314

209
93

P1…
P110.015
P110.043
P110.921/-31
P111.552
P112.003
P112.032/-52
P112.332/-52
P112.434/-35/-54/-55
P112.712
P112.801
P113.001
P113.051/-4/-5/-6
P113.132/-52
P113.432/-52
P113.554/-84
P113.652
P113.784
P115.452
P115.632/-52
P118.032
P120.329
P120.359
P120.369
P134.014
P134.015
P135.339
P165.132
P169.253/-4
P190.002
P190.077
P191.220/-2/-5
P191.332
P191.372
P191.462
P191.532
P191.582

153
153
104
102
113
103
103
105
97
102
99
101
100
104
98
102
98
102
100
97
89
89
89
112
208
94
107
339
113
107
332
333
332
332
332
334

P2…
P215.035
P215.082
P221.041/-2
P221.072/-4/-5
P221.092
P221.101/-2/-4/-5
P221.132/-4/-5
P221.142/-5/-7/-8
P221.161
P221.172/-4/-5
P221.182
P221.192/-5/-7/-8
P221.212/-4
P221.312
P221.401
P221.411
P221.512/-4/-8
P221.941
P238.020
P238.030
P238.050
P238.064
P238.072
P238.082/-4/-5
P238.804
P238.814
P239.161
P239.174
P239.192
P239.204
P239.212
P239.251
P239.261
P239.271
P239.282
P239.304
P239.311
P239.313
P239.323
P239.402
P239.428
P239.501

412

96
96
87
90
86
85
91
95
109
91
90
92
86
90
88
88
351
88/408
111
110
110
109
109
92
108
108
139
138
145
133
142
139
147
147
145
138
144
140
141
142
143
145

P250.031
P252.081
P252.131
P260.069
P260.079
P260.081
P261.001
P261.071
P261.119
P261.149
P261.152
P261.162
P261.171
P261.181
P261.201
P261.219
P262.002/-4/-5
P262.082
P262.152
P262.189
P262.224/-7/-8
P262.323
P262.340
P262.350
P262.374
P262.391
P262.431
P262.453
P262.461
P262.480
P262.503
P262.512
P262.521
P262.532
P262.541
P262.551
P262.561
P262.572/-3/-4/-7
P262.581
P262.592
P262.601/-3/-7
P262.612
P262.641
P262.660
P262.689
P262.700
P262.711/-3/-5/-7/-8/-9
P262.733
P262.741
P263.002
P263.037
P263.107
P263.201
P263.211
P263.221
P265.014
P265.034
P265.064
P265.084
P265.094
P265.112
P265.121/-3/-4
P265.183
P265.244
P265.253
P265.273
P265.310/-3
P265.320
P265.333
P268.003
P268.011
P268.023
P268.033
P268.047
P268.053
P268.067
P268.073
P268.087
P269.017
P269.027
P269.037
P269.047
P269.127
P269.130
P269.155

283
18
98
372
373
372
366
365
360
373
365
354
363
359
371
371
382
376
377
364
382
376
374
368
358
366
370
358
377
364
358
380
378
381
370
379
360
375
374
379
380
355
356
356
356
381
367
388
381
355
357
357
361
353
369
132
136
136
130
133
137
134
132
137
131
134
135
137
129
394
393
395
392
395
394
391
393
391
398
399
396
402
398
402
403

P269.173
P269.209
P269.217
P269.227
P269.235
P269.247
P269.259
P269.279
P269.283
P269.291
P269.302
P269.310
P269.321
P269.347
P269.357
P269.360
P269.370
P269.382
P269.503/-5/-7
P278.202
P278.302
P279.502
P279.701
P280.001/-5
P280.031
P280.042
P280.052
P280.062
P280.132
P280.142/-5/-7
P280.152
P280.162
P280.183
P280.190/-1/-3
P280.201
P3…
P300.001
P300.011/-3
P300.030
P300.040
P300.070
P300.213
P300.301
P300.312
P300.332
P300.341
P300.353
P300.361
P300.371
P300.383
P300.421
P300.430/-1/-3/-5/-7
P300.443
P300.532
P300.542
P300.561
P300.573
P300.581/-3/-4/-7
P300.594
P300.600/-1/-2
P300.621/-2
P300.661/-2
P300.681
P300.701
P300.720/-1/-2/-3/-4/-5/-6
P300.731
P300.740/-1/-2/-3
P300.750/-1/-2/-3/-4/-5
P300.760/-1/-2/-3/-4/-5
P300.913
P300.970
P301.002
P301.051
P301.703
P302.002
P302.061/-3/-4/-5/-7
P302.191/-3/-7
P302.201/-3/-7
P305.002/-3/-7
P305.103
P305.113
P305.202
P308.023
P308.051

403
368
339
401
399
401
389
388
399
23
57
382
63
398
397
130
397
383
388
400
400
61
61
28
22
21
18
19
10
15
14
20
20
47
20
60
59
60
58
58
68
72
72
74
74
62
285
44
73
68
26
66
69
70
66
30
46
27
80
79
80
79
57
78
74
76
81
76
78/80
79/81
31/40
44
45
25
26
24
24
56
55
55
56
64
66

P308.103
P311.111
P314.103
P314.113
P317.031
P317.041
P317.103
P317.113
P317.231
P319.003
P319.041
P320.001
P320.011
P320.103
P320.151
P320.160/-1/-7/-9
P320.230
P323.003
P323.041
P323.103
P323.142
P323.192
P323.203
P323.233
P323.303
P324.021
P324.042/-7/-9
P325.051/-2/-5
P325.100/-1/-3/-4/-7/-9
P326.052
P326.061/-3/-7
P326.103
P326.111/-3/-4
P326.161/-3/-5/-7
P326.300/-2/-3/-5/-7
P326.311
P326.461
P326.523
P326.551/-3/-4
P327.001/-2
P327.050/-1/-2/-4/-5/-7
P327.101/-2
P327.150/-2
P327.200/-1/-2/-4/-5/-

67
22
71
71
63
62
75
73
24
58
58
46
34
34
27
29
28
9
19
13
17
16
12
11
13
22
23
30
31
50
50
49
51
50
53
52
57
51
52
43/320
42/321
40/70/320
41/77/319
42

P4…
P410.132
208
P410.941
208/408
P412.002
207
P412.101
207
P412.441
206
P412.450/-4/-5
204
P412.471
205
P412.492
206
P412.502
206
P412.701
205
P412.941
205/409
P414.209
94
P414.261
95
P416.171
152
P416.235
146
P416.331
146
P416.602
92
P416.759
390
P416.779
390
P417.001
149
P417.013
148
P417.041
152
P417.053
150
P417.063
148
P417.073
153
P417.082
151
P422.172
193
P422.182
192
P422.211/-3
188
P422.222
191
P422.252
192
P422.292/-4/-7/-8
190
P422.332
192
P430.102/-4
170
P430.111/-12/-13/-14/-15/-20/-25/-27/-28
171
P432.000/-2/-3/-5/-7/-8
179
P432.102
181
P432.112/-31/-33/-34/-35/-38/-39
176
P432.162
176

P432.191/-2/-3
P432.211/-2/-3
P432.220/-1/-3/-5/-7/-8
P432.311/-2/-3
P432.412
P432.422/-3/-4
P432.451/-2/-3/-4/-5
P432.461/-4/-5
P432.512/-4/-5
P432.520/-2/-5
P432.531/-2/-3
P432.571/-3/-4
P432.592/-4
P433.002/-4
P433.102
P433.150/-2/-3/-5/-7
P433.160/-3/-5/-7
P433.172/-3/-5
P433.221/-3/-5/-7
P433.301/-4
P433.342/-4
P433.510/-1/-2/-3/-4/-5/-8
P433.521/-2/-4
P433.530/-1/-2/-3/-4/-5/-8
P433.612
P433.711/-2/-3
P433.912
P433.941
P436.001/-5/-7
P436.010/-1/-3
P436.105
P436.111/-2
P436.200/-3/-5/-7
P436.401/-3/-5/-7
P436.501/-3/-5/-7
P436.602/-5/-7
P436.941
P453.051
P453.061
P453.073/-5/-7
P453.100/-3/-8/-9
P453.125/-7/-8
P453.165/-7/-8
P453.205
P453.219
P453.223/-5/-7/-8
P453.243/-5/-7/-8
P453.265
P456.015
P459.001
P459.600/-1/-3/-4/-5/-7
P459.610
P459.621/-2/-4
P460.602
P461.003/-5/-7
P461.105/-8
P461.213/-5/-7

180
173
176
178
177
173
175
177
173
177
174
174
174
170
172
158
158
160
169
172
172
165
164
165
170
167
166
166/409
161
161
155
160
163
156
156
161
160/408
197
198
200
202
201
201
202
199
200
203
201
203
194
196
194
196
199
210
211
210

P5…
P510.062/-5
P510.072
P510.082/-3
P510.091
P510.113
P510.142
P510.262
P510.312
P510.351/-2/-7/-8
P510.393
P513.041
P513.051
P513.091/-2/-3/-4/-7/-8/-9
P513.172
P513.192
P513.251
P513.270/-1/-2/-4/-5/-7/-8
P513.302
P513.332
P513.341
P513.352
P513.362
P513.391
P513.401
P513.412
P513.422

119
142
119
118
118
116
117
124
124
396
120
120
127
115
116
115
126
117
116
126
115
117
16
122
118
123

P513.452
P513.532/-4/-5
P513.612
P513.941
P518.020/-4
P518.031

119
125
122
120/408
121
121

P6…
P6022
P610.002
P610.011/-2
P610.021
P610.032
P610.050/-1
P610.062
P610.072
P610.100/-01/-02/-03/-10/-11/-12/-13
P610.160/-61/-62/-63/-70/-71/-72/-73
P610.201/-02/-11/-12
P610.223
P610.231/-32/-41/-42
P610.271
P610.280/-82/-87/-90/-92/-97
P610.319
P610.329
P610.342
P610.351
P610.380/-82/-87/-90/-92/-97
P610.401/-2/-3/-5
P610.421
P610.472
P610.611
P610.800/-1/-2/-3/-4/-5/-7
P611.031
P611.041
P611.143
P611.202
P611.212
P611.249
P612.079
P612.149
P612.179
P612.189
P612.679
P613.001
P613.052
P613.081/-2/-3/-5
P613.091/-2/-3/-5
P613.100/-2
P6207H-E
P6501H-E

106
330
331
326
326
329
328
329
314
311
324
325
324
326
312
325
325
322
322
312
323
40/320
38/318
323
315
336
336
335
335
334
334
338
337
339
338
337
327
330
328
328
330
106
106

P7…
P703.012
P703.072/-5
P703.601
P703.611/-2/-5
P703.621/-3/-4
P703.631/-2/-5
P703.711
P703.721
P703.731
P703.741
P703.751
P703.761
P705.001
P705.011
P705.021/-4/-5
P705.062/-4
P705.072/-5
P705.101
P705.301
P705.901
P707.001
P707.011
P707.021/-5/-7
P707.111/-2/-4/-5/-7
P708.013/-4/-5
P708.051/-5
P709.001
P711.000/-1/-2/-3/-4/-5/-6
P711.100/-1/-2/-3/-4/-5/-6
P713.205/-7/-8
P720.909
P728.001/-5

260
259
260
257
269
262
245
271
274
227
281
255
246
228
244
245
238
244
246
243
276
281
275
277
275
232
265
236
237
278
195
257

P728.021/-4/-5
P728.031/-2/-4
P728.041/-4
P728.211/-4/-5
P729.001/-2/-4/-5
P729.101
P729.200/-1/-2/-4/-7/-9
P729.220/-1/-4/-7/-9
P729.250/-1/-2/-3/-4/-5/-6
P729.270/-1/-3/-5/-7/-9
P729.401
P729.411
P729.421
P729.431
P729.441
P729.451
P729.461
P730.001
P730.131
P730.211/-5/-7
P730.321
P732.002
P732.901
P733.005
P733.015
P733.025
P733.181/-7
P733.190/-1/-3/-5/-7
P733.315
P733.413
P733.423
P733.441
P740.001/-4/-5/-7/-8
P742.001
P742.021
P742.031
P742.041
P742.051
P742.081
P750.005
P760.001/-3/-4/-5/-7/-8
P760.110/-1/-2/-3/-4/-5/-6
P760.201/-2/-4/-5/-7/-8
P760.216
P760.501/-4/-5/-7
P762.031/-9
P762.041/-9
P763.061
P767.001
P772.051/-4/-5
P772.941
P773.020/-1/-5/-6/-7/-8
P773.400/-1/-5/-7
P773.421/-5/-8
P773.470/-2/-4
P773.480/-2/-4
P773.511/-3
P773.529
P773.531/-2
P773.541/-2
P773.551/-2
P773.561/-4/-5/-7/-8
P773.571/-5/-7
P773.611
P773.621
P773.631
P773.641
P773.651
P773.661
P773.671
P773.681
P773.691
P773.701
P773.711
P773.721
P773.731
P773.741
P773.751
P773.782/-5
P773.791
P773.801/-5
P773.811
P774.032
P774.302
P775.001/-5

256
255
227
254
232
231
231
233
235
232
272
247
276
281
229
256
264
230
229
247
228
226
223
183
184
184
186
187
185
186
186
185
250
240/407
266/406
258/406
225/407
267/406
254/407
268
253
234
252
252
249
224
224
241
274
300
299/409
306
306
306
303
303
307
307
309
308
308
304
307
298
298
298
297
297
297
296
296
296
295
295
294
293
32
32
36
37
299
36
273
241
248

P775.021/-4/-5/-7/-8
P775.031
P775.061
P775.102/-4/-5/-7
P775.121/-2/-4/-5/-8
P775.591/-4/-5/-7/-8
P776.112
P776.122
P776.132
P780.031
P786.181
P786.241
P787.001
P787.011/-5/-7/-8
P787.101
P788.301/-12/-85
P790.001/-5/-7
P795.007
P795.019
P795.029

251
261
261
251
249
250
264
226
244
280
283
282
262
272
263
230
269
279
279
279

P8…
P820.002
284
P820.012
288
P820.021
284
P820.022
284
P820.112
286
P820.131
286
P820.141
280
P820.173
285
P820.181
285
P820.194/-5
284
P820.211
283
P820.272
291
P820.281
282
P820.282
291
P820.292
35
P820.301/-3/-7
287
P820.332
288
P820.401
289
P820.602
302
P820.632
301
P820.690/-2
301
P820.901
243
P820.941
289/409
P850.001/-03/-04/-05/-07/-24/-25/-29
220
P850.080/-1/-3/-4/-5
219
P850.101/-2/-5
217
P850.110/-1/-5/-7
213
P850.201/-03/-04/-05/-07/-24/-25/-29
218
P850.261/-3/-4/-5/-7
215
P850.281/-3/-5
218
P850.301/-5
221
P850.361/-2/-5
215
P9…
P9001
P910.212
P910.222
P910.244
P910.271
P910.281
P910.291
P911.200
P911.220/-4
P911.252
P911.262
P911.270
P911.301
P911.311
P911.331
P911.359
P915.001/-2/-4
P915.030
P915.052
P915.060
P915.081/-3
P915.201/-3/-9
P940.172
P940.181
P940.191
P940.201
P940.229
P940.233

113
349
346
348
347
348
351
352
351
349
352
352
343
341
350
346
344
342
342
342
344
345
198
387
386
386
387
384
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Print information

Notes

Pad printing

Silk screen

Transfer

Laser engraving

This method is the fastest and most
accurate since it allows to print logos with
a high number of colours on usually most
surfaces. Generally the print is applied on
small objects made of plastic or other hard
materials, on which the paint is transferred
with a silicon pad.

Silk screen printing is a stencil technique
in which ink is forced through a
mesh, originally of fine silk but now
commercially more likely to be nylon. It’s
an allembracing process used on general
materials, metal, plastic pens and PU
(simulated leather).

This is a digital print on a paper label, it
is then specially prepared for the transfer
to be applied at high temperature on the
object using a hot-press.

This technique uses a laser beam to print
text, logos or drawings by engraving the
object’s surface. Generally it is used on
metal but the same technique can also be
applied with excellent results on wood or
plastic.

Diamond engraving

Hot stamping

Embroidery

Doming

This technique uses a small diamond to
engrave a text or logo on the surface of an
object. This technique is used to engrave
glass items mainly.

This is a dry printing method in which a
heated die is used to apply graphics to a
surface. The logo will keep the color of the
material.

This technology highlights the logo with
elegance: the logo is embroidered on the
object’s surface. The embroidery can be
made on plain/flat surfaces (clothing) or
irregular/uneven surfaces such as ha ts,
backpacks, bags, etc.

Doming is a printing technique where
several materials, mostly stickers, are
being applied with a transparent coating.
A resin layer (epoxyresin) gives a 3-D lens
effect, and depth and extra brightness to
colours.

Notes
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Icons
New - 2013

Recycle

BPA free

Biodegradable

PVC free

Bamboo

Energy saving

CO2

Water saving

Recycled PET

Max. printsize

Awareness

Resound® material

App related product

Design award

© Copyright
All rights reserved. No part of this work, nor of the information laid down
herein and/or derivable herefrom and/or developed in connection herewith,
may be reproduced or used in any form or by any means. Legal action will be
taken against infringements. Color deviation and printing mistakes reserved.
Delivery: Terms and conditions are available on request. All imprints illustrated
in this catalogue are to demonstrate printing possibilities and are for reference
purposes only.
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Quantity in carton

#

100

17”

8

18

No printoption
available

1

AA

1
AAA

Size laptop
compartment

1

Binocular
magnification

1

9V

1
Li-ion

1

Incl. AA battery

Incl. AAA battery

Incl. 9V battery
Incl. button cell
battery
Incl. Li-ion battery
Incl. rechargeable
battery
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